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Is publishes! every Thursday Morning at $2 50
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a

Ratf.s of Advertising: One inch oi apace, in
ength of column, cons!iluteR a “square.”
$150 |H*r square daiiy first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, $1 oil; coutiuung every other day after tirst week. 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amitsmements.” $2 00 per square
er
week; three insertions or less $1 50.
1
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
ot the State) for $l 00 per square for tirst insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.

Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

BUSINESS CARDS.
SCRIBNER & JORDAN,
American

and. Solicitors

Foreign Patents,

and

STREET.

THOMASTON,

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

Attorneys

MISCELLANEOUS.

tlie

400 CongrcMM 81., Portland, Me.

MAINE.

This old, well known and favorite house has during
lie past winter, been thoroughly repaired, remodeled
nd supplied with new furniture, in style equal to
is now opened for permanent
any Hotel of the
and transient hoarders.
The rooms are light and airy, the arrangement, being such, that each room has a view upon Main st., a
street unsurpassed in beauty, by none in the State.
Making it a most pleasant resorj for visitors from cities (luring the summer season.
The larder will be kept fully supplied with the best
the market affords, at all times and seasons, and no
pains or expense spared to make the condition of all
who may patronize the House agreeable and
happv.
Central and commodious SAMPLE ROOMS are
open, in connection with the house to accommodate

day;

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

UNQUESTIONABLY

kinds of work, heavy or light, and the most

For all

DUAL LICK

throughout.
per day.

Maine for the sale and shipment of
Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also lor sale at lowest market price,
"Wilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittston
Coals, skipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the tranporlation of coals from
tfapr27
port of cbipmewn any point Iwirm.

WARREN,

(Formerly

& Gregg.)

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
DXUH’ARX AIKMK,
NO ITU
PHILADELPHIA.

Successors to Warren &

Co.,

Gregg.

AND

MERCHANTS !

COMMISSION
?8 Walnut St.,

J. B.

nOOPMll,

XJ !P IrX O Xu 8TE EER
Nos. 31 & 93 Free Street,
MANUFACTURER OF

Pablob Suits, Lounges, Spuing IIuds,
Mattbess.is,
IKcDsnough Pateut Bed Uomigt*, Enameled €hnim, Ac.
VT*A11 kinds
ure

repairing neatly (lone. FurniociK-’BOT T&Stf

01

boxed and matted.

HT.BRUNS,

HI.

_juy8_
House !
North <

such

Those desirir g
at No. 10 Elm St.

or

Jun26cod6rn
PORTRAIT PAINTER.

CLOEDMAK,

G.

J.

I ts EXCHANGE

Counsellor and Attorney

N. B. Order Slate at F. F. Hale’s, Comer of Free
de‘J0 tf
and Cross Streets.

J. II. LA HI SOH,

PHOTOGRAPHER,

rooms.
Sebago water.
Call at 34 Paris Street.

To Let.

PORTLAND, HIE.
Copying and enlarging done to order
All tbeuew styles, Berlins, Bembrauts, Medal bon,
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card,ami the retonened
card, bv which new process we °e» rid of freckles
moles, wrinkles, and all imperfections of the skin
Call and judge for yourselves.
j^.Moilo-Good work at Moderate PricAim to Please.
es.
may ‘-9

To Let.
St. Lawrence,

50

No.
next to
HOUSE
gress st. Rent §200.
Houses and Stores to rent.

Dwelling

Inquire
jcl3tr

EXCEEDING

Con-

L. CARLETON,
Attorney at Law, 80 Middle St.

of

S.

One

more

large and commodious

ot those

THOMPSON

THE

TO

IVETT,

popularity.
We invite all

hand a good assortment of Italian
and American Marble, and will receive orders to
cut to sfse all kinds'ofMonumental stock, at prices
that will not tail to be satisfactory to all marble workon

aug22

tpiENEMENT
JL water. For

lo

particulars

IMPROVED
and all

FORT
Jy4tf

GOOD MACHINE THREAD 2 spool, for 5c.

the best satisfaction, and are sold from ten
to thirty dollars less than any other first-class
machines. Agents Wanted in various parts ef
New England for unoccupied territory, to whom very
liberal inducements will be oM'ered. Also a number
of canvassers wanted in and about Portland.
It. J. BELLAMY & CO. Portland Office No. 179
Middle Street, over Marr Brothers.

GIVE

*

WANT

I tory,

Business

a

ELIAS HOWL

Patterns of Garments
plummse’* wilder

Portland,

help me al my Soap Facand Everett Streets, and
half the business at cost.
Factory or at 229 Congress st.
EDWARD NIXON.
14 Aug. 1872.
aul5tf

that
patent has been grunted
for
to
medical compound called AmnioniTAKE.NOTICE,
ated
and 1
a

a

Opodeldoc,
hereby notify all persons making or selling said article, tbatlhey will be prosecuted against for the infringmeat of the rights secured
to me by said Patent.
JAMES KNIGHTS.
By SCRIBNER & JORDAN, Att’s.
aul6d3w
Aug. 14th, 1872,

IN THE VICINITY OF BOSTON, A

GROCERY & PROVISION STORE,
of

including Stock. Fix-

business of $45,000 a
$400.
2i years. To any peryear.
son meaning business, the above othy-s a
splendid
chance. For particulars apply to 861 Washington’
jy8dtf
btrkkt, Boston, Mass.
a

Notice to Friends and the Public.
do not

to

one

in

behall

any
give money
PLEASE
of the Mountfort street A. M. E. Church, unless

they have

a

book

au20tf

signed by

JAMES H.

MADISON,

Pastor.

REMOVAL!
CHAS. A. VALPY& CO.,
JOBBERS OF

Woolens and Tailors Trimmings,
Rare removed to

Middle

Slrecf,
anl9_Up

Haynes
one

flight.

Block,

from $15 to $60 per

and

R.

R.

and 32 It.
CAR

RYAN

A
101

June 26-dti

cording

stock purchased
suspended jobbing

to close the account
liousc in New York.

varying

ac-

the nizc of package and val

COLLECTION

Head the Hist
then call
a

an see

the

.lull

Commercial Hi.

^REMITTANCE

ALL

people.

SCOTCH

WOOL

SUITS,
Worth $13.50 for $9.
A Good Business Suit

Rird, Manager

For
Lar^e

Col

of

$7.50.

All-Wool Teals, worth
$4.00 for $1.50 each.

my23tf

understand
J. F.

mv

ICE!

more

permanent and secret. Local treatment proved
the most eminent
European physicians the only cure.
Instrument and spec! tic, wLu

PURE

Co.,

ot

ICE!

prepared

to

*plain directions,secure*
ly sealed, $10.
Sold by his agents
344 Third
BliUNHAEDFlcgTCER,
Avenue, New York, and R. R. Lahdon, No. * Lind
Block, Chicago, Ills.

No. 14 Cross

Office,
Or

Street,

PORTLAND, iTIAINK.

mrl2distf

W.1l

juylOe»d&weowlyr_

DEALER

A 11 K

Ac SOULE, Wholesale dealers
in Produce mid General Commiwaion
Ulcrclinlit* have removed to Willi*’ Block,
No. IOI
Commercial Street, One door
rad of T. II. Wcwton Ac Co’*.

juyl6dtf
Board.
GENTLEMAN and wife or single gentlemen
can he accommodated with good rooms and
I boardat 21 1-2 Free street. Terms reasonable.
I
18-t

A

July

concerned. The books will remain at the store occupied by the late firm No. 131 Middle Street, where
all accounts will be settled. Either partner is authorized to sign the firm name in liquidation and to
sign or endorse notes in settlement.
FERGUSON HAINES,
ALBERT SMITH.
Portland, Aug. 19th, 1872.

a

22 minutes* walk of Portland
Apply to
WARREN SPARROW,
72 Exchange st,

boarding house, boing only one-eiglith of a
mile from the Boston & Maine depot, in that town,
and only three miles from several of the finest beaches
on the coast, known as Gooch’s, Wentworth, Chick
ami Hart Beaches.
The House contains 31 good rooms and has recently been greatly improved at a very large expense;
good stable and outbuildings including Ice House,
and one acre of land. The furniture will be sold
witli the house. The whole property will be sold at
a bargain.
Terms easy. Possession by the middle
of September.
Apply by letter
MRS

Dissolution of

Copartnership.

SEASON PRICE FOR 1S72.

JO U>s. a day,

troin

**

“

u

«

lie

$5

15th to Oct. 15th.

7

ns

a

*
ter

«

«

delivered earlier than 15th May a a.I

than 16t ki
Oct.,
the season.

ICE

May
*«

at

the

name

rate per month

apl5

HOUSE,

as

during

mcb27

MARKET STREET

Portland,

under the nameefj.
day dissolved by

FREDERICK A. STOCKWELL,
CALVIN STOCKWELL.
August 1st, 1872.

Co partner*! i ip Notice.
copartnership is this day formed, under the

A

Real Estate and
Portland, Maine.

PORTLAND, ME.

premises to
or

to

House For Sale

or To L,et.
of the best, arwl most convenient in the city.
Containing lti finished rooms, including Library Hoorn, aim bathing linom with wash bowl and
water closet. Is well closeted throughout, three
soap stone wash tubs in Kitchen, supplied with hot
and cold water, cemented cellar, a never-failing well
ef water, and Cistern containing to hhda. Altered
water; is warmed by furnace. A good stable ami
carriage house, every thing is good repair, having
been thoroughly renovated only last season.
Inquire of S. B. GOWELL, 149 Middle St., or at
house 6 Bramhall St. from 1 to S or from 7 to 9 P. M.
tf

____jyl7-eod
Brick Boarding House lor Sale.

Well located ror a large Boarding House er
second-class Hotel.
Contains twentythree rooms, all in nice order.
Gas and
abundance of water.
Located within two
minuter walk of the Grand Trunk Depot, the Boston and New York Steamers, and the Halifax and St.
John line of Steamers.
This is a
epjiortunity for a man who understands keeping boarders. Terms favorable.
Apply
to WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate and Loan Agent.
July 27-eodtf
a

House and Lot for 92200.
on Munj«y.
The house is two storied
and convenient for two families; Sebago water;
lot 40 by 80 feet. Will pay 1$ per cent to rent. Terms
of payment easy. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS, Real
Estate Agent.jy27eod4w*

LOCATED

firm

STOCKWELL, TRUE & COMPANY,
for the manufacture of Hydraulic Cement Drain
and Sewer Pij>c.
We are authorized to settle all existing accounts

perfect order,
Apply to
agl3cod2w

A Small Farm lor Sale.
In Cape Elizabeth, only four
*

Co-Partnership Notice.
a

rovaltv.
JOHN W. STOCKWELL,
Portland, Me.
FREDERICK A. STOCKWELL,

Northampton,

Mass.
an2dtf

1872.

&

TARBOX,

for the purpose of doing a Commission and Wholesale business in Flour, Corn, <fee., and have taken the
Store No. 103 Commercial St., formerly occupied by
T. H. Weston & Co.
H. M. HOWES,
W. K. HILTON,
J.C. TARBOX.
au2<l4\v

mHE Stockholders of the Portland Glass Works
A are hereby notified that the annual meeting of the
Ceporation will be held at the office of the Corjoration at their Works, on Wednesday August 28th, 1872
at 3 o’clock in the afternoon for the following pur-

poses, viz.
1st. To act on the rei»ort of the President, Directors and Treasure.
2d. To choose Seven directors for the ensuing

year.
3d.

To choose a Clerk and Treasurer, and to act
upon any other business that may legally come before
said meeting.
A. B. STEVENS, Clerk.
au 20td*
Portland, August 19th, 1872.

Manufacturing Com’y.

Westbrook

and the

from Portland,
very nice land,
land for vegetables,

■

transaction of any other

at 3 o’clock P. M.
RUFUS E.
12, 1172.

WOOD, Clerk.

“Maine Second Advent” Camp Meeting, will
commence Monday, 26th, at Mechanic Falls and
continue one wreek.
Rates of fare on Maine Central Railroads r no half,
on Grand Trunk and Buckfield roads about the same.
-d3t
Per Order Committee.
Aug 22d

THE

Piano tor Sale.
SEVEN Octave, Rosewood Chickering Piano,
with carved legs and Apruffe tretiles, only six
months m use, tune perfect, and good as new. Is offered at $410. Chickering’s origiual price $600.
Address Box 512, Brunswick, Maine.

A

For

3t_

aul7 3weodA'\v

PLEASANTLY located abeut

Jobbing promptly

ONE

one

L'OLt SALE!

P. FEENY, Cor. Cumberland nnd Franklin Sts.

JOHN

Real Estate Agents.
C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

Street.

Co., No. 301 1-3 Con-

GEO. R. DAVIS 6c
gress Street.

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.
M.

PEARSON,

33 Temple St.,

No.

Congress. All kinds of Silver nnd
Ware Repaired.

SPRINGVALE.

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!
As

the

owner

jan31

wants to go West.
SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

BOOMS TO LET.
gentlemen and wives, or
or lodging rooms without
board, at 209 Congress st., opiK>site the Park.
board suitable for

WITH
single gentlemen,
juyStf

FOR SALE ON STATE STREET.

Silver and Plated Ware.
Schools.
ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL,430
Osafres.

Stair Builder.
P. LIBBY, 17 1-3 Union Street, up
stairs.
G. L. HOOPER 6c CO., Successors to
Littlcfieid 6c Wilson, Cor, York 6c Maple Streets.
R.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
J. AMBROSE MERRILL, No. 139 Middie Street.
J. W. 6c H. H. MCDUFFEE, Cor. Middle
6c Union *1*.

EDUCATIONAL.
Portland Business College.
School year will commence Monday, Aug.

For full information, address
THE
L. A.

THE SECRET MEDICAL COUNA

NEW

SELLOR.
Medical Work, written by Dr.

LOCK, who

F. HAL-

greater success in the treatment
of diseases which arc described in this work than
perhaps ever fell to the lot of mortal man. It treats
on Lost Manhood
Nervous and General Debility
Sent free on receipt of stamp. Address HALLOCK
MEDICAL INSTITUTE. 133 Court street, Boston
Mass.
N. B. Dr. Hallock, who is the 'chief consulting

RODGE,

G. M.

A.

M., Priueipal,

Classics nod Teahers’ Class.
Miss Mary E. Howard, Preceptress,Latin.
Madnuic Marie Courlaender,
Modem

Fearing,

be

consulted person-

augl5-dtf

Rodman &

Agents

Swift,

lor the sale ol

Lawrence & Old Coiony Duck,
AND

Languages.

Miss Jennie E. Hodge,
Rhetoric & Preparatory Dept.
Mr. CL F. Mayberry, Mathematics
Misi Mary M. Kyle, Drawing andPainting.
Miss Lucy M. Rlanchard. Music.

Language*,

keeping or Penmanship $.§0, (extra;) Drawing .$4.00;
Painting $8.00; Piano music.including use of Piano
$12.00; vocal music (in class, 20 lessons) $3.00; Private
$6.00.
Board in Seminary $40.00 per term(all found.)

aug!4d2w

Oxford Normal Institute!
South Paris, Ule.
Tuesday, Septem-

Fall Term Commenced

3* 187*.

ber

COURSES.OF STUDY.
2.

Collegiate Course.
Collegiate Fitting

3.

Normal Course for

4.

Scientific Course.

5.
6.

Higher English Course.
Common English Course.

7.

Commercial

1.

Course.

Teachers.

Bedford

Cordage.

Manufacturers

oi

CHAIN CABLES, CRANE CHAINS, dec
Importers of

Anchors,
23

Course.
Department

under

charge

of

Bolster.

Faculty, Expenses, &t.;

or

for Circulars, Board, or Rooms, apply to Rev. J. B.
Wheelwright, ltcv. A. Hatch, Dr. I). B. Sawyer, E. F
Stoue, Alva Hersev, or
H. te. SWASEY, Principal,
au7dtf
South Paris, Me.

AUGUSTINE’S

ST.

SCHOOL,

Danforth. St., Portland. Me.

A

Boarding and Day School for Boys,

under the control of Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neely,
I>. U., Bishop of Maine.
Rev. Raniel F. 8mith, A. DI.« Rector.
Christman Term begins Sept. 10th, 1872, and
continues fourteen weeks. For circulars, address the
au21 lmo

Select School.
Fall term of Mrs. Gay’s School for children
youth, corner of South and Spring Streets,

and
THE
will

commence

MONDAY,

SEPTEMBER

*d,

and continue ten weeks.
Application may be made to Mrs. Gay, at 21 Spring
Street.
au22dlw*
Portland, Aug. 21st, 1872.

Family

Eaton

FOR

School

NORRIDGEWOCK,

ME.

au22 4w

Bridgton Academy!
I. B. CHOATE,

Principal,
CHOATE, Preceptress.

TERM of eleven weeks begins Sept 3d. For

circulars apply to
FALL
No.

T. H. MEAD, Sec’y of Trustees.
1872.
au7deod4w&w2w34

Bridgton, Aug 5te,

The three points of excellence which I claim, arc:
1st; constant and thorough circulatton of pure air;
2nd; drvness, no dampness mould nor taint; 3rd; no
intermingling of odors; purity aud active air, the
elements of its success. Call, or send for circulars.
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, between Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt, Burnham
& Co.'s Ice House, Portland, Me.
je4dtf
Mollie

au20d3t

Porter, Magatliapply to
NICKERSON,
133 Commercial street.
or

passage

BOYS,

TOPS HA m,

ME.

Term commences September Elcrentli.
For circulars, Ac., adiiress the principal, R. O.
LINSLEY, M. a., or the proprietor,
WARREN JOHN
juv20(l,‘W

FALL

Bramiiall

Lodge No. 3 K. of P.
Brening 0f tw« week

Thursday

instead of Tuesday.
Meeting
Per Order of

the C. C.,
JOHN A. LORINO, K. R. s.

For

For Baltimore.
Schooner
Al PACKET
lin, master. For freight
J.

Family School,

FOB

Bunting.
& 25 Commercial St., BOSTON

Sanford’s Improved Refrigerators.

tomfoolery.
problem of telegraphing in the Chilanguage, to write which requires some
50,000 different characters, has been solved in
this way: A few thousand of characters, most
nese

a

He who can manage a a oman can govern
nation. The converse not always true.

A woman deceives to conceal what she
feels—a man, to pretend what he does not
feel.
The Arizona diamonds

crystals that would make
rial to pave garden walks

are

merely brilliant

very good matewith or line a founa

tain basin.

“When will correspondents learn to write
only on one side of a sheet of paper?” asks
a
contemporary. We should set the time as
the same day that writers for the press write
all proper names with special distinctness.
The proprietor of Lamartine’s former residence is reported to have sold within the last
two years, to

travelers,

over

4000

quills

with

which Lamartine wrote his “Jocelyn.”
This is the verdict of a New York coroner’s
came to his death by being
found in the Hudson river.”

jury:—“Deceased

A California paper tells about “a girl possessed of a devil,” whereupon the gallant
New York Mail remarks: “We are glad they
are so uhcommon out there as to form an interesting topic for newspaper comment.
Here we never think of noticing them as anything abnormal.”

reported that

a man

in Cincinnati fell

from the top of a four-story building, the
other day, to the stone sidewalk beneath,
without

being injured

in the least.

He

was

a

life insurance agent, and struck on his cheek.
At the time of his fall he was leaning on the

edge of
painter

the roof, shoving his papers at a
whom he had treed on a swinging

Why, demands the Musical World, must a
lady who goes to Europe to study singing necessarily become a snob, and give up
young

the

that her parents have made respectWe see that Miss Jcannie Armstrong
of Wiscasset, Me., is singing in Italy under
the name of Giovannina Arvigliana.
name

able?

Why do the Democratic papers find it necessary to be constantly reiterating the honesty of their candidate ? Is an honest man
so rare among them ?

ers, said merchant very innocently took an
egg, broke its shell and emptied its contents,
he supposed, into an egg cup. After arranging it to suit his taste, he raised the supposed egg cup when lo! it was a china napkin ring. The indignation of the merchant
and the mirth of the guests

were

alike

un-

mistakable.
Ernest

Longfellow,

the artist—second son

of the poet Longfellow—has gone abroad for
study and travel.
The Albany Express is authority for the
following thouglitfnl words: “The most
violent passions have their intermissions;
vanity alone gives us no respite.”

George McDonald, the popular English
author, sails next month for America.
During his stay in Boston he will be the guest of
his

friend,

street.

Mr. James T.

Fields, on Charles
will be accompanied
of his sons, a lad of four-

Mr. Mcdonald

by his wife and

one

teen.

BOYS,

The Fall Term commented
MONDAY, AUGUST 19th.
The School has been under the management of the
present Principal for 16 years, and boys with him
will find a pleasant home, and receive thorough instruction.
HAMLIN F. EATON.
References,-J. T. Champlin, Pres. Colby University, W'. H. Sh&iler, Ed. Zion’s Advocate, F. O. Libby, Joseph Russell, and T. C. Hersey, Portland.

Franklin

Tu&F

think so.

as

for Circulars.
tpF*Send
F r information as te

Wire Rope, Russia Bolt-Rope &

ap23 2taw-6in

wrecked, and several passengers in“bump of destructiveness.” We

as a

A good joke is told of a Southern merchant who recently took a trip to Canada.
While taking dinner upon one of the steam-

Mrs. S. P.

New

train was

scaffold underneath.

TUITION.

Ancient
H. English,Teachers’ Class, one
all $6.00; Com. English$5.00; Preparatory Department $4.00: Modern Languages $5.00, (extra); Book-

1ms bad

physician of the Institute, can
ally or by mail.

The neatest thing in Western journalism
is describing a railroad accident in which a

It is

The Fall Term of eleven weeks begins Aug.27.1872.

TWO

Possession given immediately,
nih2-dtt

19.

GRAY, Principal.

_au!6d2w
GORHAM SEMI> ARY.

Rector.

Houses, No. 99 State street, and the one m
the rear, on Vernon Court, together with the lot
on which
they stand.
Enquire of A. E. STEVENS & CO., 146 and 148
Commercial st.

nenr

Plated

ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congrea* Street.

military

HOUSE,

break out

attended to.

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, <&«•

mile from Saccarappa, on the load
to Saco; contains 120 acres, well divided. Two Storied brick house;
wood house, and barn nearly new.
Two wells ami two boiling springs; would make a
milk
or
good
vegetable farm, Being only seven miles
from Portland; plenty of wood and some timber.
orchard
of 125 trees, apple and pear. Will
Young
he sohl low. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS, Real
Estate and I^oan A gen t.
Portland, Aug. 10th, 1872.
cod4w*w3t33*

Sale.

3 spring
Wagon, frame body; weighs
735 lbs: but little used. One new light open box
street.
At
7
Cross
No.
Wagon.
A. CHASE.
Jy23eod2w*

Express

story

to

A husbands is generally the architect of
his own misfortunes.

CO., No. SO Middle Street.
LAMSON, 133 Middle St.,cor. Cron.

Gootl Farm for Sale.

dtd

Notice.

au22 dTli S&Tu

one

good
barn, plenty good water,
_ouseaud
land may be had *f wanted. Price only $1800
Apply to Win, H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.

co-

WELL it COMPANY, for the purpose of manufacturing, under Patents of 1870, 1871 & 1872, Machinery to run by hand, horse or steam power, te make
Drain and Sewer Pipe aud artificial Stone Pavement
and Building Blocks.
State and County Rights for sale, or licensed to

August 1,

miles
contains 25 acres, 7
has a young orchard,

TEBBETS

day
uudersigned,
WE partnership
under the style of J. W. STOCK-

on a

posession given at once.
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

That Mexican revolution is said to be over.
Well, it may be—but it is like the prickly
heat on a young baby, sure
again when it is not expected.

Sale.

GOOD

Horse. Power, suitable for Thrashing
A Machine,
at Brooks’ Bakery, (will be sold cheap
for
79
Brackett street.
cash)
ag!5-2w
GEO. W. H. BROOKS.

The September Magazines.
Lippincott'», which is coming to assume
more

and

more

well

are

bridge’s story, there is a poem by Miss
Phelps, an illustrated account of the Yosemite
Valley, a story by M. \Teeks, and an in-

definite number ol sketches and
poems,

bright

the character of an illustrated

magazine, has

two illustrated papers, one on
the “Low Counties” of William Penn, and
t “Palestine.” There are three short
stories by Miss Preston; Ralph Keeler has
an amusing article on “The Great American
Hotelthere is a first of a pleasant series of
sketches of travel in England; Mr. Black’s
serial is continued; and some one, evidently
a well-versed politician, contributes an cxcedingly readable review of the political situa-

for older ones. It is a kind of classic in its
way. It seems almost unnecessary to commend it, but it may be well to remind parents
that the

September

number

is

ready,

and

overflows with good things.

Monthly Magazine for SepCity of the Sea, illustrated. Epitaphs. The Mountains—V., illustrated by Porte Crayon. Mother Michaud,
illustrated. Round by Propeller, illustrated.
The Story of a Miniature. Political Characacteristics of the Modern Greeks, by Charles
Harper's

New

tember contains: The

The Golden Lion of Gran-

by

Anthony Trollope—(concluded).
Edgar Allan Poe, by R. II. Stoddard illustrated.
Old Kensington, by Mis* Thackeray,
continued. Lovers. The Republican Movement in Europe, by Emilio Castelar, (fourth
paper.) My Lady Leopard. Recollections
of an Old Stager.—II.
Press Management
under the Empire. Improvisation*.—II., by
A Simpleton.—II., by
Bayard Taylor.
Charles Reade.

Love’* Home.

Chair.

Editor’s

Editor’s

Literary Record.

Editor’s Scientific Record. Editor’s HistoriEditor’s Drawer.

cal Record.

The Issue Fairly Presented.
The following letter from Judge Iloar has
been received by the Ohio Republican committee :
Concord, Mass., Aug. 13, 1872.
Charles C. Walcutt, Chairman Republican
Executive Committee, Columbus, O.:
Dear Sir—I have the honor to acknowledge
the receipt of your letter of the 20th ult., inviting me to unite with the Republicans of
Ohio in opening the political camp ign on the

20th inst. The invitation is so agreeable,
and the opportunity its acceptance would
afford of visiting your State and meeting
gentlemen for whom I entertain sentiments
of the highest regard, that 1 have delayed an
answer perhaps too long.
But it is hardly
consistent with my occupations and private
to
it.
The
accept
obligations
only part 1
have taken in the pending election v.as intended rather as an expression of opinion
than as an argument, and was, of course,
of interest only to my little circle of friends
and neighbors. I have no taste for political
contests, and am conscious that I have no
particular aptitude to engage actively in
them.
But you may be assured of the interest and
warm sympathy with which 1 shall regard the
efforts of the Republicans of Ohio to maintain
in full vigor the organization and principles of
our party, and to insure the success of its
candidates. Your great State has contributed
its full share to making the record of the party
honorable in the past.
May it have a like
part in making it more glorious in the future I
No doubt we, hs a party, are open to some
criticism. The President, as he himself so
modestly stated, has made some mistakes;
and the action of Congress does not always
come up to the highest standard of statesmanship. For my own part, I did not like
the San Domingo project, and was glad
when the President so frankly and gracefully
gave it up. I think the loss of Gov. Cox to
the cabinet a great misfortune to the administration and to the country. Our irredeemable currency I consider a discredit and a
scandal, and am utterly opposed to the office
jobbing which so many senators and representatives oil both sides of politics have been
1 think our revenue
so long practicing.
system, though somewhat improved, needs
much more improvement, and that bargains
between private interests have too much inBut what of it?
fluence in legislation.
Where is the remedy ? Clearly it would seem
within the party whose great principles and
general purposes we approve, and ot whoa e
history we are proud. Let our criticisms b«
friendly as well as honest. If w’e object to
some unworthy promotions, or think we have
reason to grumble at our rations, let us not
desert to the enemy. I think the gentlemen
from your State, who promoted the Cincinnati conventioil and gave it much of what
respectability it hail, would hardly care to
look for reform to the men who captured it.
The spectacle of the benevolent Mr. Greeley,
supported on one side by Andrew Johnson
and Gen. Blair, and indorsed by Senator
Fenton and Tammany hall, and exhorting
the republican party to turn from violence
and corruption, is perhaps almost too edifying. As King Jamie says in the Fortunes
of Nigel, it was grand to hear Baby Charles
laying down the guilt of dissimulation, and
Steenie lecturing oi* the turpitude of incon-

tinence!
I think Gen. Grant able, patriotic and upright. Whatever mistakes he has made, I do

not know any man in public life who has
been much named in connection with the
presidency whom I should think preferable
on the whole.
His magnanimity since the
war has equaled the courage and persistency
with which he conducted it. Following the
declaration, “let us have peace,” he sought
in the most direct and simple way to complete the restoration of the Union by recalling the last of the seceded states to their
proper relations to the government and the
country; and it i» to him that Virginia,
Mississippi and Texas are largely indebted
for the opportunity to throw tlieir votes
against him, if they see fit. The country
under his administration is prosperous at
The public
home and honored abroad.
debt has been largely reduced, the public
credit improved, and the public burdens
diminished. He has been the unpretending
but steady and efficient friend of the colored
race.
He has exercised no military power
except for the protection of rights which
law, national honor, and official duty required
With the efficient aid of
him to protect.
two eminent citizens, of your own State—
Secretaries Cox and Delano—lie has preserved peace and promoted civilization among
the Indians. He has kept peace with the world
and has steadily repressed violation of law,
within our borders. In the treaty of Washington he has made our country a party to
the greatest contribution of modern times to
the cause of peace and Cnristian civilization,
nis conscientious care in the selection of
high judicial officers deserves grateful recognition from 'the people whose security and
welfare are so deeply and permanently concerned in the learning, ability, and uprightness of judges.
With such and many other titles to confidence and honor, the great mass of the party which conferred the office of president upon him,
and induced him against his own
wishes and interests, to accept it, have nominated him for re-election. The personal attacks made upon him are trivial and pitiful.
The Baltimore convention might have adopted tor its candidate, as a distinct issue, if it
had seen fit, Artemas Ward’s announcement
during the war, that “he was ready to sacrifice all his wife’s relations;” but they did not,
and 1 doubt whether great parties can be
raatshaled on such issues.

No! there are larger consequences involved
in this election than those which would allow
our action to be controlled by personal tastes
01 preferences.
The alternative presented to
us is just this: Shall the Republican or Democratic party administer the government tor
The thin veneering
the next ten years?
which disappointed ambition or personal hatred may furnish cannot deceive us as to
what lies behind. It is the Democratic party
we join when we leave the Republican; and
holding up a Greeley fan before him will not
change the features cf a Tammany sachem.

Very truly

one on

tion, under the title of “Reform on Two
Stools.” A poem by Miss
Carpenter, with
the entertaining “Monthly
Gossip” and the
book reviews, complete the list of
contents.
The Atlantic is an
Paraverage number.
tou writes again about
Jefferson; Bret Harte
has some plea ant
society verses; and Whittier a poem,
“The Three Bells” which
chronicles a very gallant deed.
Do Mille’s
“Comedy of Terrors” is continued, as are
also the charming Breakfast Table Talks of
Dr. Holmes. Mrs. Leonoweus contributes a
sketch, “The Favorite of the Harem;” Mr.
Hayne has a very pretty bit of verse; and
there is an interesting account ot “A Day in
Other articles are
a Japanese Theatre.”
“Reproof,” “Nuremberg,” “An old Friend
with a New Face,” Aunt'Rosy’s Chest,”
and “A Western View of Inter-State

with

and

graphic illustrations. Then follow
the inimitable departments which have
given
so much enjoyment in' times past.
The Nursery occupies the same place for
younger readers that Our Youmj Folks hob's

Easy

Plumbers.

J* H.

Capt.

CALVIN STOCKWELL.

formed

in

expensive.

JAMES MILLER,No. 61 Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixtures arranged and set np in the best manner.

Photographers.
A. 8. DAVIS &

or

JOHN W. STOCKWELL,
WILLIAM I). TRUE,

have this

High St.

on

all modern improvements and
A rooms, with
will be let anti

the firm of J. W. Stockwell & Co.

the

*

For Rent.

somewhat

telegraph station. The China merchants
select the blocks which express the thoughts
to be transmitted. The operator
telegraphs
only the numerals designing these blocks,
which enable the receiving operator to select
similar blocks at his end of the line.

A

FINE THREE STORY BRICK RESIDENCE
il. in “Congress Square,” twelve rooms, gas,
Sebago, bathing-room, hot and cold water, and all
modem improvements. A fine location for a physician.
Apply to
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Real
Estate aud Mortgage Brokers.
agl3-eod2w

At the camp meeting at Martha's Vinethe thieves are said to be very devout in
their devotions, but some of the enthusiastic brethren tliiuk the process of conversion

yard,

each

A Good Brick House for Sale.

*

the

LOTHROP DE YENS & CO., SI Exbauge
Srcef and 48 Market St.

ten finished rooms,
and Sebago; very conveniently located for
AT GasBARGAIN—contains

whose business is in the vicinity of the Grand
Trunk Depot or New York and Boston Steamers.
Will be sold low ami on easy terms. Apply to WM.
H. JERRIS, Real Estate and Loan Agent.
eod3w*
August l>th, 1872.

It is a good subject, and has
striking title, certainly.

a

used are cut upon wooden blocks. On the
opposite side of each block is its number.
Duplicates of such numbered blocks are at

DAVIS & CO.,

Mortgage Brokers, Brown’s Block,
jyll-eod3w

merit of

The

St.

Street.

__

of

AND

No. 32 Exchange Street,

tbe

Lillian Edgarton is at work on a lecture on
female dress—“From Fig Leaves to Dolly
Vardens.”

departments

filled.
Our Youmj Folks offers its readers even
more than usual in the
way of entertainment.
In addition to three
chapters of Mr.

K. Tuckennan.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpetings.

more

existing
Stockwell & Co., is this
THEW.copartnership

mutual consent.

Portland, Aug.

15
20

on

for Rent.
THREE STORY BRICK HOUSE,
eleven

The undersigned have this day formed a copartnership for the transaction of the Hardware business in
all its branches, at No. 131 Middle Street, under the
firm name of Smith, Tibbetts & Co., as successors to
the late firm of Haines «& Smith.
ALBERT SMITH,
WILLIAM TIBBETTS.
au20d3w
Portland, Aug. 19th, 1872.

DAY, Aug. 27th,

Pull Supply Guaranteed the Entire
Season at the Lowest Rates.

in person

G. R.

business that may legally come before them, will be
held at their office, No. It Central Wharf, on TUES-

A

or

PARSONS, Kennebunk, Maine,

L.

Masons and Builderi.
REDLON, 333 1-9 fongrrn

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.
SMALL Ac KNIOnT,No. 134 Exchange

;

WE

before.

Mrs. Partington awakes from a
long slumber to say that she thinks this
thing of slinking hands across the bloody sarcasm is all

N. E.

house is one of tbe best locations on
on tbe street; tine neighborhood.
Consists of
two story framed House and ell,
containing ten
highly inished rooms; painted walls throughout;
gas; good cellar and heated by furnace; large brick cisOnnofthe most desitern, filtered; well drained.
rable and coiiTcnient liouaes iu tbe city; close to
street line of cars; can lie seen from 2 to 5 P.
fins easy.
Enquire on tbe premises.
---*

ever

Manufobtarerg of Trunks, Yalisei and
R. DURAN Ac CO., 171 Middle and
116 Federal Streets.

House No. 24 Emery St., bead ot
Cushman Street.

dtt

there than

jured,

J.

___

A Fine Chauce for Investment.
oiler the well known property situated at
Ktoimebutik, Maine, known as the lUoaNam
House. The proiierty is admirably located for a

A waiter at Cape May thinks that a ball
lately given there was the best of the season
because there were more toothpick coats

and Fine Watehes.
ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congren Street.
Agent* for Howard Watch Company.

Carpet-Bags.

FOR SALE!

House
New Firm.

THE
choice of officers

IN

ll/dilLE thanking I he good people of Portland
v v
for their kind patronage throng), the last sea-

REMOVAL!

THE

Annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
Westbrook Manufacturing Company, for the

Speak Once More I

son, I would invite any, and all who are to have any
Minim, 4Jii* or Walrr Piping done, to eall and
see if I will not give them the best satisfaction both
as to [n ice, style and promptness of work. I have also
Oil hand a lot ot excellent Hose, which I shall sell at
reasonable rate; old ones also neatly repaired.
K. McDONALD, 20$ Fore st.,
Foot of Plum st.
augSdtf

Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership heretofore existing under the
name of Haines & Smith, is this day dissolved by
mutual consent,so far as the bardeware department is

Portland Glass Works.

J. C. PROCTER. 93 Exchange St.,

D

ROSS & STURDIVANT,
179 Commercial st.

July 10th, 1872.

SOLICITED.

Jewelry

a man

furnish

OR FOR TDK SEASON.
AT LOWEST RATES.

&T ORDERS

light.

Wanted.

HOWES, HILTON

Families, Hotels, Stores and Vessels any quantity wanted

tty

Let Me

Burnliain &

Having secured their stock

DAILY

werk

Ne. 9 Lowell St,

THE

SEASON 1872.

Juy8tf

jjood

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned liave this day formed a copartnership under the name and style of

ICE!

business.

SISK, 171 Fore St.
Nauseous Medicines for Seminal Weaknrssj Piles, Incontinence of Urine and Prolapsus Uteri!
Old Dr. HAWLEY'S quarter of a century experience hos perfected a local cure, speedy,

NO

_

Arc

expe-

To freight Coal from New York and
Philadelphia te Portland and other

mar26thdtf

work

ap25ti

from 32.50 to
typlcase bear in mind that I hare no connection
now with any other store on the street, and 1 warrant every article to prove just as represented, as I

thoroughly

Dcering Ronds !

Leavitt,

au

east.

34 Exchange St.

bay.
business, and thorough-

veteran in the
the wants of the

points

SECOND NATIONAL BANK

and you wil'

or

Vessels

auldlm

FOR 8 A LB AT

a

Wanted.
do general house-work;

o

tr__

Town of

of Prices !

goods

ly understands

BY

KELSEY,

and

COTTAGE, Cape Elizabeth,

Enquire at Press effice
May 29-dtf

with

Rotfert A.

of

GIRL to

A

annum.

of ANY ARTICLES of VAL-

to

JG D

N_T

J. P. SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp’* Block1
Cougrca* Street, opposite Old City Hall.

on

jy25dtt

order.

to

undersigned ofters for sale few very choice
THE
the line of Deering
building lots, located
horse
ami within

caes,
Post Office.

DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.

ofUpJpols rringand Repairing

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

st., Portpremises;

THE

kinds

All

For Sale.

JOHN W. STOCKWELL,

Interest and Dividend* attended to.

nOUftiUON

Ion;;.

STUFF.

FOB SALE

SISK,

a

W .A.

name

Value I
Being

AT

other valuable* received.

DEPOSITS

At Loss tlian the Present Market

lw

Southern Pine.
169 Pieces

inside the Vaults at

SPECIAL DEPOSITS of Stock*, Boii-m,

Spring and Summer
CLOTHING,

A

FOR SALE!

will

Exchange Street.

S 5 0 6 o

SISK is

To Whom it may Concern.

trade,
good
WITH
tures and Team, doing
with lease
Rent

Deposit Vaults,

SAFES TO RENT

A LARGE STOCK

for Sale.

a one

me

UpStairs.

PORTLAND

OFFERS FOR SALE

a good man to
corner of Greenlcaf

will .sell such
Call at the

F.

Notice.

|1HE

Half of

E. GOTT, Manager.

fuyl7dlm_

Enquire

Street Horse Car, a
at Horse Railroad Station.

Wanted.
the Female Orphan Asylum, a Protestant
Woman, for general housework. Apply at the
Asylum oorner of State and Danforth Sts.
Jyl»-tf

Warburton, 165 Middle Street.
_Jnjr2_
WILSON SEWING MACHINES

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAVID W.

leased for one or more years, on reasonable terms, immediate possession given.
For
further particulars apply to E. E.
UPHAM, No. 65
Exchange St.
agl4tf

ONE

Found.
evening in Spring

R.

No. 97

171 FORE STREET

undersigned have been appointed by the Judge
A of Probate for Cumberland Co., Commissioners
to receive and decide upon all claims against the partnership estate of flic late firm of Isaiah Pope & Co.,
ot Windham, in said County, (except those of the administrator) represented insolvent.
We will be in session for the purpose of receiving
and deciding upon such claims, at the office of Strout
& Gage, in Portland, in said County, on the tirst Saturday in September, October, November, December,
and January neqt, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon each
Sewall (' Strout,
day.
Wm. II. Motley.
Portland, Aug. 15,1872.
aulC-d3w
f

Class

nation.

FAIRFIELD.

Insolvency

J.

jy29-

3mo

Cook and Laundress,
To whom liberal wages will be paid.
Enquire at Press Office.
jel&tf

HOWE

other First

Wanted.

Te load Lumber at Portland, Ban■ger, Machias. Calais. Montreal, and
Southern Ports, for the River Platte.
Also, To load Coal, at Pictou,Lingan, and Port
Caledonia for New York, Boston, the Sound ports,
and St. John, N. B.
BIRD, PERKINS & JOB.
103 State St., Boston.
27 South St., New York.

CLIFF

Sewing Machines

Safe

rooms, Sebago
call at 31 LINCOLN
It

Vessels

ATrienced

Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

Sole

aplO

or

ag21<13t*

Instalment*.

UE RECEIVED at rates

LAW.

____

summer

and
or two gentlemen can
rooms and good board,
table, gentlemen boarders can find
good accommodations by applying to MRS. WILBUR, No. 4 Chestnut Street.
jy29-eod3m

also, transient

Gold Pin.
MONDAY
as-

EATON, Old Post Office,
Exchange Street.
L. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street# Uj»holstering done to order.

F.O. BAILEV & CO., Auclitueri.
agl4tf

»
June 19.

to

BOND & SMITH,
No. 200 Main street, Biddeford.

a

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,

BLOCK,

To Ect,
let, containing?

ST.a u g23

monthly

on

178 Middle St..

FOX, S8 Middle st.

&

purchasing

ery and Braiding done tc order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted te give entire satisfaction.
N. B. Manufacturers are especially invited to call
and examine our “Medium machine.”

No. 02 Middle street, recently occupied by

jc3-tf_MATTOCKS

about

{^"Machine Stitchiug and Stamping for Embroid-

LET.

STORE
Hoyt, Fogg & Breed.

are

of these Machines in the various styles of

machine* *ol«l

WM- A. EVANS,

COUNSELLOR AT

those that
Machine to eall at

stores

To Eel.

43 PKEBEE STREET.

2,000!

re]»ort indicates how well the linger Hewing machine maintains it early and well earned

ANDBUTTERICK'S

grip* If applied for immediately will be let low.
of 1V1HS. II. E. THOMPSON,
Lowell, Mass.,
SHEPARD & COMPANY, same block,
Or,
J. C. PROCTER,
03 Exchange st.
jcSdtf

Oflce3li€OIU;Kt»M STREET,

OTHERS

eral Streets.
HOOPER 6c

MSabl

wife
be furnished with front
A GENTLEMAN

ALL

OF

K.DA-

Boarders Wanted.

Sew ing Machines

Inquire

Dealers in

Aau8-tf

This

No. 47-49 middle St.
IN

Wanted.
BENCH MOULDER, apply

were

THOSE

at W.

agl3-tf

agl3-tf

.

181,260.

TO LET.
Store and Basement

Italian & American Marble,

ers.

corner

Furnished Rooms to Let,
or without board, in the immediate viciniWITH
ty of the City Building.
aulOdtf
Apply at Press Office.

No 152 Middle Street.

SHALL

1871

sortment
finish.

Let.

NA, Saccarappa.

The Sale of the Singer Sewing Machine for the year

To Let,
upper rent at No. 7 Wilmot street; one of the
best rents in the city for the price. Call on
L. TAYLOR, 176 Commercial st.
Aug 8th-dtf

tf

0

SEWING JffACHINE.

augl4dlm

jy26

6

a very low pric« the valuable lot ot
South corner of Federal and India
lot contains about 2500 square feet.

on

brick dwelling house No. 28 Park
land. For particulars enquire on the
to K P. SHERWOOD, 48 Exchange st.

he

done to order.

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
RENJ. ADAMS, cor. Exchange and Fed-

Desirable House Lots.

No. 143 Oxford St., supplied with Sebago water and Gas. Apply to B. STEVENS
or J. K. Merrill, Smith’s Pier Commercial St.

Jr.,

S31 CONGRESS STREET,
Where wc shall keep constantly on hand, a full

THE well known AMERICAN HOUSE,
well furnished, now doing a good paying
business, situated on the corner of Middle
and India streets, in this city, will be leased
_and the Furniture sold on reasonable terms.
The present lessee sells intending to remove West*
S. J. DODGE, at the house.
Apply to

To

a

,

18 Free Street.

GEORGE A. WniTNEY, No. 30 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds

sell at

Said
to

Apply

or

HOUSE

Me.

Furniture--Wholesale and Retail.

Valuable Lot for Sale.
Streets.

passing by a fruit stand.
supposed. He stepped
out and patted a large cucumber
patronizingly, as much as to say: “Good boy, old Cucu.
Go for ’em.. Steboy. Seize ’em. Gripe ’em
was
as

to the editorial

pere,

WALTER COREY Ac CO., Arcade, No.

_

aul5dlw

FEW

H. Hay’..

F. SYMONDS, India St. Yelret Cloak*
dyed and finished.
FOSTER’S Dye llouso, 34 Union Street.*

Isy

te

For Sale or Rent.

IMPROVED

Sewing

mJIE very desirable Brick House No. 10 Pine st.
A May be seen Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays, from 10 to 12 A. M.
jy30dtf

RESIDENCE, 6 BRADFORD STREET.

keep

aul5tf

Furniture tor Sale.

Jrk.

F RESCO PAINTER

Yard

street.

4 GOOD tenement of eight

GEORGE D. JOST,

1

5

-AND-

_

Wluict^le

8

KENDALL,

Hotel for Lease

ai tuiv !

paid to collecting.

JE

1

AN

No. 80 MIDDLE STREET.

IIUNl

Newbury

Cook

book-keeper

Wanted.
good ring spinuers. Apply

H.

orer

Dye-House.

ranged,

tf

and cashier, a delivery
clerk, a carpet and furniture salesman, and a
man who understands measuring, cutting and laying
carpets; also two young men ss porters, with the
prospect of growing up in our business. Best of references required. Apply in person to B.P. CUNNINGHAM «& CO., 296 ashington St., Boston.
assistant

for Maine.

St., Portlaud,

jun&d3m

To Lot

EDGAR S. BROU N,

attention

163 Middle

1718, Biddeford Maine.

house, six rooms, in excellent repair;
ENTIRE
Sebago water; family preferred without young
children.
at 25

a

Address Supt. Portland.

augl4dtf

HAYDEN, A

LET.

N. O.

Box

L.

“THE SINGER”

rilHIL house is first-class; very pleasantly and
A centralist located; built of brick; three and a
half stories, with slated roof; contains eighty-two
rooms; large parlors, kitchen and dimug rooms;
chambers well divided in suits; fitted to gas; pleuty
of soft water; ample yard room, &c. Business of
the House good.

SI'.

jan22tf_-

I^P'Partieular
Jao24-ly

J.

Dentists.

Furnished House for Rent.
House No. 172 Spring Street, owned and occupied by A. D. Brown, Esq. (premises in perorucr,) has 0 finished rooms, conveniently arwill be

Reform Schoel a Competent
good wages will be given.

and Builders.

W. K. JOHNSON,

DR.

A resident of the northern part of Buffalo
bought his boy a trumpet a few days ago, and
his neighbor, mad jt the tooting, bought his
boy a drum. Another infuriated neighbor
got his boy a “California devil,” one of those
things which screech a man’s hair up on end.
The irate man across the road gave his boy
an old boiler and a club, with instructions to
pound all day, and he also «[>ends most of his
own time shoving a lawn mower around.
An undertaker
No one saw him,

Tire twesty pages given

Transportation.”
over

Trow^,

131

WHITNEY & MEANS, Pearl Street, op.
posite Park.

THE
OWNER
ABOUT TO
!! leave the State wishes to sell his property situJLated on corner of Church and Cross Sts.. Sacearappa. Said property consists of a two story Brick
House, containing 14 finished rooms, nice cellar, a
good stable, carriage-house, woodshed, &c. Is centrally located, within 2 minutes walk of P. & R. Depot, Post Office, Schools and Churches.
luquire of JOHN R. BABB, on Premises.
aul6-2w*

WE land

manner.

Ucn’l Agent

“THE BIDDEFORD HOUSE.”

Enquire

Immigrants.
above

best

TO LEI.

Apply to
augl2cod&w2w

Free to

Wanted Immediately

AT whom
AN

Mat-nines sold on Monthly Installments.
All kinds ef Sewing Machine
Supplies,Silk, Thread
Noodles, Ac.
Machine Stitching iu all its branches done in the

now

HOTELJTO

au20dlw*

~~WANTEL>~

OTHER.

AND TAKE NO

N. II.

orn way,

open fer summer and transtfhit
•boarders. It is the nearest hotel to the
Portland A OgdensburgR. It. Depot. Rooms
I pleasant and well ventilated.
Terms from
_[six to ten dollars per week., transient two
dollars and a half per day.
JAS*. M. GIBSON, Proprietor.
my22-cod-3m

19 1-2 Market Sqr. (up Stairs.)
A good variety of cases always ready made.
JEST*Mr. B., is always ready to obtain employment

help can apply as

regular

au21

FEED

Family Sewing Machine,

Washington

SHOW CASE MANUFACTURER,

for Scandinavian

• II.ENT

Carpenters

Exchange

or

Bleachery.

CO., Bleacher., No.

SAWYER &

Middle Street.

BOY about 15 years old to work in store.
THE
fect
A Good
refferenco required. Enquire at Press Of*
flee.

the

WHEELER & WILSON’S

Hamel, Jr.

___jan23-ly_
H.

company aud

open

Philadelphia.

d. L. Gregg,

Those who want the best should obtain

Manager.

Is

BROKERS,

SHIP

and Feed Stable connected with the
WM. P, JORDAN,

boarders <luring the pleasure and recreation season
of 1872. No effort will lx; spared to make “Black
Rock” pleasant for all who may visit it or those who
choose to tarry.
J. W. PILLSBURY, Prop.

jjMi81_

H. L. GREGG &

Trunk R. R., (South Paris

8

5000 feet,
will exchange for a small farm within a few miles of
Portland, or sell on very favorable
terms. Apply to
W. H. JEKRIS.

rent in a good location. Price not to
Address box 497 Brunswick, Me.
agl7 lw *

$200.

and_Loan Agent.

HOUSE in the westerly part of the city,
ANEW
Lot contains
containing 10 good sized
over

Wanted.

Needed in the Family canbedone upon it with greater rapidity and ease of execution to beginners than
can be accomplished on any other.
It nas received
the HIGHEST PREMIUMS over all-as a Family
Machine—on both aides of the Atlantic.

“BLACK_ROCK.”

ing

424

J.

Jttll

party if de-

Rent Wanted.
SMALL family without children, desire

A gent el
exceed

Bonne' and Hat

M. C.

a

tavorite shooting and Ashing resort, formerly
the headquarters of the lamented “Kale” lurTHIS
will be
to transient

BROKER,

SHIP

Livery

'_

house.

some

COOING

ANY KIND OF SEWING

Station.)
Carnages from the house at every train.
Billiard aud Bath Rooms; a’so, a good

_

Warren

WHITTEN,
Proprietress.

HOTEL,

On the Grand

house with

C., Press Office.

Street.

Farms for Sale.
He would reter parties abroad to tho
following
named gentlemen ol this city: Hos. Geo. F.
Sliepley, Hon. A. W H. Clapp, Hon. Benjamin Ki»*sbury, Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch,

can

present “Lock-Stitch” Machine lias no equal in
world. The WHEELFR & WILSON’S is reliable, economical and noiseless. It answers the wauls
of the household completely, and

Wifi. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’s
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL 6c 81IACKFORD, No. 33 Plums

aug!0-2w*
would

or

Lost—-$50.00 Reward.
from the juntion of Middle and

our

the

__

BEALS’

Board Wanted.
gentleman and little Daughter;
a

Book Binderg.

CO.,

Lots and

For Sale,

Middle

Street.

rooms.

GentPost

X the head of Free street on Congress, a heavy
Gold Chain. The finder will receive the above reward by leaving the same at the Argus Office.
Aug 16-dtf

ITS NEW SILENT FEED,

HOUSE,

MRS. M. A.

in

MAINE.

mv2Stf

A.

$1.60

NORWAY.

Order Slate al 0. M. & E. 1*. Ilrooks, 838
Congress street.
J3r“All orders promptly attended to.

~CHAS”

new

This popular house isnow ready to receive
boarders, regular and transient.
Prices from S1.00 to $1.25 i»er dav.

PAINTER,

PORTLAND,

Everything

week. 75 and

or

__

Board Wanted.
furnished, or untarnished room, tor
WITH
leman and wife.
Address, Board,
am20 lw*
Office, Box 1396.

FOR
nartially furnish
Address A. B.

Real Estate

*

au!9-lw
_

sired.

HOYT.FOGGA BREED,No.91

odated with loans.

Houses,

AT

augl3

K F ILF R,

FRESCO

the day

Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Me.

lcagents in

L.

by

Rooms

ADAMS

170 Commercial 81., Portland.

W.

House recently opened.

This

ROSS & STURDIVANT,
WHOLESALE COAL

103 Washington & 11 Province Ct.

Apply to
WOODMAN, TRUE, & CO.

Evergreen Landing Friday, Aug 16th, a Chased
Gold Sleeve Button with the letter H. old English engraved on it. The finder will be liberally rewarded by'leaving it at this Office or with the Subscriber at Yarmouth.
GAD HITCHCOCK.

This nraet icul and easily managed machine has mow
•tco«l the test ef time and tbtrough experiment; and
the thousands wlie hare fortunately used ours, frankly give it the preference, as the very best, both in
this eouutry aud in Europe. Study, capital and inventive genius have been devoted te its improvement
for years, till, bow with

also

can

Booksellers and Stationers.

Parties debe accomm-

Deering.

Gossip and Gleanings.

W. C. COBB, No. 13 Pearl 81.

WM. II. JEli ms,

Lost.

HOUSE,

or

buildiug

CEO. R. DAYI* Sc

A Jobbing Business.
augiy-tf

FRIDAY MORNING, AUGUST 28, 1872.

Bakers.

Real Estate Sc Jlortgage Brokers.
8ep24tt

BOY about 16 years old to learn the Dry Goods

jel3dtf

OPPOSITE OLD SOUTH CHURCH, BOSTON.
€3. A. COWAN, Proprietor.

of

Wauled.

Wheeler & Wilson’s.

Proprietor.

EUROPEAN PLAN,

sirous

58 A 60 middle Street.

au22dlw

ON

Examinations made by our agent in "Washington
when desired. Consultation free. Letters of inquiry
cheerfully and promptly answered. All business in
resjiect ti an application for Patent can be transacted by mail.
.ivlMtf

beth, Westbrook,

Immediately

Loan tit

to

We are prepared to loan money Ln Hams
from *|iOO to any niuount desired, on first
class mortgages in Portland, Cape Eliza-

J. T. LEWIS & CO.,

popular.

Coaches leave the House to connect with all the
Steamers touching at Rockland from east or west
Also to carry passengers to and from the cars.
Carle ton’s well-knowu Livery Stable is connected
with the House.
All old acquaintance and friends at the Lyndb
House, w here the undersignod officiated as Clerk
from its opening, arc invited not to forget his
present
resilience. He will be at home and happy to L ie!
them all.
WILLIAM K. BICKFORD,

PROVINCE

WORK IN THE SHOP,

SEWING MACHINE Wanted

W. 8. DYER, No. 373 Middle 8t. All
kind* of Machine* for Hale and lo lei.

THE PBESS.

Repairing.

$20,000
TO

Agency fur Sewing Maehiney.

B ULLETIN.

a

Good Coat and Vest Makers

FAMILY

Traveling agents.

Charles H. Gloyd, Clerk.
Thomaston, June 1st, 1872.

establishment.
TO Enquire ofTailoring
S. C. Boulton, Gorham, Maine.
au22 dlw*
work in

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Geo. R. Diiyls & Co.’s

Six Girls Wanted.

The Best Known and Most Thoroughly
Tested

REAL ESTATE.

and

respectfully

yours,
E. R. Hoar.

JBt 9|NKMft NOTICES.

Banished.—Pimples
by Kubicel.

are

speedily banished
au213t

Time and enlightened experience have
shown that cert.vn subsi.ance# ^>nnerb l,8i*^
and relied on in medical practK**** *re u,,nt*c<*a“
*hese subsary and dangerous; yet some of
stances have found their way into nu%.
1)r. Walker’s California VinBitters, however, contain nothing injurious, being composed exclusively of vegetable substances from California. For all disorders of tte liver, kidneys, bladder, skin, and
digestive organs, and for purifying the blood,
they arc the most wonderful
known.

compounds.
egar

remedy

jelSMw

The nerve structure receives
strength and
nervous system is recruited by administering Smolandkr’s
Brciiu,
and its wonderful curative
properties completely remove or counteract kidney, bladder and

vitality, and the whole

glandular diseases, diabetes, gravel, all

plaints

incidental to

females,

com-

and maladies o
the urino-genital organs. It is a diaphoretic
deobstruent, alterative, diuretic solvent an
tonic. Tn a word, it is the “Anchor of
to those afflicted with such distress.

augl3-Tu-Th-tf

,

THE PRESS.
FRIDAY MORNING, AUGUST 23, 1872.
“General Grant
null he

hn» been benlen,

never

will'll*.”—Horace Greeley.

never

“Grant and hi» policy dewrve the very
higlie.t credit.”—Horace Greeley.
Wuile. know
The people *1 the lulled
nil

known

about

General Grant-hnve
himeinee Oonel.on and Vick.bnrg; they
and do not
do not know hi. .Innderere,
rare to

them.”—Horace Greeley.

know

brain, llie heart, the mouI of the prevent Democratic party in the rebel element
it* Northern allies and
at the Mouth, with
The

It lit rebel

nympatbizers.

the

at

core

to-

into power with flic
bate, the chagrin, the w rath, the mortification of ten hitt r yearn to impel anil
guide itM ntepn... .Whatever chantiKemeut
may he denerved by our nntiounl ninn, we
muni hope thin dingrnce and humiliutiou
will he spared to um.”—[Horace Greeley.
day

.■

.It would

as Its proportions are reof the wisest of them begin to
vealed,
display a good deal of anxiety about it. The
IPorW and the Herald have already elaborate
leaders on the topic which hardly disguise the
fact that in it they see the defeat of Air. Greeley which others have seen the past three
weeks without it. Since the pronounced endorsement of Charles O’Conor, the Louisas

cotitemptaUe but
some

ville

project

is fast

with

favor

into

coming

that class of Democrats that really believe in
the principles of the party as bad as they are.
If the movement has the success that it now
promises, it will be doubtful if Air. Greeley
gets as many electoral votes as did Air.
in 1860.

Douglass

Sold by His New Allies.
Demo-Liberal coalition seems in-

come

The

by

fected
and

sale

are

run

All

to

their

plan

that

down

come

perfect

a

business.
on

mania for
and

individual

bargain

conventions

it has

now

In the

voters.

district the Democrats are selling
out the “Liberal” Lang in a most heartless way. They offer two votes for Blaine
for one for Kimball. We hope our friends
will not be led into any such foolish exchange.
Air. Blaine’s election by a large majority is
entirely certain, and the Governor vote is
that upon which the general result in the
State is announced, so that we have something to lose but nothing to gain in such an
Third

NOMINATIONS.

REPUBLICAN
FOR

PRESIDENT,

ULYSSES S. GRANT.
VICE-PRESIDENT,

FOR

HENRY WILSON.
NOMINA TIONS.

STA TE

exchange.
But what must be the sensation of “Col.”

GOVERNOR,

FOR

Lang

SIDNEY PERHAM.
FOR

At

SPRING, of Portland.
ALEXANDER CAMPBELL,
of Cherryfield.
E.

First District—JAMES H. MoMULLAN.
Second District—JOHN H. KIMBALL, of Bath.
Third District—JAMES ERSKINE, of Bristol.
Fourth District—MORDECAI MITCHELL.
Fifth District— WILLIAM McGILVERY.

Fifth District—EUGENE HALE.

ing

folks

SPRAG UK.
WHITE.
Oxford—S UMNER R. NK WELL, Eastern DisVt.
ASA CHARLES,
Western
Penobscot—AMOS E. HARDY.

Probate.

Knox—E. M. WOOD.
Penobscot—JOHN E. GODFREY.
York—NATHANIEL HOBBS.
For Register of Probate.
Androscoggin—GEORGE S. WOODMAN.

Republican Meetings.
Hon. J. H. Ela will speak at
23d.
Kennebunkport, Friday evening,
Hon. William Wirt Virgin, will speak at Kezar Fall, Thursday evening.
Senator Wilson and Gen. Harlan will apeak at
Ells worth, Wednesday, Aug. 28th.
Norway, Saturday, Aug. 3l6t.
Frederick Douglass will speak at
Goiuia.1£ Monday owning, Aug.
27th.

Gen. Butler will speak at

speak at
Gorham, town house, Saturday p. m., Aug. 24th.
West End (Ward 7) Harmon’s Hall, Saturday evening, Aug. 24tli.
Stan dish, Thursday, Aug. 29th, at 3 o’clock p. m.
Gen. John C. Caldwell and Hon. J. H. Warwick
will address the citizens of

house, Friday, Aug. 30th,

at 2 o’clock p. m.
Gen. John C. Caldwell will address the citizens of
North Yarmouth, Wednesday evening, August

Walnut Hill meeting house.
Standish, at towu house, Thursday afternoon and

28th at

29th.

that, in

the event of

Greeley’s success, his Southern friends
would celebrate his election in the cheerful
blaze of school-houses, and that as an echo
Mr.

to his

inaugural

address

would come the

crack of the musket and the cries of freeddriven from their hurtling homes. This

men

has been the response of the ex-Rebel to every hope of forgetfulness of the past that

has been held out to him since the close of
the war. Forget and forgive! Of course,—
that is what every Republican has longed to
do ever since April, 1865. Genuine repentance and a sincere conversion of the mind to
the doctrines of civil and political equality
are

the

only

conditions to

of the past ever

imposed

complete
on

by

Southern people not only “accept” the results of the war, but are really converted to
the right, so that, if the conduct of affiairs
were felt exclusively in tlieir
hand., they
would willingly, without the restraint of
any
constitutional provision or the pressure of a

superior power, carry on the good work to
its consummation—only convince the Republican masses of this, and there is no evidence
of forgiveness and no token of confidence
and friendship that they would not
eagerly
give. Any conversion less radical than this
cannot be accepted as a qualification for entering once more on the responsible dutybof
governing this country. Thera is no pretense
that theie has been any such intellectual conviction as-we have described, and this

being

the case

“accepting the situation” amounts
to no more than putting up with what can’t
be helped. Men who believe that a certain
state of affairs is wrong, only await a
good
opportunity to right it. Accordingly, it
would have been as pertinent to talk about
“forgiveness of the past” in the sense of restoring to power those whose principles are
inconsistent with the integrity of the country
and the progress of
civilization, while war
was flagrant, as it is now.
We, in common
with all Republicans, would hail with
delight
the first evidence of such a
change of heart
as would render it safe to
place any parlv or
faction of the American
people in charge of
the destinies of the
country.
change is not to h« found in a

But such

a

platform made
for the obvious purpose of
regaining the ascendency', but in some such voluntary act as

the ratification of the fifteenth amendment

by Democratic legislatures, or the passage of
local laws by the ex-Rebel communities of
the South facilitating the acquirement and enjoyment by the freedmen of their cfcil and political' rights. Until there is some such evidence as this of a change of heart, it w ill be
extremely unsafe to put the Republican party
the retired list.

The Straight-Outs.
The managers of the
proposed Louisville
convention say that
responses have been received from thirty-two
State, all of which
promise delegations to the
meeting of September 3d. In several States
there
are

already

straight-out organization, among which
Georgia, Virginia Kentucky, Tennessee

are

and
It i. asserted that there
will
respectable following in New York

North Carolina.
also be

a

Pennsylvania, Indiana
States.

The

a

ticket headed

Noyes.

by

Gen.

Dix,

are almost certain of
No man in the country is better known or has a higher reputation
for ability and integrity. He is above ail
rings and combinations and will draw to his
support all those elements that desire reform
in the State government and the complete
overthrow of the Fenton-Tammany element.
Gen. John C. Robinson of Broome county
was nominated for Lieutenant-Governor and
Hon. Lyman Tremain for Congressman at
large. Frederick Douglass, Emid Sauer and
Gen. Woodford were nominated for Electors

at

large. Among the district Electors are
George William Curtis, S. B. Chittenden and
William E. Dodge. The convention embraced among its delegates aa unusually large
uutnber of well known men outside of poli-

and other

Yes indeed, you might say all the distinguished Rebel Generals and all the Rebel soldiers, except a very lew, like Mosby, who
have repanted, are supporting Greeley.
Of
course you can’t mean Union soldiers, because such conspicuous failures and soreheads as McClellan, Banks, MeClemand and
iSchurz are

your side.

on

The Belfast Journal
and

northern

leading Democratic and Greeley
organ, ridicule the movement and despise it

publishes

salary of every Custom

the

name

House officer in

Maine for the purpose, we supyose, of inciting the Democrats to greater zeal in behalf of
Mr. Greeley whose cause seems just now to
this State.

capital idea
and does credit to the cleverness of the editor.
What greater incentive could there be to a
disgusted crow eater than to parade the names
and pay of a hundred or two of office-holders
It is

a

coupled with the oft repeated assertion that
by hearty effort all these may be secured to
the Democracy.
The Aryus strains itself badly in attempting to make a point out of the fact that the
tax-collector attended the U. S. Court the
other day and enforced his claims against
men who had been
dodging him for several
years, and of whose identity he had before
been ignorant.
It was rather “mean” for
him to do so.

Political Notes.
After Mr.

left the Ocean
Presidential question
taken which resulted in Grant 45, Gree-

House,
was

a

Greeley

vote

on

hail

the

ley 3.
It is estimated that there are over 5000 old
Union Whigs in Alabama who have not
voted since the war. They beat the Quakers
of Pennsylvania.

Hon. Thomas Steere, last year Democratic
candidate for Governor in Rhode Island has
recently pronounced for Graut and made a
speech at a Grant and Wilson flag raising at
Woonsocket Tuesday evening.
The

Our

that

a

us

Graat and Wilson club

in

Tuesday evening

that town

formed

was

with the

follow-

ing officers: President, Col. N. C. Goodenow;
Vice President, Hon. Dauit 1 Howes; Recording Secretary, A. II. S. Davis; Cor. Secretary, Capt. E. I. Merrill; Treasurer, F. C. Perkins, Esq. The Club has on its rolls the
of one hundred ahd

names

Speeches

were

members.

fifty

made by Gen. Swift and Gov.

Austin.

Bridgton correspondent says of the zebra
club which the Argus reports to have had
eighty names when organized, that it had
thirty names only fourteen of whom have
ever been regarded as Republicans which is
hardly the average number of bolters at party
A

elections.

Gushing Greeley man—“Remember the parable of the
prodigal son, in the good book, and let us
show
a
spirit of compassion, as did
Practithe father to the erring one.”
cal Republican—“Oh, yes; remember that
story perfectly —|hovv the old man went
out and met the erring one, and gave
him a suit of clothes and a ring, and a
veal supper, and then a hop in the evening;
but I don’t remember reading that the old
gentleman asked him to take charge of the
looking

Two ways of

at it:

farm.”
An uxtorcl

Democrats

county corresponaent says

are

working

me

with more zeal than

I ever knew them to in any year past to keep
up the Greeley movement among the old
stagers wh > make wry faces when they are

The leaders will
make it a business to electioneer until after
election. We shall meet them man formau.

asked to swallow

Greeley.

A vote taken among the operatives in Margesson & Upton’s boot and shoe manufactory

olhej day, resulted
Wilson 16; for Greeley and

Bangor

in

for Grant

the

Brown 3.
“Straws show which way the wind is blow-

and

S10,000 Greeley

bet advertised in Ben
Wood's paper, the News as on
deposit there,
like other Greeley matters turns out to be a
fraud. Some Republicans
calling to cover

found that
there.

no

such

sum

had

ever

Our

Phillips correspondent says that on
the 17th the Republicans of that village unfurled to the breeze a Grant and Wilson flag.
The Republicans of the Northern part of
Franklin county are awake and alive
of the hour and will give

importance

account of themselves

it,
been placed

General John Bedell, former Democratic
nominee for Governor oi New Hampshire,

repudiates Greeley,

these pious
Oliow Chows of the Granite Hills call him
“John be d—d.”
and

now

This is the way
Greeleyism is “growing
and swelling, and
sweeping over the land:”

In May—“Hurrah for Old Horace and Reform !”
In June—“Greeley has his
faults, but we
can stand them.”
in J uly—“Any way,

Greeley

is

better than

Grant.”

Chicago Inter-Ocean

The

pect in Indiana.

says of the pros“The Liberal cause in In-

diana shows

of demoralization, and the

signs

Liberals themselves give visible evidence of
unhappy condition. They find that the
Republican meetings of all kinds ar« attended
their

better than

theirs; and the Republican organization is strong and working smoothly,while
theirs is decidedly loose: that many prominent Demoerats will not sell themselves out

to

that there is a decided Dem-

Greeleyism;

ocratic defection among the masses as well
as among leaders, and that the good pros-

pects of

Republican victory in November
better daily. Under these circumstances, the Liberals will carry through
their campaign efforts with failing hearts.”
are

a

growing

The Outlook.
Press takes a very candid
survey of the Presidential field and comes to
the conclusion that there is no possible chance
The

Philadelphia

for the success of the

Greeley coalition.

It

says:

Pennsylvania, it is now pretty generally
admitted on all hands, is certain to give its
electoral vote to the Republican candidates
in November, whatever may happen to a part
of the ticket in October. Neither Mr. Greeley nor his friends claim the State in their
private calculations. Indeed, the indications
are, owing to the very marked disaffection of
the Democracy, that Grant and Wilson will
have a larger majority here than did Grant
and Colfax in 1868. Indiana votes regularly
witli Pennsylvania in all Presidential contests, and though it gave a small Democratic
majority, amounting to 2,568, at the election
of 1870, it may be confidently set down for
Grant. In 1888 the electoral vote of Indiana
was given to Grant by a large
majority, notwithstanding that it went Democratic in the
preceding October election.
The following States cast Democratic majorities at the last elections held in them:
Alabama, Delaware, Georgia. Indiana, Kentucky,* Maryland, Missouri, Nevada, New
Jersey, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and
West Virginia. Giving to Greeley the electoral votes of ail of these except Indiana, and
also that of New York, which the Democrats
are tolerably sure to
regain, and then adding
to the Greeley column the six States of Arkansas, California,

Connecticut, Louisiana,
Mississippi, and New Hampshire, which,
went
though they
Republican at their last
elections, may be considered doubtful, the
Electoral College would stand thus:
For
For

Grant and Wilson.115
Greoley and Brown.—.181

Total electoral votes...366
But the six Republican States which we
have granted may possibly be carried by the
Coalition, are not a whit more doubtful than
the four at present Democratic States of
Alabama, Delaware, Nevada, and New Jersey. If only a small percentage of the Democrats refuse to vote, or give their ballots to
Grant in preference to Greeley, all these four
States may go R< publican. Adding them,
thereiore, to the six before enumerated, we
have ten doubtful States, one-half of which
at least Grant is likely to get, and yet Greeley
might carry them all. and still fall four short
of a majority in the Eleetorial College.
The following table will better illustrate
the situation:
STATES

REPUBLICAN

GETHER WITH
for

AT THEIR LAST

INDIANA,

ELECTION*,

WHICH

ALL OF

TO-

Electors.
Electors.
Florida.4 North Carolina.in
Illinois.21 .Ohio.22
Iowa.?. ..111 Oregon.3
Indiana.15' Pennsylvania.29
Kansas.5 Rhode Island. 4
Maine. 7 South Carolina. 7
Massachusetts.13 Vermont. 5
Michigan.11 Wisconsin.10
Minnesota. 5
Nebraska. 3
Total.185
t.

_

STATES

DEMOCRATIC

TOGETHER
SAFE FOR

WITH

AT

NBW

THEIR

YORK,

LA8T

ALL OF

ELECTIONS,
WHICH ARE

GREELEY.

Georgia.11 Texas. 8
Kentucky..12 Virginia.11
Maryland. 8 West Virginia. i
Missouri.15
New York.35
Tennessee.12

__

Total.117

DOUBTFUL STATES.

States,

Electors.
Alabama.10
Delaware. 3
Nevada. 3
New

Jersey.
Mississippi...^.

Arkansas.
California.
Connecticut.
Louisiana.

Hampshire.

9
g
8
6
6
8
5

Politics at last election.

Democratic.
Democratic.
Democratic.
Democratic.
Republican.
Republican.

Republican.
Republican
Republican.
Republican.

Total.64
Thus even if we concede to

Greeley all the

really doubtful States, which, added to those
reasonably sure for him, include the entire
soutli with the exception of the Carolinas
and Florida, he would have only 181 electoral
votes, four less than a majority.
T(je above is the best possible showing for
(he Democracy. The Republicans have tvs
good a prospect to carry New York as have
the Democrats while Mississippi, Connecticut, New Hampshire and Calitbrnia, with a
total of twenty-five votes are almost sure for
Grant and Wilson. Leaving out of the account the effect of the Louisville Convention
and the cause of Mr.

is

less—a fact that is

more

as

Greeley
becoming

November draws

already hopeand

more

near.

Many Democrats regard it as odious and deagainst it, while the Liberal
Republicans are few and far between. The
two States
generally classed as doubtful, New
Hampshire and Connecticut, were never less
doubtful than they are now.
A Company ofTanners was
formed at East
Hebron Monday evening, and J. E. Ash was
elected Captain and C. B. Brown 1st Lieuclare themselves

tenant.

50 names were put on the list.
probably number 200.

The

company will

The Lewiston Journal says we understand
from good authority thatCapt. A. C. Pray of
Livermore, who was nominated on Tuesday
ry the Democratic and Liberal conventions as
this county,
t candidate for Senator from
dates that his name was used without his
knowledge or consent, and that he is a Republican and entirely opposed to restoring the
Democratic party to power.
On

Saturday

of last week

the franklin

Au Electioneering Document.—The Boston Advertiser’s Washington special
says:
A brief examination of tbe document recently compiled by ex-Register of the Treasury
Jeffreys, and published by the democratic campaign committee, pretending to expose gross
frauds in tlie Treasury
department, the mismanagement and incapability of Secretary
Boutwell, etc., proves that tbe most essential
fraud in the whole business is the
pamphlet itself, and that it is full of errors and mis-statements.
From a few examples the character of
the whole may be inferred.
The pamphleteer
says that the finance report of 1870 shows that
Johnson, during the last three years of his admiinistration, reduced the debt $291,423,398.63.
Ill fact, the report shows something entirely
different, that the reduetion was only $147,194,914.57. The annual average expenditures of
the government for the last three years of
President Grant’s administration are $468 399
912 less than those of tbe last three years of
Johnson, instead of $107,593,327 more as claimed by the document, a fact which can lie demonstrated by the official figures.
Comparin''
the actual expenditures ef the last years of the
respective administrations and including only
the same items in each
comparison, those under President Grant are shown to be
$99,822,332
less than those nnder Johnson.

Bullock,
be travelling

late Governor of

uame.

in Canada

Georgia,

under

an

Tlx: l'ekin Gazette eontains an account of the
of two vessels belonging to Loo
Choo, off the coast of Formosa, near the point

shipwreck

inhabited by cannibal*. The captain, officers,
and crew of one of the vessels were saved by a
Chinese merchant vessel that brought them
safely to Fungslian, from whence they were
sent to Foo-Choo. The other vessel, containing
sixty-nine men, was dashed upon the rocks and
fifty-seven of those who escaped death were
few days barbarously killed and eaten by
the cannibals of Moutan Formosa.
According to the account of one who escaped
death, the typhoon swept over their vessel, taking three of the men from the deck, who were
iinin-diately drowned; the vessel, after drifting about for some days near the coast of Forsuddenly capsized, throwmosa, was then
ing the remaining sixty-six men into the sea;
all expert swimmers they
were
but as they
made for the rocky shore, which they all safely
reached.
After wandering over rocks and desert places
for seven days and seeing no inhabitants, they
suddenly came upon a party of cannibals, who
rushed upon them, stripped them of their
clothes, and of all they had with them. Yet
.this time they fortunately escaped alive, and
fled and hid themselves among the rocks
at some distance; but the “Sangfau” cannibals scented them out, surrounded the place,
and captured and killed fifty-four. The other
twelve once more escaped. In auswer to a memorial, the Chinese Emperor says: “Let the
sufferers be rewarded according to the will of
the memorialist. Let the civil and military
officers make speed to examine and punish the
cannibals, that it may be seen we cuerish the
people in our bosom.”
a

Empire Grove Camp Meeting'.
Empire Grove, East Poland,
Aug. 22, 1872.

and Lettie Wells, Watson, Calais; Planet, Green,
Rockland.
Ar 20th. schs Albion. Smith, and Eureka. Strout,
Calais; Ida, Wilson, from Cberryfield for Pawtucket;
Avon, Parks, Bangor.
Cld 21st, barque Everett Cray, luring, St dolm. NB
NEWPORT—Sailed 20tli, scbs Samuel Nash, Orr,
Bowdoinham for New York; Four Slaters, Bickmore,
Salem for Baltimore; Kemluskeag, Mitchell, Fall
River for New York; Mareus Huuter, Orr, Portland
for Philadelphia; Mansfield, Achorn, and R Leach,
Pendletou.Pawtucket for New York; Addie Murclde
Gibbs, Providence tor do; D Sawyer, Rogers, Calais
for Providence.
DIGHTON—Ar 21st, sell Dexter, Lord, Ellsworth.
FALL RIVER—Ar 20th, sch Sardinian, Holbrook,

NEWS.

I

To the Editor of the Press:
To- day the disagreeable weather has had a
visible effect on the interest of the meeting,
the congregation being even thinner than yes-

terday.

There

from the stand
this forenoon, but services were hold in several
of the tents. Rev. Messrs. Chase, Morse,HunThe usual social
ger and Stevens preached.
meetings were held, in which considerable interest was manifested by the few present.
In the afternoon Rev. Mr. Watson preached
from Proverbs 25, 25, to an audience of about
150. His text, “As cold water to a thirsty soul,
so is good news from a far
country,” was used
to illustrate the manner of learning about
was no

sermon

Heaven, which he pictured-as

a

friends have gone there before us, and that
we are all hoping to
He
go there ourselves.
presented the pleasures of hearing news from
that land which was so soon to beeome his
home ferever, and of which he was glad to
gather all the tidings possible from the ISible.
His discourse was a peculiar one, being someour

what humorous in the beginning, and as a
whole rather emotional, and was finally closed
in an abrupt manner on account of indisposition of the speaker. He was followed by several other preachers, some of whom gave very
eloquent exhortations.
Owing to the prompt action of the police in
expelling the disreputable crowd that was assembled near the grounds, from within the limits of one mile from the camp ground, much
better order is observable in the vicinity of the
The parties arrested yesterday were
grove.
John Jellerson and Jeremiah Edwards. They

brought before Judge Knowlton of Lew-

iston,

this morning, and on the testimony of
officers Collins and Newell, were found guilty
of having violated several provisions of the

prohibitory law, ai.d fined $50 and costs each,
and in default of payment were committed for
thirty days to the watchful care of Mr. Littlefield in Auburn Jail, by which arrangement
Mr. Perham’s majority will probably be increased by two, owing to a proportionate falling off of “Guvner” Kimball’s vote. The Liberal candidate ought to be on the lookout for
his prospective constituency in this neighborhood.

___Minot.

What Blanton Duncan says about teh

Louisville Convention.—A correspondent of
the New York Herald relates the
following conversation which he had with Col. Blanton Duncan on the Louisville Convention:

Correspondent—Colonel,

recognized

as a

leader of

I believe vou are
the Bourbon move-

ment.

Colonel Duncan (interposing, with a smile
of endorsement at the compliment.)
Yes, sir.
Correspondent—Your movements have commenced to attract the greater part of the attention of the Greeley organs, 1
believe, Colonel.
Col. Duncan—Yes, sir (with another
smile,)
yea, sir, they have been calling me “pig-hcailed,” “obstinate ass,” “mendacious detainer,”
etc., but they are beginning to be scared. They
thought they were safe; they didn’t believe
anybody would dare set the house on fire—they
didn’t believe I would set the house on fire.—
But they were mistaken; now they see it beginning to tumble in aud they are frightened.—
They find that it won’t do to ignore me any

longer.

Correspondent—I have called, Colonel, for the

purpose of obtaining from you some facts concerning the situation, t-lie expectations and the
prospects of your party.
Colonel Duncan—Well I don’t know what I
can give you.
The country is alive with the
subject, and names are pouring in here every
day by the bushel. Every State in the Union,
except California, Nevada, New Hampshire
V ermont aud Rhode Island, has
responded to
my circular, and some of them will send tremendous delegations. There will lie the
biggest and most; enthusiastic convention here in
beptember, sir, that has ever been held in this
country. They don’t bel'eve it; but it is so, sir;
and you 11 find it so. See here the letters that
have come to-day. (Here he
jumped out of his
comfortable chair, and, going to a
cabinet, took
down out of a pigeonhole labelled
“Fresh,” a
great packet of papers which he dumped vigorously oil the broad table in front of me. Th e
fall jostled them over a square
yard, and they
covered it all.) This is only oue
day’s lot of
them, remember. Examine them yourself and
11
find
out
more than I can tell
you
you about
the Bourbon movement, as
they call it.
I commenced to examine
the
Colonel
them,
keeping up a running and enthusiastic talk at
the same time that he picked out for me the
most important ones and the ones from
tho
most

distinguished public

The Normal School bagan its Fall term Tueswith a fair attendance.
During the shower of last week a barn belonging to Dudley Morrill, of Farmington Falls
was struck by
ightuing, slightly injuring the
building and killing a pig in the basement.
George Lowell, of Farmington, died last
week of
lockjaw occasioned by an injury which
happened to him several years since.
David Clooky and another Frenchman, while

riding

at

Farmington Sunday evening,

were

thrown from their carriage and Clooky had his
arm broken.

of the late Col. Sabine
drowned Tuesday forenoon at WaEmery;
terville under the following circumstances:—
About 10 o’clock he accompanied his cousin in
a boat to a sail in the “bay,” and while tlie
latter was bathing tlie boy undertook to ride a
log which was near the buoy to which the boat
was fastened.
The log beginning to roll he was
thrown into the water and sank before his
cousin could reach him. His body bad notbeeu
found up to 8 o’clock Wednesday morning.

men.

The Colonel also showed me a book wherein
he had inserted the names of all who had written to him declaring themselves in favor of
a
straight-out nomination. It was a formidable
and, to me, I must say, a surprising list. He
had them divided off into States. Texas seemed to take the lead; then New
York, Indiana
Illinois, Missouri, Kentucky, Georgia, MinneWisconsin
and
sota,
others followed the ones
named having the longest list.

New York.
Ar at Deal 10th, barquo Montana,
York foi Antwerp.
At Montevideo July 17, ship Wm

KNOX COUNTY.

OXFOX1D COUNTY.

Mr. Sewall Goff, of Mexico, harvests 100 tons
of bay this year. He put into his baru tifty-one
good loads of hay in two days.

Ar at Caibarien
Machias.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

McCarthy, foreman of Fletcher’s
stone yard in Bangor, was found drowned on
Thursday morning in tlie Kenduskeag stream,
directly opposite the wharf upon which tlie
yard was situated. There was a severe contus-

Ar at

The New York Times lias heard the following .story, which is laid in Maine:
The patent copper
water-proof cartridges,
winch aie now used in most
breech-loading tirearms, are admitted to be exceedingly useful for
the purpose for which
they were designed. It
has, however, hitherto been supposed that they
were fit for nothing
else, and to persons not
possessed of fire-arms they were rather undesirable articles. A lady in Maine
has, nevertheless, late It discovered that these cartridges
are
admirably adapted, in point of size and
shape to supply the place of pins for holding
frames of bedsteads. However
plausible this
discovery may seem, as yet it has not
proved successful when put in practice. The
discoverer undertook to put
up her bedstead
with cartridges, but on
driving in the first cartwith a hammer, was
annoyed at finding
the bedstead as well as her
personal appearance
greatly damaged by a sudden explosion. It is
doubtful whether cartridges can be used suecessfully in this way, and at all events housekeepers should not adopt them unt‘1 further experiments have been made.

together

es®

It is said aa old gentleman
up country, who
had been a life-long
Democrat, and hated even
the name of the Sage of
Chappaqua, but whose
loyalty to the “great unwashed” was so strong
that, like the bulk of the party, he had, albeit
with a wry face gulphed down the

candidates,

Cincinnati

was

taken

suddenly

very sick a
physiean was callsd, who told him lie saw no
way of preventing a fever except to give him a
powerful emetic. “Then I must have the
fever,” said the sick man, “for nothing will
vomit me.
If a man can swallow
Horace
Greeley and keep him i^own it is uo use to try
else.
anything
*
Th» Postal Cards.—The new
postal cards
are to be light amber in
color, five inches by
three and one-eighth inches in size, and
weigh
about one and a quarter drachms. On one
side
there will lie a vignette head of the
goddess of
Liberty, with the words “United States postal
card” engraved and printed in the
highest style
of art. This side also contains the directions

is said to

assumed

subscription on this side and the
communication on the other,” and is ruled for
the name, State, county, post office, number
and street.

A

Philadelphia

journal

complains that
“while the American world is still full of Livand
ingstone
unexplored Africa.it remains profoundly ignorant of large portions of our own
Western country.” Whereupon a Boston exchange fears that wo shall never know anything of our western country until wc succeed
in hiring a Livingstone to lose himself in
it, intimating that there are several public men who
might be sacrificed for that purpose, and who
would wait some time before a
Stanley came
after them.

An

STREET.

MIDDLE

now offer*
limited amount of its Steen Per ('ent. Consolidated Bonds. Said Bonds have forty years to run
a.«d are, by express authority of the Legislature ot
Maine, secured by a joint and several mortgage on
the Railroads, franchises and all the pro|»crty, real
and i>ersonal, of the following united Railroads, to

of

LVLliY FACILITY
FOR

Railroad*.

Making First-Class Work!

The security ia ample. No better or safer investment for trust funds can be made.
They are of the denominations of $100,' $500, $1000
and $5000, registered and conpon, with interest
payable seiui-annuaily in Boston.

and can fully convince all that It is no
vague idou,
but reality, by GIVING US A_CALL.

INTEREST.

W. F. CHISAM,

FOR 8alb nr

BROWN A SONS, Portland
BARRETT, Portland.
II. HI. PAYSON, Portland.

J. B

Has full charge of this Branch, ami all who have
tried him will fully indorse the above.

SWAN A

BREWSTER,

SWEET A

Juii2ti-sn-3m

CO.,

MW&S

Boston.

ORINHAWKES&Co
Nos. 290 &. 292 Congress Street,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Opposite Preble House, Portland.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
I

Ex Schooners

A

at lower

Blacksmith’s

or

Monday August 12tli,
-AT—

170 Commercial St.,
Head Merrill’s Wharf.
Aug 23-eodtf

Furnishing

EASTMAN BROTHERS,

Goods

At Auction

332 Congress Street.
Sale of Ladies’ Suits.

Prices!

FOB TUE

—

Next Ten

To close them out at

Days

369

!

Regardless

Co

AT

Neck-Ties,

try it.

Business

Next to

man

H.
Aug

24
Austrian.Quebec.Liverpool_Aug
Baltic...New

Yerk. .Liverpool_Aug 24
Montreal... .New York. Livernoel... .Ang 24

ing,

Poor

appetite,

complaint, get

27
Samaria.Boston.Liverpool_Aug
Manhattan.New York .Liverjiool_Aug 28
Yerk. Liverpool_Aug 20
*Java.New
Crescent

IC

not

regret,

As good

from the

miniature Almanac.Angus! 23.

at all

Drug Stores.

A Book for

Sun rises.5.1C I Moon rises. 0.36 PM
Sun sets.6.48 | High water. 3.00 PM

tiTivt

shall receive by
WEday
morning,

ARRIVED.
Steamer Falmouth, Colby. Halifax, NS—passengers
mdse to John Porteous,
Steamer New York, Winchester, St John, NB, via
Eastport for Boston.
Sch Ring Dove, Swain, Hoboken—coal to P Prince
& Son.
Sch Frank Pierce, Grant, Ellsworth.
Sch Frank Pierce, Stinson. Swan’s Island.
Sch Emerald, Stanley, Gouldsboro.
Sch Ann Maria, Carter, Friendship.
Sch Ella Rose, Connor, Castlne for Boston.
CLEARED.
Steamer Franconia, Bragg. New York—Henry Fox.
Brig Ida L Ray, Pressey. New York—J Nickerson.
Sch Casco Lodge, Pierce, New York—Orlando Nick-

FRENCH

jy27d*wlm

SALE OF

Remnants Almost Given Away.

DRY GOODS SALE.

au23tf

Tills will embrace about everything la the Dry
Goods line.

ALL TO BE SOLD LOW7.
Call and examine

by

au231m

J. J. GKKRISH A
si Commercial

CO.,

St., Portland, Me.

Aged Brotherhood.
YEARLY meeting of the Brotlievhood will be
Aofheld
at the City
Building
Saturday, 31st,

minutes.

KID

on

Ang. at 7 o’clock, P. M.,for the choice of Oftieere and such other business as
may coiac before
them.
Per Order,
J. B. HUDSON, Sec’y.
Portland, Aug. 22d, 1872.
au23

with Sebago water.
at No. 15 Mechanic

Campaign.

Apply

Street.

au231w*

HYDE Ac CO.
CHAUNCT STREET, BOSTON,
MANUFACTURERS

For the next ten days wc shall sell

OF

CAMPAIGN

Marsbnll’s Patens Illuminating Cnndle-

18—Ar_

stick

for

Illuminating Windows. The best
Send for Price List.
|ylS-2m

BUTTER!
CHOICE

ever

UNIFORMS.

BUTTER!!

VERMONT BETTER,
RECEIVED

LAUNCHED—At Tenant’s Harbor 10th inst, from
the yard of Robert Lang & Co, a three-masted sc hr
of 456 tons, named the Earl H Potter. She rates A1*
eleven years, and is owned by the builder and others,
and is to be commanded alternately by Captains O H
P Rogers and Fred Sheerer.

lyli-sn

S.

J.

FOR

Capes for “Boys

SALH BY

.5 In boo II
AT

mylT

in

Commercial Hi.

Capes

for

Capes

Block, opposite City Ball,
RKDOCED PRICER
somly

Blue.”

READ

SEATLE, O—Sid 8th, barque Scotland, Wiley, for

BRUNSWICK, GA—Sid 15th,

sch

Providence.

Garland, Libby,

Nothing has
piing for

New York.

Cld 20th, brig Nellie Cliftord, Smith, Fall River.
DARIEN—Cld 15th, schs Waldemar. Parker, for
Portsmouth; Carrie Melvin, Andrews, Boston.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed out 21st, brigs Harry Stewart, Weeks, from Baltimore for PernambucoYsidora Rionda, Plummer, from do for Halifax.
BALTIMORE—Ar 19th, brig Peri,
Perkins, Turks
Islands; sch M C Moseley, Urann. Savannah.
Sid loth, brig Mattie B Russell, for Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 20tb, barques Sam
Sheppard, Evans, Cicntuegos; Fannie, Waterhouse Fast
Harbor, TI, 14 days; schs Hattie Ross, Ulrick, Matanzas 13 days; J S Lee, Vangilder, Gardiner.
Cld 20tli, brigs Mcrriwa, Downs, Portland; Belle of
the Bay, Noyes, Somerset.
NEW YORK—Ar 20th, ship Su-prlse, Ranlett, Maiiilla; barque Chattanooga, Freeman, Auckland,
NZ;
brig Pedro, Bahrs, Jacksonville; schs Wm H Jones
Lynes, Feruaudlna; Uncle Tom, Look, and H C
Sheppard, Cook, Jacksonville; Daylight, McFadden,
[lath; Jas Buchanan, Phelps, Portland; Empire,
Ferguson, Belfast; Corvo, Pickering, Rockport: Roswell, Pendleton, Belfast; Surf, Abbott, ProvidenceJ W Kimball, Hall, and William Rice, Prcssey, Fall

River.
Cld 20tli, barque Amy, Powers, Port Johnson;
F.orence Shay, Hutchinson. Rio Janeiro.

rlitra,
The BEST ARTICLE

You

Ac.

TOUCHES!
—

Clubs Supplied

Price 60 cents.

\,P£.rt

1

^kXgBuireir'

i

haughton,

BANK or PORTLAND.
un Iersigned will carry
strictly Banking business, at tbe
Banking

1
i
t

Second National Bank
°™V,1'aunder
b.T,thethe
style of the “RAKK
»■“' »» »uoh, will receive
Der^ia
< ,F, P05T^ND”
in 'h*

Portland, June 24th, 1*72.
juli23ncwlt then su tf

"

Agents
Aug

Cor New

our

sch

rAMES

3ort riohnson for

stock of Dry and

Sargent. Sar-

font, Soigwick.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 20th, schs D Sawyer, Rogers,

STREET,

All orders for jobbing and
building promptly att •ndto.
jun5 sntf

Goods at reduced

U,of “"“•"■r*'. M l-'frl*.
per

ard“,l,<

England.

&

COMPANY.

agl2eodtf

CUNNINGHAM,

PREBLE

j”r*

Fancy

22-dtf

NOVELL

Copartiiorsfiip.

!

underpinned, begs

lcare to »av to tho.e intending
o imrehaae a GUN the coming Fall, that he
will
non hare In .tore a frerh assortment of ENGLISH
)OUBLE GUNS, direct from the manufacturer,
he
will
illicit
sell at prices that will Ditty comp*’
'he

I

O

.Tr

'.VA

€0.,

N' 000LD-

MASON Sc BUILDER,
*

«

«
U

price*.

WOOD &

£ the*

for

Inlbriggnn Homo
fise Kiitflioh “
good cotton “
L fair quality
.11

PERKINS,

*nd>

r‘‘u,“r -"u-

Rates.

_

On, and after this date, the

n a

ut Cow

i

Prepared amd sold only by EDWARD MASON,
Apothecary, Middle street, Portland.
auTsntf

1

As we intend giving up this branch of our business
shall sell our entire stock ot Summer and Winter
loaiery at extremely low prices.
Please observe that we sell

vc

of the abort

need not suffer ten minutes.

HOSIERY.

_

Cld 21st, brigs Caprera, Blanchard, Bangor; CenStanley, Boston; sch B F Waite, Aylward, for
Calais.
Passed through Hell Gate 20th, schs Charlie A Wille, Thomas, New York for Boston; Saxon, Hatch,
H

cure

HOSIERY,

“TANNERS.”

ever

Two

Aprons

FATIGUE CAPS!

offered to the public for
disease, is
MASON’S CHOLERA MIXTURE.

he certain

*•

been prepared equal to the fore-

Cholera morbus, Dysentery, Diar-

sor,

Bangor.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 20th, sch W

oyer

FOR

THIS.

For One Button

We warrant every
pair not to rip or tear, and we
wish iu every instance of
any person who gets a
|n>or pair to return them ami exchange them for a
new pair.

Huinltoldt.

San Francisco.

entire stock of

KIDS,

a’7V

“Grant Guards”
and

our

-AT-

CROCKETT,

tf_85

“WEBER” and other emiRent makers,
PIANOS. Sold by ED. B.
ROBINSON,

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN PEDRO, O—Ar lOtli, barque Monitor, Emer-

BOURDON

mads.

JTTST

AND

GLOVES,
KID GLOVES.

To Let.
F-N IE N T tenement of 7 rooms supplied

CTJTTh'.R,
SOLE

PORTLAND.

stationary Engine, with firebox Boiler
ANEW
•f 15 horse power, all complete, will be sold low

Torches, Chinese Isuttmis in every style, Flags

K

Goods.

332 Congress Street.
au2l2.lt f

meetings

Baltimore.
Sid, scbsE H Pray, Clark, and Clara Jane, McAllep, New York.
Aue
schs Mary Pike, (new) Good, Perry for
New York; M E Staples, Godfrey. St John, Nit, for
Philadelphia; L A Johnson, Mahhnan, fm Hillsboro
for do.
Aug20—Ar, schs Marcia Reynolds, Houghton, from
Windsor. NS, for Baltimore; Adalaide, from Dennysviile for Salem.
Sid, Bch Huntress. Sprague, Lynn.
Aug 21—Ar, sch Virginia, Small, Pembroke.
Sid, schs Addie Ryerson, Mary Pike, L A Johnson,
Adaline, M E Staples.

our

EASTMAN- BROS.,

I* Horse Power Stationary Engine aud Boiler, for Sale,

POLITICAL CAMPAIGN.

for the

SA-LE.

CHEAP! CHEAP!

rtay

Transparencies, Ac., As.,

BOYS.

BALANCE OF OUB SUMMER STOCK

AND PRESSED, READY FOR WEAK.
No Ripping required. Warranted not to crock.
AT POSTER’S BYE
HOUSE,
jy2Seodnew tf
*4 Union Si.

the World.

FOR THE

WOOLENS.

DRESS GOODS

Dyed Brown, Black, Blnc-B lark
and Blue,

Clubs and Individuals supplied with Rockets, Candies, Bcngolas, Ac., Ac., for processions or

fFROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.]
15~Ar' 8011 Clara Jaao. McAllep.
,tm,U^ECIAwF
Hillsboro for New York.
Aug 15—Ar, brig Clara J Adams, MeFadden. Pembroke; sch Addie Ryerson, Pike, Windsor, NS, for

Ciood Style 12 1-2 cents.

Gentlemen’s Garments
CLEANSED,

IXt & UnXLd FIREWORKS !

fm

GINGHAM SALES,

LANGIIGAGE.

__

STRANGER
the

July 4-sn tf

Arat Cienhiegos 8th inst, brig Martha A Berrv.
Berry, Mathias.
Ar at Havana 15th, brig
Gipsey Queen, Noyes, from

SALE,

tumn Styles, 8, 10, 12 1-2cts.

PRIVATE LESSONS—Hours at Office, from
1 P. M. till 3 P. M.
Apply to 2 Appleton Block, Portland.
References: Gen. J. M. Brown, J. W. Symonds,
Eotp, Tbe Hon. Thomas B. Reed.

Debility,Hypochondria,
Impotencv.
Seminal

passes every 15

New York Steamer, Satur-

Instructor iu French at the Portland High School.

Every Mail.

or

Congress Street Car

PRINT

SN

distinctly

in

and TJnbleached.

OF PARIS,

should leave the city without
Observatory, Munjoy’s Hill. From the
227 feet above th'e sea, may be seen the en•lie eceau to the horizon, CASCO
BAY.witli
its 3t>5 Islands, the WHITE
MOUNTAINS, 80 tnilei
distant and with the powerful
TELESCOPE mounteu in the Cupola,
objects 30 miles distant in every direetlon may be
seen.
The views here are
said to be unsurpassed for
beauty and variety by any1

Lfrom merchants’ exchange.]

SALE,

PALMER.

FOR MUX AND

visiting
Cupola,

Sch Olive Elizabeth, Soule, Brunswick, NJ—Orlando Nickerson.
Sch Free Wind, Frisbce, Newport, RI—Orlando
Nickerson.
Sch Mina Boyd, Littlejohn, Yarmouth, to load for
Boston—Orlando Nickerson.

CLOTH

"Various "Widths, Bleached

my store

Jules Cli. L. Morazain,

OBSERVATORY.
NO

COTTON

Kidney

_mar25-dly_
PORTLAND

erson.

Bleached and Turkey Red.

who want them cheap, call early in the day.
J. J. LIBBY A BRO,
au2S-d2t*
Head Central Wharf.

edition,

and

BARGAINS.

Hair Bleached, Brown,

All

Weakness, and all other
the errors ef teuth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature
years. This is indeed a hook for every man. Thousands have
been
tauglit by this work the true way to health am) happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, and Hie onlv ene on
this class of ills
worth reading. lOOtli
revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth
Price only $1. Sent by mail
post-paid on receipt sf
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTIprice.
TUTE. No. 4 Bultinch Street. Boston, Mass., er Dr
W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. N. B The
author may he consulted on the above as well as
all
diseases requiring skill and experience.

Thurndny, Aug. 23.

QUILT*,

TABLE LINEN SALE,

165 CRATES EXTRA PEACHES.

arising from

PORT OF PORTLAND,

price*

Large Variety in Light Ground and Au-

SF I,IFE'or s®bf-preserva-

Spermatorrhoea
diseases

will make

EXTRAORDINARY

PEACHES.

1 PIN, a Met Heal Treatise cn lie Cause ami
Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in
Man, Nervous and 1 hysical

MA.RINTE NEWS.

O.

wo

WHITE

Lengths & Sizes,

M.

ftammer Shawli mast

oar

and

QTIILT~SAEE,

HATCH.

made, always on hand at
Middle Street.

be

Mold)

SALE.

to rnMla them off*.

City Hotel.

II.

aug28eod3w

t

Kg-Selling

as can

133

is also A Care for I1VTEMPEBAIV«1E.
Look out for vile counterfeits.
See that the
TRADE-MARK is on the label.
■

Prices,

-FOIt-

“DR. HAM’S AROMATuse the contents) and
thousands are testify ing to-

day.

own

he

Men, Women and Children,

bottle of
as

The balance of

23-is tf

All Widths,

INVIGORATOR,” (and

you will

City.New Yerk.. Havana.Aug 2»
Rising Star.New York. .Aspinwall... Aug 30
Sarmatian.Quebec.Liverpool...
.Aug 31
City of Brussels-New York. .Liverpool.Aug 31
Republic.New York.. Liverpool_Aug 31
Columbia.New York. .Glasgow.Aug 31

a

arising

ills

or

for Fall Goods.

Custom Made Boots

Should at this season of the y ear be taken
freely
by those afflicted with DYSPEPSIA and LIVER
COMPLAINT. Its action is immediate, and permanent.
If your Liver is torpid,
inactive, If yon
have the Heartburn, Nervous headache, Colic
pains,
Prostration of spit its, Distress of stomach after eat-

Peruvian.Quebec-Liverpool_Aug 24

your

Low IPrices.

SIIAWL

Remember the Number 3C9 Congress St.,

DR. HAM’S
“AROMATIC INVIGOIUTOR.”

date

at

of Cost.

CHILDREN’S SUITS,

Very

Linen Collars only 15 ets,
Shirts and Drawers 35c. and upwards.
Umbrellas 75c to 92 50
A good assortment of Fancy Articles and
Jewelry,
marked down to the lowsst prices.
53^*Call and see what you can do.

Apothecaries and Chemists, Portland, Me.
For sale by all Druggists.
myl4sn tf

Australia.New York. .Glasgow.Aue 24
France.New York..Havre.Aug 24

room

one.

A FEW LEFT AT

Collars from 5c upwards,

Price 50 cents per bottie.
Prepared by
A. G. »€llLOTT£BBfiCK &
C’©.,

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS

SALE OF

off

COST !

Tide must be done to make

pubity.

blk

run

Congress Street,

so

aml Sl,re remedy for
removing Tan, Pimples,
,.A Blotches,
Moth
Freckles und Eruptions from the skin
rendering it soft ;i»d fresh, aiul ini parting te it a mak-

[Funeral services Friday forenoon at 11 o’clock, at
No. 7 Middle street.
Hi this city, Aug. 21, Mrs.
Margaret, wife of John
J. Sliehan, aged 28 years.
In this city, Aug. 22. Hattie
E., iniant daughter of
H. am*
**• McAlnln*, aged 3 months.
[Funeral services this Friday afternoon at 3 o’clock,
at residence No. 16 Emery street. Burial at convenience of friends.
In Phillips Aug. 21, Dr.
Elijah F. Plaisted, late
Surgeon 28th Me. Reg.
In.Boston Highlands, Aug. 20, Mrs. Eliza L. Carsley, aged 77 years 8 mouths.

to

Remember, Anything in the Store

Schlotter beck’s Moth & Freckle Lotion !

Iatliis city, Ang. 22, at tlie residence of Charles S.
Norcross, Mr. Samuel Norcross, aged 91 years and 9

of

AT PRICES TO SUIT CUSTOMERS.

wanting to engage In an
old established wholesale
business, can learn of
one of the best
opi>ortunities, by enquiring of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
aul0d2wsn
93 Exchange st.

months.

above

the

time I propose
8]»ace
FOR
my stock of goods in store

For Sale.

DIED.

SALE

To Commence

mined in Virginia.
W. E. DENNISON,

use

As the season for Bowel
Complaints, such as Diarrhea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, Colle, &c., is at
hand, ws would again give our good advice, act wisely, and lay In a store of Dr. Bicknell's Syrup. For
the reason, that it is safe anil
reliable, at all times
very pleasant, containing no opiate, and docs uot

A GOOD business

Bewt

au21dlw

prices than the innow selling
in this market.
The Hampshire
is undoubtedly the purest and best

FERROTYPES, TINTYPES,

Wholesale

make

to

ferior Cumberland is

half j>ast one o’clock to nominate a candidate for
representative to the Legislature.
IVr Order of Town Committee.
Gorham Aug. 47th, 1872.
aulSd&w

Pail not to

mru

Lewis, John Farnum and Wind-

Aug.

produce Costiveness.
juu28in <13m

Wc employ

IV. B.
VV ork.

oflcridg the “Hampshire”

am

Cumberland Coal

The Republicans of Gorham are requested to meet
at Town Hall on Saturday afternoon
24th, at

__

commences.

taken idea that a Good Garment cannot be made in
Portland. We have

The ITIniiie Central, Portland A Kciaiicbec, Somemet A Kennebec, Androncoggiii A Cccdn A Farming-

PAR AND

early

an

expressly call attention of parties In the habit
going to Boston and New York who have the mis-

wit:—

PRICE,

by leaving

and

more

We

a

ton

duplicated,

take

after the Fall trade

than

The Maine Central Railroad Company

ward,

au20 d3mo

we cau

Time and Pains with Garments

Expressly Authorised by the Legislature.
for sale

have

we

Many Goods in Stock
That cannot be

from

Chromo Ferrotyi.es, go to A. S. Davis
No. 80 Middle St., near corner of Exchange.

call the

NOW LS THE TIME TO SELECT,

Gor ham-Caucus.

and the

we

Attention of Gentlemen.

CONSOLIDATED LOAN.

Ward 1.

SAVANNAH—Ar 20th inst, sch May Morn, Hatch,

Fifty citizens of Batavia, Kane
county, Illinois, have addressed a severe letter to John F.
Farnsworth, who was a candidate for the Republican nomination for Congress in the Fourth
District for a sixth term. Mr. Farnsworth had
become so unpopular that two years
ago he
came very near being defeated by a
Methodist
preacher, although it was the strongest Republican district in the State, and at the Convention he was set aside. Thereupon he came out
for Greeley, in the usual manner of
disappointed office-seekers, although, when
going before
the Convention, he had pledged himself to
“stand by the nominees of the Philadelphia
Convention.”—St Louis Globs.

To which

order

Sagua 0th inst, brig Mechanic, Gould, from

FOR

city.

Imported Expressly for Us,

MAIXE CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPA’Y

The Republicans of Ward 1 are requested to meet
at the Ward Room, Friday Et c.,
7J o’clock. A full
attendance is very dcsirablo as business of ImiKtrsence will come before them.
*u22td
Per Order City Com.

In
Newburyport. Aug. 21. by Kcv. Joseph May,
Janies Scott Lowell, of Portland, and Mary Louisa
Smith, ol Newburyport.
In Batb, July 29, Geo. C. Crooker and Ada Sarah
Wilson.

son.

I'm

ers,
AT GRIN llAWRKN A CO’*,
990 A 99J tou«reu M.

MAEEIED.

17th, barque Acacia, Robinson,

ATCHINON, TOPEKA A H. F. Gold

&u22snlw

county.

Sagua.

I’m

uirSss mwf

50

YOllK COUNTT.

St John, NB
Ar at Matanzas

I'm

IOO

Custom Coat, Pant and Vest mak-

A double track will be laid on the Boston &
Maine extension between Biddeford and Saco
depots for the convenience in making up trains.
The Journal says Mr. John Treadwell has the
contract for remodeling tlie “old school house”
at Kennehuuk depot, and lias just added another story.
It is intended to have it finished in
modern style, aud when done it will compare
favorably with anything of the kind in the

of

CENNEM K. K. Hold.

Bankers and Brokers.

WANTED.

ers.

City

Ever offered in this

YIN.

CENTRAL lOAVA K. K. Ci»!d.

Coal for Steam

An enthusiastic temperance gathering was
had at Fairfield on Wednesday evening. Andrews’ Hail was filled to overflowing. Prof.
Tiiwing spoke for an hour on “Motives and
Methods’’ id the temperance work. The Fairfield Band furnished music before and after the
lecture. The Reform Club numbers about 250
and keeps up its wetkly meetings.
The Lewistou Journal is informed that the
Somerset liailroad Company have nearly completed arrangements for means to secure the
iron for laying tlie track of their
graded road
from West Waterville to Norridgewock, and
probably for the completion of the entire road,
by issuing the bonds of the road, secured by
mortgage to Messrs. Lewis Peirce of Portland',
Daniel Holland of Lewiston and S. D. Lindsey
of Norridgewock, as trustees of the bondhold-

—

FALL AND WINTER WARE,

6'.

SWAN & BARRETT,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

SOMEltSET COUNTY.

J-JO

FOR

FOK SALE BY

June 17, lat 12 S, Ion 62 E, ship
Sabiuo, from Maulmain for Cork.
July 31, lat 2G 40, Ion 73 40. Bch D B Everett, from
Rockland for Galveston.

The Fall term of Hampden Academy begins
Monday, Sept. 2d, under the instruction of
Mr. C. M. Walker, Principal, and a full corps
of assistants.
As the steamer Katahdin was leaving the
wharf at Hampden Tuesday, a schooner lyiug
there swung round and thrust her jib-l>oom
through the wheel-house.
The building committee of the town of
Hampden advertise for proposals for the inside
finishing of the new Town Hall.

&

—

6".

K. K.

DANVILLE

CHICAGO,

MPOKKlf.

on

WOOLENS!

EUROPEAN & N. AM. |t. II., Idsl.l

Wilmington.

Frederick Farnhain, of Bangor, while trying
on a boot in a shoe store
Wednesday was striekeu with paralysis.

fok

NORTHERN PACIFIC

Philadelphia.

Wednesday.

FINE FOREIGN

y»,

LEEDR&'FARMINGTON R R.

Mudgett, New

inst, brig Orbit, Nash,

COUNTY.

alnu-d,.

York.
In port 14tli, ship Jennie Eastman,
Herbert, for
New York, ldg; barque Enrique, Orcutt, for do.
Sid fm Matanaas llth, barque Linda Abbott, lor
North ol Hatteras.
Ar at Cardenas loth inst, barque
Commerce, Fossett, Bangor; brigs Jas Davis, Partridge, do; Ponvert, Allen, St John, NB; llth, Richmond, Powers.

ion on tlie back of bis head and other indications of foul play.
Gen. Hersey treated theXJniversalist Sabbath
School of Bangor to an excursion to Lincoln

from

7th

—WF—

MAINE CENTRAL K. K. Cou.oli-

Cld 0th, brig Lijc Houghton, Rose, New York.
A rat Havana 13th, barque Tremont, Small, from
St John, NB; 14th, brig Sami Lindsey, Small, do.
Sid llth, barque G W Rosevelt,
Herriman, for New

Dennis

name

COOK

McGilvery, Nichols, from Cardiff, disg; barque Priscilla, Frazer, from
do; ami others.
Ar Demarara 7tli inst, brigs Silas N Martin. Hatch,
for New York; Annie Gardiner, Hatch, for
do; Madonna, Jordan, from St Marys, Ga, ar5th; Hattie
Eaton, Brown, from Boston.
At Barbadocs 10th inst, sch Irvine, MeLarren, from
Baltimore, ar 7tb.
Sid fm Ponce prey to 10th inst,
brig J R F, Lent,
Guayanilla, to load for Portland.

Elisha Corson’s house at Eoekland took fire
and was nearly destroyed last week.

O’.

CHICAGO.

FOKFIG1V PORT*.
Ar at Antwerp 8th inst, ship
Narragansett, Hamlin, New York.
Ar at Stockholm 2d inst, barque St
Marys, Hallowell, Narva.
Cld at Liverpool 8th inst, ship Expounder, Crocker,
Boston.
Ar at London 10th, ship Ironsides,
Berry, from

a son

liARCrEST STOCK

BELFAST.

Sid 19th, brig S P Brown, Tinker, Calais.

was

WK AUK RECEIVING THE
#'»

MAINE.

PORTLAND.

Rockland.

H. W. Dodge, of Clinton, lias purchased 3500
pounds of raspberries this season.

Harry Emery,

13 <) XD S !
NT ATE WE

VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 20th, schs J B Knowles,
Merritt, Port Johnson for Addison; Sarah B, Sanborn. Hoboken for Macliias; Mary Jane, Merrill, fm
Elizabethport for Gardiucr ; St Elmo, Davis, and
Com Tucker. Mnnroe, Bristol for New Bedford; Tennessee, Creed, Yinalliaven for New York.
Ar 21st, brig .1 W Drisko, Powers. Deer Isle for
New York; sobs Juliet, Low«dl, Elizabeth port for
Portsmouth; Wm Hill. Murphy, from Fall River for
Franklin; Swallow, Carlow, Calais for Baltimore.
BOSTON—Ar 21st, ship Sea Gull, Plummer, Salt
Pond, Africa; barque Conquest, Small, New Orleans;
brigs Waltham. Magunc, Lingua, CB; Manson, Gilkey, Pictou; Dingo, Coffin, Philadelphia; schs New
Zealand. Haskell. Elizabeth|K>rt; Clias Upton, Bellaty, Ellsworth; Ringleader, Snare. Bangor; West Falmouth, Froliock, do; Intrepid, Littlejohn, and Mary
Fitzgerald, Perkins, Portland.
Ar22d, brig Isola, Snowman, Wilmington; schs
Nellie Scott. Milan, Lingan, CB; Jolm, Kelley, Calais; Ratan. Merrill, and Agenora, Jordan, Ellsworth;
Sarah. Beal, Macliias; Ringleader, Snare, and Elliot,
Sprout, Bangor; Franklin, Colby, Wiscasset; Black
Swan. Morrill, Rockport; Estella, Remick, Franklin; Black Swan, Morrill, Rockport; October, Howe,
Bath; Maine, Brown, and Revolution, Davis, Portland ; Ocean, Grant, do.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 20th, sch Thos J Beckett,
Grant, Bangor.
Ar 21st, sch M L Varney, Dunham, Bath.
In port, schs Martha Nichols. Ross; Maud Mulloch,
Norwood, and Com Kearney, Metcalf, for Calais; L
Hoi way, Bryant, Jonesport; Ann Eliza, Clark, for
Frankfort.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 20th, schs Lizzie, Leighton,
New York; Concord, Gray, and Clias Carroll, Grant,

day

MISCELLANEOUS.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Cadiz.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

“far off couu-

try,” where we are all interested, either from
having received its benefits or from the fact that

were

ANDltOSCOOGIN COUNTY*

The shoe business is more lively at Auburn.
The shipments for the past week have been 1355
cases to 915 for the previous week.
A little daughter of Mr. S. B. Harmon, of
Tjewiston, on Tuesday fell into a deep cistern in
the cellar. Mrs. Harmon, who was up stairs,
heard the splash of water and hurrying down
cellar was just in season to catch the child as
she was rising to the surface. The little girl
was senseless when rescued.
J. P. Quiinby, Jr., of Turner, and a graduate
of Bates Class of ’72 has been appointed principal of Austin Academy, Centre Strafford, N.
H.
The will of the late Cant. James Goff was
approved at the last session of the Probate
Court, and Dana Goff and Judge Morrill,
named in the will, were appointed executors.
The estate is estimated to be $70,000—$35,000
real estate and $35,000 personal.
The Maine Central R. R, has a repair shop at
the Auburn engine house, and three forges, a
steam engine, carpenter’s shop, &c., there.
employ about a dozen hands. ReThey will
pairing for the Lewiston division of the road
will be done at this shop.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

)

“Write the

Xu

The Boston Advertiser says that in New
England the Greeley ticket is weaker than it
has been at any time since he was nominated.

STATE

Eaten.

ARE SAFE

Grant.

evident

August—“No Greeley in mine, thank
you.”

a

election.

New

Trustworthy advices from Georgia say that
there are 30,000 Democrats in that State who
will not vote for Greeley. They
propose to
nominate a straight-out State ticket.

to the

good
approaching

the

at

Fifty Shipwrecked .Sailors Killed and

in

Farmington correspondent writes

the Re-

in November.

oblivion

the South

any party or faction in this country. Only
convince the Republican masses that the

on

Then

to hear Governor

his

languish in

Wanted—a Change of Heart.
doubt

tbis fall!”

give

Nearly all the most distinguished Generals
of the army are supporting the Liberal movement. A large proportion of the soldiers are
doing the same thing.—Democratic Paper.

28th.

Skow began, Thursday, Aug. 29th.
Hon. J. H. Warwick, ol New York, will

no

will

our

Portland, Tuesday, Aug.

Brunswick, Wednesday evening, Aug.
Wiscasset, Friday, Aug. 30tli.
Farmington, Saturday, Aug. 31st.

We have

stranger;
see

well;

so

fits

a

said

publicans of New York

County Attorney.
Androscoggin—GEORGE C. WING.

John Willis.

the

neighbor asked him how he liked
the speech. “Fust rate; fust rate; he’s a
little hard on the Locos, but they’ve been
pooty crooked and need a little touchin’ up;
but I liked it; ’twas the most sensible speech
I’ve heard. ’Twas true; all true; every
word of it;” and he was losfcin the crowd, a
very well satisfied man, apparently.
was over

success

For

evening, August

out

Radicals

With

Knox— IS A AC HOBBS.
Oxford—L. D. STACY.
Penobscot—JOHN H. WILSON.
York—EDMUND WARREN.

at the town

and he fol-

He applauded when the rest did, and seemed
to enjoy the speaking. After the meeting

FLINT.

For Clerk of Courts.
Cumberland—DANIEL W. FESSENDEN.
Androscoggin—D. C. ATWOOD.
Oxford-Y. S. WRIGHT.
For Sheriff*.
Cumbsrland—W.'L. PENNELL.

Windham,

turn

them

Knox—G. W.

Fred. Douglass and

I

he settled down

Androscoggin-SILA S

Grand Mass Meeting

to have a

he to a seat-mate, who was
“first-rate meeting;
glad to

Cumberland—HENRY C. HOUSTON.

Knox—T. P. PIERCE.
Oxford—H. C. DA I IS.
Penobscot—AMBROSE C.
York—ASA L. RICKER.

city

who

meeting, guess!”
lowed the people in and took a seat in
rear of the hall.
“Pooty good crowd,”

of Deeds.

of

Greeley

of this

man

followed “the great and good Horace” to
City Hall the other day and shook hands
with him, became thereby very enthusiastic
iu politics. When the Portland Band began
to play in front of the hall in the evening he
said to himself, “Hallo! our friends are go-

TH,

following nominations: Senator, Keuben
Cutler of Farmingtonr Attorney, S. Clifford
Belcher of Farmington; County Commissioner, Albert Pease; Register of Probate, John
G. Brown; Sheriff, Davis Howard; Treasurer,

the

ing.”

A Sincere

F. MERRILL.
Knox-EDWIN SPRAGUE.
E.
SHA
W.
Oxford—F.
Penobscot—HORACE J. NICKERSON.
York—ZOPHAR R. FOLSOM.

Judge

their

House.’’

Androscoggin—A.

For

abandoned

destroy this Grant despotism fry
election of the only man to-day
country who shows a support strong enough
to drive the military autocrat from the White

Y,

JOHN KIMBALL,
CHARLES SHAW.
York—JOHN E. B U TLEIt,
CYRUS H. HOBBS,
ALBERT G. O'BRION.
For County Comninioiier.
Cumberland—ED WIN C. TO WNSEND.
Androscoggin— WILLIAM A. BOAK.
Knox—J. W. TRUSSELL.
Oxford— WILLIAM CHASE.
Penobscot- WILLI AM H. CHKSLEY.
York—JAMES F. BRACKETT.
For County Treasurer.
Cumberland—THOMAS PENNELL.

Register

have

programme

to
aiding the
in all this

JESSE DA VIS.
Knox—MOSES WEBSTER.
Oxford—ENOCH C. FARRINGTON,
JONA THAN K. MAR TIN.
Pcnobssot-JOHN B. FOSTER,

For

impenitent pro-slavery, pro-rebellion
country, having outdone the Bangor
Times itself in its palmiest days in these parsheet in

distinctive ideas. The Day Book says;
“We yield no print:ple in helping

Androscoggin—JEREMIAH DINGLE Y, Jr,

JOSEPH L. SAll

“i\o Sacrifice of Principles.”
Bangor Commercial is frank enough to
print the New York Day Book's adhesion to
Greeley. The latter sheet has been, and continues to be, the most bitter, unrelenting,
The

cinnati

For (Senators.

•

fellow.

ticulars. We commend this sentence of its
article to the consideration of those who believe that the Democrats in adopting the Cin-

Third District— J AMES G. BLAINE.
Fourth District—SAMUEL F. IIERSE Y.

Eua uLES H L MPkittE
HE NR Y PENNELL.

of his new

perfidy

the

REPRESENTATIVES TO CONGRESS.
First District—JOHN H. BURLEIGH.
Second District—WILLIAM P. FRYE.
FOR

Cumberland-HFNR Y H. BITRGFS8t
CALEB A. CHAPLIN,

of this

He will weep with unusual copiousness over this new development.
Poor

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS:

Large—SAMUEL

discovery

on

comrades.

county Democrats held their County convention. The attendance was not large and no
speakers from abroad were present. Hon. S.
P. Morrill addressed the convention in behalf
of the cause, charging the administration with
the grossest corruption. The convention made

1 1TION.

G.

aul9n,WF

I.. BAII.KV,
48

Exchange

Street.

subscriber* have this day formed

i rHE
nership

a conartfor the purpose of
carrying on the Corn
Seed Business, under (lie Arm
name of
WEBB &

F

tour

*'

rrtland!5* C°"“',C“

F

and

Portland, Aug. 19th,

PHINKBT.
St'-bead of Union Wharf,

1871!.

A. WEBB
E'

PU^N,^ldiw

11

THE PRESS

tic to labor and tended to an aristocracy. Thi )
specie of civilization did not belong to our race
It was barbaric and embodied tbe ideas fron
which tlie world bad been escaping for sii

»

FRIDAY MORNING, AUGUST 23, 1*72

CITY AND VICINITY.

the oth
which the gov
one

or

becomes tbe corner stone on
is founded. These principles

er

eminent

We may clasp bauds

tagonistic.

Til 1:
May Vw e'^laiueil at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Br>*g., Mar-inis. Robinson, Brjnell & Co.,
Andrews, Wentworth, Glendenuing, Moses, Henderson, and CUish Win Bros., on all trains that run out ol

bloody chasm,

are

across

tbi

vital principles will not have performed its mission as long as there are new fields to explore
The
or questions of progress to he developed.
Republican party is tlie great bulwark of progress and tlie equality of man. If the govern-

ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
for Sale—J. J. Gerrish & Co.
Instructor in French—Jules Cli. L. Morazaiu.
Aged Brotherhood—Attention.
To Let—15 Mechanic St.
Furnishing Good—H. H. Hatch.
Sjtecial Notice—W. E. Denison.
Custom Made Boats—M. G. Palmer.
Peaches—J. J. Libby & Bro.
NEW

ment of your fathers is still to exist it is to this
It has crushed out
the demon of slavery, lifted tlie negro to mauhood and given him the reward of his labor.
Iua nation like ours, gathered from tlie vitality
of every nation, it is fit that it it shall be tlie

party that you must look.

leader and champion of progress.
I hare shown you what I conceive to be the
underlying and vital principles upon which our
government is founded. What party is organized against these principles, and liow officered.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Flour—Wm.-L. Wilson & Co.

"WE'LL FIGHT IT OUT ON THIS LINE.''

The Cincinnati Convention

SOLDIERS’

publican,

but

was

professed to be lieby the leaders of

controlled

the Democratic party, who had agreed beforehand to endorse its declarations and support
its candidates. The interest of tlie leaders was

MASS CONVENTION

apparent that lie who runs can read. They
say, “We need assistance to reach a vantage
ground where we call intrench ourselves and
prepare for another advance to a central iioiut
of power.” The Convention assumed the garb
of the Democratic power to lead tlie people
so

The Soldiers and Sailors ol the late
dorse the nomination of

Will

&

IN

hold

a mass

war

who

en-

WILSON,

PORTLAND,
Tuesday, August
AT

27th, 1872,

TWO O’CLOCK P. M.,

The following Speakers have beon engaged:

to

conspiracy

gain

fect?

Tlie cry of centralization and imperialnew conspiracy means
to interfere with and reverse this authority.
This
false cry, instituted as soon as tlie reconstruction of the South was begun, was exposed as

ism; and this

HON. HENRY WILSON,
GEN. A.E. BURNSIDE,
GEN. JOHN M. HARLAN,

a recovery of Southern
Sir.
power.
in his letter, declares for peace.
We
want peace, security and order; but do not

meaning

Of Kentucky.

Greeley,

GEN. JOHN C. CALDWELL,

and intimidation.
“Local self-government
without executive interference” means nullifi-

GEN. B. F. BUTLER.

Another demand of the Cincinnati
platform is the practical yielding up of the
It demands that
veto power by the President.
taxation, the revenue and the tariff, shall be
cation.

Other able speakers arc exacted.
Arrangements are in progress for special traius
over most of the roads at greatly reduced rates.
In the evening there will l»e a Torch Light Procssion which will be participated in by organizations
PER ORDER,
croiu all parts of the State.
f Portland, August 10th, 1872.

when passed shall be submitted to the President
for his approval or rejection, and if ho disaMr.
prove of it he shall have the veto power.
Greeley says that for the sake of the nomination and election, I am willing to be a puppet
in tbe White House and shirk my constitutional duty when the party requires me to do it. If
this is to be his policy on one question how can

HON. JOHN H. WARWICK
Will address the citizens of

many? What was the
idea of the men who so cunningly covered up
these principles in their platform, for all the
others are contained in the Republican platform? It was merely to hide the point of the
be trusted

he

SEVEN!,

WARD

by Congress

without the intervention
of the President. This would be a violation of
the Constitution, which declares that a bill
decided

Republican Rally.

END,

Southern

self-government without executive interferenee;
not State rights, because they are clearly defined by the Constitution. The people grafted
on tlie organic law three amendments,and gave
Congress the power to enforce their provisions
by appropriate legislation. What was tlie ef-

and continue through the day and eveuiug.

WEST

a

was

power. They demand three things: First, uni-’
versal amnesty, by which tlte southern leaders
can again get office ami power;
second, local

HALL,

CITY

It

astray.

Convention,

-AT-

with

arrow.

HAItMON’S

The
Horace Greeley nominated?
Southern leaders have been a long time out of
power.
They desire “universal amnesty” that

Why

HALL,

they may

recover office, and by running Greeif not successful in electing him, they
would divide the negro vote and seize the reins
of local government at homo, and if they could
commit the Democratic party to the policy of

ON

ley,

August tilth,

Saturday Evening,

AT 8 O’CLOCK.
53?*All

are

without executive interference they could secure their coveted vantage
ground. They also hoped to secure additional
Representatives in Congress. After these doiutend to get control of the government, and Horace Greeley is
witness, as in the June 3d, 1871 Memphis letter
he said, “they propose to renew the fight and
they expect to regain, as Democrats, the power
Under the
they had lost through the war.”

ings are accomplished they

By order of
J. H. B.

Morrill, Capt. Comd’ng.

great

C. M. Hunt, Clerk.

to

prophetically pictured.

Municipal Court.

cept the nomination from the very men whom
he has so terribly denounced, not only as to
principles, but personally, in words that live,
for they were burning words, against even
trusting them or giving them power.
Many of Greeley’s trite sayings about the
Democracy was read, causing great sensation

Thursday.—Cornelius McCann, search and seizFined $50. Appealed.
Williams.
Fox.
Richard Griffin, search and seizure. Discharged.
Carleton.
Fox.

ure.

Brief J ot tings.

F. O. Bailey & Co. sold at auction yesterday
the house No. 109 Pearl street to John D. Lord
for $4900; also two houses Nos. 00 and (.0 1-2
Oxford street to Joseph C. Colesworthy for

and

nomocracy
inumpu
the downfall of the government, and for a man
like Greeley to fall down into abject submission

future call.
An Irishman cracked one of the large panes
of glass in Hale’s window with his fist, Weda

conduct

at Vicksburg, Shiloh,
war record
Wilderness, and the final strangling of the rebellion was graphically referred to amidst
bursts of applause.
Gen. Grant believes in action rather than
profession. His life is given to devotion to
principle as the answer to criticism. Great results speak of great powers. When a man has
been for ten years the pivot around which
events centre, that man must possess some of
the attributes of greatness. The characteristics
of his mind, the principles of his character, the

ture of Artist Brook, North Conway, by Wesley Webber of Gardiner, is also on exhibition
at the same place.
There will be a grand rally of persons in favor of Temperance next Monday evening at the
Allen Mission chapel. Lecture by Judge Cot-

method and order of his administration, these
and other qualities show the soldier, statesman
and leader. Future history will only do him
justice. No nobler hero will ever be enshrinep

ton, formerly of Tennessee.
The India street Uuiversalist Society will
make their excursion to Evergreen Landing to

pinnacle of fame than the American
soldier. This apostoplie was classically beautiful aud eloquent.

on

morrow.

An officer of the steamer McCulloch desires
to correct a misstatement in the account of the
accident to that vessel. Ho says she was going
at a very slow rate of speed at the time, in consequence of the dense fog, and she was drifted
out of her course by the strong tide, which set
into the river at the rate of four miles per
hour. Thu shock was not so severe as stated,
nor are the damages so great as was at first

fact remains that a loyal people, (educated by
the severe conflicts in defence of the great principles of liberty and justice, will never prove
false to their lofty principles as the record of
the past ten years most gloriously declare. To
the nolde life aud record of Abraham Lincoln the speaker paid a beautiful tribute, producing renewed applause. Re true my friends
in the future as in the past to the principles

day afternoon between the Re solutes of Port-

for which that

man lived and died, and couut
his enemies your enemies and ere another moon
shall wane let us hear at the capital the joyful
cry which shall be the shout of battle aud the

land and the Irons of Ligonia Village. As the
Irons were victorious over the Dirigos in the
ex-

pected.

cheer of

Nccretury Robeson nt City Hull.
Secretary Robeson addressed the Republicans
at City Hall last evening. The audience was
large, about 3very seat being occupied. The
meeting was called to order by F. N. Dow,
Esq., who nominated Mayor Kingsbury as

There is

our

no

duty to which

community

or

onr

race

we

owe

which

Landing u|hjii these inhospitable shores
confronted with savages, dependent upon tliei
own powers they of
necessity became laborer
and established the great principle that labor i

There
Hotel

*

117 arrivals at the Falmouth

were

yesterday,

87 at the Preble

aud about 35

at the St. Jnliau.
On Monday night Deputy Sterling found
hitched in rear of Free street block a light bay
horse, with four white feet, attached to an open
box buggy. A black overcoat was in the wagon,
The team

night

no

had any knowledge been obtained of the
nor where the team came from.

Attention is called to the Advent Camp
Meeting at Mechanic Falls, next Monday.

Ferry Village.
Wednesday afternoon a prominent Republican of this village
conceiving the idea of a plan
counteract some of the disloyal influences of
the Greeley aud Brown Club, started out with

To judge of his success, it is only
necessary to say that means were raised to hire
an empty store on Sander
street, stock it with
good sound Republican documents, besides a
a

paper.

large number of literary magazines, and at 8
o’clock in the evening it was opened to the public. At 9 o’clock the place was filled with people, drawn thither by a transparency which
read “Grant & Wilson Headquarters.”
good work in this village is well begun.
A

The
*

High Compliment.

Arabella Goddard, the greatest pianist of the
age, unites with Joliann Strauss in calling the
Weber Pianos unequaled, which is certainly a
high compliment for Mr. Weber. She writes
as

follows:

Brevoort House, July 23,1872.
My Dear Mr. Weber',
On the eve of my departure for Europe I
cannot refrain from thanking you for your very
kind attention during my stay, and to assure
you of my grant reirrot that my contract did not
allow me to plav on your instruments in public
at this time.
Nevertheless, 1 must say that
the upright piano which I used at my room,
seen of
as also the grand pianos which I have
your make.Jhavc no superior anywhere, and I
certainly have not seen any instruments inHAmeriea which upproach them even. The tone is so
so powerful;
verv pure and sympathetic, yet
wlnie the touch is so elastic that an artist is
involuntarily drawn to them. I hope ere long
tojreturn to America and have the pleasure of
playing them throughout the country.
Arabella Goddard.
VIISCEEL.ANEOIJ* NOTICES*.
WsL. Wilson & Co. have just received a
lot of the famous Smith & Miller brand of
flour ground from new wheat growth of 1872.
Parties in want of a Tery choice article will do

Exchange street,

well to call 142 & 144
of Federal.

corner

Diseases such as Consumption, Bronchitis,
Debility from Typhoid and other Low Fevers
from excessive grief, study or close confine-

ment, and prostration of the vital powers,
yield to Fellows’ Compound Syrup of Hypophosphites sooner than any remedy ever before
"

discovered.

augl7dedlw&wlt

News and other Itemi.
drouth has prevailed in Virginia,
but was broken by copious rains on Friday.
The James River lias become nearly dry from
A

severe

its source to its mouth.
An old gentleman of about 75 years, and his
wife who is nearly 50, living between Mattapoisett and Marion, have a new born son and
propose to name the poor thing Horace Gree-

ley.
Application will be made to tlie next
mont Legislature for a continuous line of

Verrail-

way through the centre of the State, from Newport on the north,through Montpelier, Chelsea,
Woodstock and Cavendish, to Brattleboro’ on
the South.
The statistician of an Eastern newspai»er
avers that the flies are so good
natured this
season that a
well-organized one will allow
himself to be brushed off one’s nose eightytimes and not show any temper.
Capt. H. K. Davenport, of the United States
steamer Congress, died at Carlsbad, oa the 8tli
seven

inst.
New York is

entertaining

two live

princes—

Augustus, imperial prince of Brazil and Duke
of Saxony and his brother, Prince Pliillipi, of
Sax-Coburg. The former is an uncle of the
Prince De Joinville, who visited this country
some thirty years ago, and a widower, the father of four children, the eldest of whom, a
boy of six, is heir presumptive to the Brazilian
throne. The Prince is reported to be a genial
and hearty sailor, being an admiral in the Brazillian navy, and quite averse to demonstrations of any kind.
A lunatic out west, who is twenty-seven
years old, and lectures, tries to pass himself off
as Horace Greeley.

George Kingslaud, bookkeeper of the HudCounty Bank, Jersey city, has decamped
to Europe, being a defaulter of $20,000. Wine

son

and women.
It won’t do to say that “lightning never
strike* twice iu the *ame place.”
Two years
ago it struck a pig-stye in Meriden, Conn.,

weighed

preached from Ps. 95:6, “O

Associated Press.

The

but

faithful

ones

The N. Y

with

history of

directed

Evening Star finds fault

to belittle tlie straight-out Democratic
movement in the South.
General Newton’s submarine excavations under the hard, primitive rocks of “Hell Gate,”

essaying

a

were

spirited singing

300

with the
It says its agents betray
partisan proclivities that unfit them for their
work; their reports of the recent election in
North Carolina were grossly exaggerated, and
that they are now pursuing the same course by

us wor-

in Long Island sound, are regarded by many as
really more wonderful than the catacombs of

Paris, the Suez canal
Wall decorations

or

arc

the Hoosac tunnel.
manufactured to
now

supersede paper-hangings and paint, composed
of tliiu sheets of metal painted over by a [latent
process.
They are artistic in appearance,
and said to be durable.
Senator Doolittle’s letters to Conatty are to
lie photographed and scattered throughout the

country.

It is a little singular that no reply is
made to them.
The news that John
Quincy Adams had bolted from Greeley was brought to the

by

Leonidas Hatch, a music teacher front Brown
field. There lieing a debt of $‘100 on tbe edific<
six gentlemen piivately offered $50 each in ad
dition t<j their previous gifts. Their names weri
read, E. P. Thwing, J. P. Hubbard, C. Allen
H. Leavitt, A. Anderson and H. Boston, tlx
late proprietor of tbe Mt. Cutler House. Grea
joy was manifested at the announcement, an<
after singing “Praise God from whom all bless

directly opposite the wharf upon which
yard is ^situated. There was a severe contu-

stream

the
sion

on

the back of his head and other indica-

tions of foul

play.

Npcucer Trial.
The third trial of Albert L, Spencer for arthe
son was concluded to-day and resulted as
two previous trials, iu a disagreement of the
jury. It is said the jury stood ten for acquitThe

tal and two for conviction. On the previous
trials the standing of the juries was directly the
reverse of this.

Inquest.
An inquest was held on the body of Dennis
McCarty, found drowned this morning, and returned a verdict that deceased came to his death
by drowning, and further that he received a
blow upon the head from some blunt instruin the hands of

ment

person unknown to

some

the jury.
Fire—Grant Meeting

at

Iloulton.

The house and stable of Capt. John M. Cort
of Gleuburu were burned last night. Loss §1300.
Insured.
Senator Hamlin and Frederick Douglass addressed a Republican meeting at Houltou today. The Grant and Wilson club from this city
to the number of 300, with torches, went up on
a special train and a torch-light procession will
be had this evening.
Killed.
Augusta, Aug. 22.—John Dixon, a young
in the freight
man 18 years of age, employed
yard of the M. C. railroad, at this station,while
assisting iu switching freight cars on a side
track, was caught by the switch rope and
Mnu

ed,

his whole

instantly
horribly mang-

He was

thrown under the cars.

body being most

drum and Wilson

Flag Huised.

Saco, Aug. 22.—A large? and enthusiastic audience attended the raising of the first Grant
in this city last evening,—
Speeches were made by George C. Yeatou, of
South Berwick, Hon. J. H. Drummond, of
Portland, and by Secretary of the Navy Robeand Wilson

flag

son.
The Portsmouth Cornet Band furnished
the music. The meeting was in every way a
success, it bei ng one of the largest ever held in
Saco. Secretary Robeson’s speech was listened
to attentively by the immense crowd and great-

ly aplauded. After the speaking the band serSecretary Robeson and some of our most
prominent citizens. The Grant Guards and
enaded

Tanners of Biddeford were present with torches, making a fine appearance-

WASHINGTON.

Expected Financial

Embarrass-

ments.

Greeley’s

Work at Last.

Heavy Rise in Gold Anticipated.
Account of Coin in tke Treasury.

while at dinner.

philosopher

He dropped his knife and
fork, incontinently, and all he said was, “My
This sudden religious turn of Mr.
God!”
Greeley is one of the most consolatory incidents

t

of the campaign.
The reason why General Banks did not deliver his promised address in Wall street is said
to

have been that the
to hear it.

care

financial people didn’t

THE

W. Dennison

Liar.

a

Bottox,

Aug. 22.—The Boston Journal of
to-morrow will publish the following letter
from Senator Wilson in reference to the recent
charges of drunkenness, made by Her. C. W.
Dennison of Washington, against President
Grant:
Natick, Aug. 21,1872.
To Bev. C. W. Dennison,
Sir:—I have just read in the Springfield Republican of this date, your latter on the drinkI am astonished at
ing habits of Gen. Grant.
seeing myself quoted as saying to you in a con-

versation last winter: “President Grant drinks
too much. 1 have told him so.” Senator Wil1 do deny in
son, you say, will uotdeuy this.
the most emphatic language that 1 have ever
said anything of the kind to to you, or anything that resembled it. Your statement is un
qualitiedly false.
During the last nine years I have seen Gen.
Grant hundreds of times. I have seen him in
his camp, in his family, at his own table, at tue
table of others, at home and abroad, and I have
never seen him under the influence of intoxicating liquors. I remember distinctly our conversation. You referred to the slanders concerning the President’s drinking habits. I said
to you what I have said to others, that I regretted that the President used intoxicating
liquors at all; that 1 wished he would take the
pledge, and that 1 had a mind to ask him to
join the Congressional Temperance Society.
What I said of the President I have said of all
our public men who use
intoxicating drinks or
furnish them to others. I have for many years
felt that if our public men would wholly abstain
from their use as a
beverape they would confer
lasting benefits upon their country and upon
their race. Nor have I any doubt, sir, that if the
truth could be known in' regard to the cases referred to in your singularly reckless statements,
t would appear that each one of them was a
cruel and maliguant slander.
(Signed)
_H. Wilsox.

NEW YORK.

kill-

to

stye, and killed two hogs that
pounds each.

let

iu Bnngor—Suspicious of F'oul Play.
Bangor, Aug. 22.—Daniel McCarthy, foreman of. Fletcher’s stone yard in this city, was
found drowned this morning in tlieKenduskeag
A Ti.au Found Drowned

owner

The Great Meeting.—Supt. Coombs of the
Knox & Lincoln road offers to carry the round
trip over that road for one fare to the Republican Mass Meeting, Tuesday.

Liars.

tlio

Senator Wilson Declares Rev. C.

but
uj> at a stable but up to midowner had come to claim him,
nor

Dedication of a Chubch.— The new church
edifice completed at Hiram was dedicated yesterday forenoon. Rev. Albert Cole of Cornish,
come

A-fter

MATTERS IN MAINE.

was

On Wednesat tlie same

intersjiersed

cy.

associated with political power. Another sec
tion of this country was settled by adventurer
who inaugurated a system which was antagon

mouth.

MASSACHUSETTS.

BY TELEGRAPH.

led.

Pierce, wife and son, Island Pond, A. A.
Holmes, Belgrade, and R. McCormick, Dunstable, are at the Adams House.
Hon. R. C. Wiuthrop and wife, and Hon,
Lyman Trumbull of Illinois are at the Fal-

site; Christopher Allen, builder; R. J. Greene,
who gave a $300 Smith’s American organ, new
style, with Kaiophon attachment; I. Warren ol
Fryeburg, J. Spring of Brownfield, J. P. Hubbard and George Wadsworth. Rev. I). B. Sewall offered the' dedicatory prayer. Rev. Dr.
Warren, Messrs. Anderson and Eastman aidcc
in other parts. After a collation abundantly
served by tbe ladies, addresses were made by
Revs. Sewall, Thwing, Eastman, H. Leavit
and Cole, Deacon D. S. Perry and Elder Colby

Our fathers and mothers, when they embarked
upon tliair little ship to cross theoccan brought
with them the very germ of English democra-

ex-

Hotbl Arrivals.—Geo. If. Golding, C. Lyman, W. H. Smith, Boston, A. S. Gibson, Norwalk, Ct., A. Vaudervencut, Quebec, Charles

decadence in
raised up and
God will ever guard the true interests of Zion.
The benefits of this new sanctuary were then
noticed, and the names of the following donors
were announced: John Pierce, who gave the

to our God. Try the great
parties by these
high standards. The questions dividing parties
All progress and
are vital.
improvement depend upon the inspiration of homo, the desire
"f every one to lift himself above hie con.lition
and rear his children among more favorable
circumstances. Christian civilization is founded on freedom, justice and the rights of man.—

1872.

without injuring the inmates.
day the lightning took better aim

purity,

to ourselves,
do uot owe

to

Should the weather be bad the
cursion will take place the first fair day.

victory.

ment, but tbe Bible corrects it.
worship at times has showed

we

opportunity

the island.

perverts

organized power which preserves whatever
valuable to him as a man, as a member of a
family, and as a member of the community.—

proper

mental concert, in which Misses Annie J.
Ayers and Hattie Weeks, and Mr. A. G. Pennell and the Horn Quartette of the Portland
Rand will take part. In the afternoon there
will be a grand regatta by the Portland Yacht
Club, and from the grove the whole course will
bo in full view.
Liberal arrangements have
been made for the transportation of parties to

Man instinctively worships, either material objects, a
principle or a personality. God
is the only true object. Sin
tbe senti-

is

a

Speeches will be made by Mayor Kingsbury
and others,to be followed by a vocal and instru-

ship."

an

me

Portland, Aug. 22,

way leading to the attic and in a closet on the
second Hour. In the last place it had made hut
little progress when it was discovered. Insured
for $1500 in the agency of Joseph H. Webster.

prejudices, hut
confine himsef to a discussion of great principles. He came as a representative and in some
sense an advocate of the Republican party, declaring the principles of truth and right upon
which governments rest. The great principle
on which
self-government iS"estal>Iished is civil
and political liberty. Next to his God a man
owes his
duly to his country. That country is

abundantly

so

Mil. Shaw’s Excursion. Mr. JoliuL. Shaw
has devised a plan for making an island excursion to-day unusually attractive. A fine grove
is to be dedicated and made a popular resort.

Part of the gable
end was burned out. The fire was the work of
an incendiary, fire having been set in the stair-

and

already

state
distinctly that no Republican has ever consulted with nor advised me ‘‘to relax and liberalize
the enforcement of the Liquor Law until after
the September election.”
Eben N. Perry, Sheriff.

Messrs. R. F. Noble & Co.

of his remarks he said he could hardly he expect
ed to interest his hearers with a discussion of
personal matters or local questions. He should

partisan questions

Aryus gives

Fire.—The alarm of Are about noon yesterday came from an unoccupied two story house
on Greenleaf street, near Madison, owned by

chairman. Mr. Kingsbury assumed the duties
in a very brief speech and introduced the speaker of the evening.
Secretary Robeson was received with hearty
and long-continued applause; and in beginning

avoid

the

The present movement is an endeavor to seek
betrayal of our chosen leaders within the ranks
of the country’s noblest defenders. Rut the

supposed.
A championship game of base ball will be
played on the Bolling Mills ground on Satur-

close and exciting game is

means

glorious

cost him $32.
Mrs. Anna Granger Dow of Boston has returned from her studies in Italy in good health.
A very good portrait of the late Eliphalet
Greely, in oil, the work of a young amateur
named Alson Greeley, of Lawrence, Mass., is
It was painted for the
on exhibition at Hale’s.
Greely Institute at Cumberland. A fine pic-

a

s

in order to satisfy his ambition is a sad, sorrowful fact. Whom can you trust? The Republican party. Its principles are just, its
leaders are men who are inspired with lofty
purpose. They arc not men whose light tends
to dazzle but to delude, and flickers but to expire. Gen. Grant’s name was here greeted
with tremendous cheers and applause. His

Steamer Falmouth brought 185 passengers
from Halifax yesterday.
The reunion of the Ninth Maine regiment,
which was to take place in this city yesterday,

present series,

applause.

il*e Boutnern

$2350.

intemperate

speaker's regret-

Tlia

ful allusion to Greeley’s great downfall was
listened to with breathless silence and greeted
with great applause. He is now willing to ac-

BEFORE JUDGE MORRIS.

and his

men attempted
ignominy and iu-

of Democracy these

up their deeds of

In the same letter the present Democratic attempt to control the next Presidency was most

wil be a meeting of the Pioneers at Lancaster Hall, Friday Evening, August 23d, at 7$ o’clock,
every member is expected to be present.
Per order Capt. Commanding.
There

nesday afternoon,

name

cover

famy.

Pioneers, Attention.

postponed until

even

self-government

invited.

Attention Republican L. Artillery.
Portland, Aug. 23d.
A special meeting of this company w ill be held at
ward room this (Friday evening) at 8 o’clock.
All members of this company having uniforms aud
not wishing to turn out are requested to report ; t
the meeting. A full attendance is requested.

was

was

labors

[From the Argus.]
Mr. Perry, Sheriff of Cumberland County, in
the Daily Press and Eastern Aryus, gives the
public to understand that Gov. Perham lias not
given him (Perry) any advice in relation to enforcing the Liquor Linv until after the coming
State election.
Will Sheriff Perry, over his own signature,
say that lie lias not been consulted aud advised
by persons in the interest of Gov. Perham and
the Republican Party, to relax and liberalize
the enforcement of the Liquor Law until after
the September election? The public would like
his nnequivecal answer to this
inquiry. Will
he answer it?
Quid nunc.
Mr. Editor:—The above extract from the

Other parties
true principles.
have existed, but they have not bad tlie elements of progress; they have lieen rejected and
disbanded. Tlie party that is established upon

Engine and Boiler

self-denying

put forth.

velopement of

AUCTION COLUMN.
Sale to close Consignments—F. O. Bailey & Co.

GRANT

their

shake hands.
I desire that the Republican party shall be
The Republican party
tried by these tests.
sprang into life from tlie necessity of the de-

jlflvnTiM'itiFula To-Duy.

large

steps and bordered with shade trees. This expense is assumed by the people in addition to

but it is

never

the city.
At BiddoforJ, of Pillsbury.
At Saco of L. Ho'lgdou.
At Waterville. of J. S. Carter.
At Gorham, of Now* Ageut.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of W. F. Stanwood,

was

about 300. The eminence on which it stands is
to be graded, faced with stone and with
granite

an-

impossible that the)
together. Antagonistic principles

should come

audience, which

the

in
spite of the rain, was dismissed. Mr. Andcrsou
closes his four mouths of fruitful labor
September 8th, returning to his seminary
studies, and the church aro looking fora pastor.
The building cost $3000, including a fine Hooper bell.
It is open freely to all, and will hold

centuries. It was impossible that these sys
terns should exist in peace; there must be an ir

repressive conflict, to last until

I»w

ings flow,’,

MONETARY SITUATION.

Arrival ml a Snnfnich Islands Prince.
Nbw York; Aug. 22.—Prince Sunaliloof the
Sauewich Islands arrived here yesterday and

proceeded

to

Washington.

Yellow Fever Frigate Condemned.
The Spanish frigate Numancia has been condemned by the health officers as a
plague ship.
She is undoubtedly an old infected ship. Fumigation is useless and new cases of malignant disease break out daily. Applications of
her commander for divers to clean her bottom
and for coal have been denied.
Arrest of a Counterfeiter.
An engineer named Cunningham has been
arrested here charged with manufacturing bogus warrants of Mississippi of which it is said
*50,000 have been paid at the auditors office of
that state.
The Mncc-O’Baldwin mill.
A Steubenville despatch to the Herald says
that Mace and O’Baldwin with some two hundred friends were left all night in the woods at
Collier’s station as the train would not stop
there to take them to Steubenville. The quibabout a referee occupied so much time afbling
ter the ring was formed that night came on
without one having been agreed upou. The affair has thoroughly disgusted every one and
this second failure to have a fight was so impotent as to be unworthy the notice of the meanest prize fighter in the country.
A Pittsburg despatch states that Mace and
O’Baldwin and their friends arrived there this
morning and left at noon for Philadelphia.
Ft Cetera.
C. P. Huntington, the President of the
Southern Pacific Railroad, of California, has
coatracted for iron and material for two hundred miles more'of this road.
Senator Trumbull, General Farnsworth and
D. K. Phillips, started last evening to stump
the State of Maine for Greeley. Chandler has
left the city for Washington.
A five mile rowing match for $500 a side between John Biglin and Ellis Ward at Nyack,
Sept. ID.
The Brooklyn elevators are still guarded by
the police against the threatened attack by

Gen. Grant’s

Election

Certain.

Secretary Belknap lias prepared a table by
which h« claims the election of Gen. Grant as
beyond a doubt. His'statement is as follows:
FOR GREELEY.

SURE FOR GRANT.

Alabama.10 Delaware.3
California.... 6 Georgia.11

Illinois.21 Kentucky.12
Iowa.11

Maryland.

8
Kansas.5 Texas. 8
4
Tennessee.12
Florida.
Maine.7 Virginia.11
Massachusetts.,...13 West Virginia.5
Mississippi. 8 New Jersey. 9

Michigan.11
79
Minnesota. 5
Nebraska.3
DOUBTFUL.
Nevada. 3
South Carolina. 7
Ohio.22 Arkansas. 6
—

Chicago, Ang. 22.—The Democrats of the
5th Iowa district, yesterday, nominated John
P. Irish for Congress.
The Republicans of the 1st Iowa district yesterday nominated J. M. Schelley for Congress.
St. Louis, Aug 22.—The Republicans “f the
6th district yesterday nominated N. E.'Haveus
for re-election to Congress.
Baltimobe, Aug. 22.—John Ritchie, Democrat, was yesterday nominated for re-el«ction to
Congress from the 6th district.
Bublington, N. J., Aug. 22.—The Republicans of the 2d district have nominated S. A.
Dobbins for Congress.

The West
Probable

Defeat of

Oregon.3 j Pennsylvania.29

Island.4 New York.35
51 Connecticut.6
Vermont.
Wisconsin.10 Missouri.15

the Regular De-

mocracy.

Rhode

Indiana.151New Hampshire.5

Virginia

Election.

to

a

171I

106

choice.184.

That Letter from Horace to Judge Conway.

[Special Dispatch to the Traveller.]—When
the New York Tribune says Greeley never wrote
a letter to Judge
Couway giving up Pennsylvania or hinting at giving it up, the Tribune lies
and knows it lies, for Whitelaw Reid has, or
has had, that letter in his possession. Affidavits can be produced to prove this assertion,
and Judge Conway will himself acknowledge
that Horace does not claim the Quaker State;
hence that he gives it up. There is more
than this, that the Liberal loaders regard the
State as hopeless, but knowing that this knowledge if generally spread would greatly weaken
Greeley's chances, the Tribune seeks safety in
denial.
Various Hatters.

proof

The present is the fruit season of Washington. The choicest watermelons are selling
here at $6 a hundred, prime at $4, and ordinary
at from $1 to $2. The best peaches retail at
live cents a quart, and grapes at live cents a

pound.

James C. Walker, for many years
clerk of the House of Representatives, died
here last night.
The straight-out Democrats of this city will
on Friday elect delegates to the Louisville Convention, with instructions to vote for Charles
O’Conor.

reading

A Whole Family murdered.
A Wagon Load of

Decaying Corpses.

Marysville, Mo., Aug. 22.—An atrocious
murder iris brought to light yesterday by the
arrest of u man named Osborne at Clermont, a
small town twelve miles northwest of this city.
It appears that Osborne was traveling with a
team and covered wagon and stopped firtr some
purpose, when some men were attracted to the
wagon by the stench proceeding from it. Upon
an examination of the
wagon five dead bodies
were found.
Osborne confessed at the end of a
rope that the murders were committed by one
Williams near Houlton, Kansas, and that lie
(Osborne) was employed to take the bodies out
of the way. He confessed that he had travelled
with this ioad live days. From a memorandum
found »n the body of one of the victims it was
inferred that they were a party of Moors consisting of Mr. Oms, his wife and two childreu
and a young man named Dickinson, who is
The
supposed to be a brother of Mrs. Oms.
last memorandum made by the young man was
at or near Colton.
The coroner held an iuquest
yesterday and the bodies were buried at Clermont.
Sheriff Wray just returned hdre and
says ho thought he saw the prisoner at Clermont.
The people would not give him up.
It
is thought that Osborne will be executed by
the people who have him in charge.

Belfast More Quid.

place the city under the peace preservation act.
At midnight a heavy rain fell which cleared

the streets.
A man suspected of murdering policeman
Moors has been arrested and parties who witnessed the deed positively identify him.
It was thought this morning that the riots
were at an end.
The arrested rioters had a
hearing before*the magistrates and a number
were
sentenced to prison for terms ranging
from one to two months, The most aggravate!
eases were committed to
jail for further trial.

Heavy failure.
Messrs. Gladstone & Co., large East India
and Cliiua merchants, in first late standing,
have failed. Liabilities £2,000,000sterling The
firm is repaesented in the directory of the
Bank of England and other banking institutions. The failure flattens the market for consols.
Tribunal.
22.—The work of the Tribunal of Arbitration of the Alabama Claims evidently draws to a close. The counsels of the
English and American governments are mors
thau usually busy to-day with the Secretary of
the court in drawing up the statement of the
accounts between the two uatious of the losses
occasioned by the depredations of each of the
confederate privateers. All of the members of
the members of the Tribunal dine together tomorrow and the wife of Bancroft
Davis, the
American agent, will give a ball in their honor
the same evening.
The Geneva

Geneva,

Aug.

VII NO It TELGGBA1IS.
Chief J ustice Church still positively declines
to accept the Democratic nomination for Governor of New York.
The International Statistical Congress commenced its sessions in St. Petersburg Wednesday, The Grand Duke Constantine presided.
Geu. Sherman visited Dundee, Wednesday.
The Emperor of Russia informs Thiers that
the meeting of the Emperors is not hostile to
France.
The French band arrived at Havre yesterday
and was received with enthusiasm.
The steamship Panama, which sailed from
Paris to Nazaire was lost on the lfith. Passengers saved.

Independent

Reported.

Wheeling,Ang. 22.—The elections in this
couuty, so far as heard from, tht Independent

ticket iias a majority over the Democratic ticket. Returns from portions of Preston and
Hancock countips give heavy majorities against
the Constitution, and in favor of the Indepen.
dent candidate for Governor and Congressman.
White Sulphur Springs, Aug. 22.—The
election in this section of the State passed off
heard from. A full vote was
quietly as far
polled, the laigdst on record, in this township.
The majority is about four hundred for Camder., Dam., and the adoption of the Constitulion. This county has evidently gone largely
for Camden and the adoption of The Constitution.
Maj. Mathews, Democratic candidate
for
Attorney General, is largely ahead of his
ticket in this county.
The official count will not be in before tomorrow.
The negroes with few exceptions voted solidly against the adoption of the constitution and for Jacobs the independent candidate.

Dolly Vardcus of Missouri.
St.

Louis, Mo., Aug.

22.—The Democratic
Convention met again this morning. The conference committee reported that they had
agreed to the Liberals’ electors for seven districts and one elector at large and Lieutenant
Governor, Secretary of State and Register of
Lands, the Democrats to have the remainder of
the ticket. The report was adopted. Nominations being next in order, the following ticket
was
chosen:—Judges of the Supreme Court, E.
B. Ewing, H. M. Voorhees, E. A. Sherwood
and Washington Adams, ail Democrats; for
Governor, Silas Woodson, Democrat; Lieutenant Governor, C. H. Frost, Liberal ; Secretary
of State, Eugene F. Weigel, Liberal; Register
of Lands, Frederick Solomon, Liberal.
TOesIructire Tornado.
Hartford, Ct., Aug. 23.—A terrible hailstorm passed over Rockville, Ellington and
Vernon about half past four o’clock this afternoon.
It is thought that the tobacco crop is
mostly destroyed Glass in the large Windamere
Mills, Rockville, is broken and this damage is estimated at $5000. A car house at
Rockville and an engine house at Vernon depot were blown down, many trees were uprooted and the damage was very great. Where
there was no hail many fields of tobacco and
corn are
damaged by the breaking down of the
by the wind.
crop
Two French boys, aged 14 and 15 years, were
killed by the lightning during the shower this
afternoon in Wallingford. They were standing under a tree.
Labor Reformers.
Philadelphia, Aug. 22.—The National
Labor Reform Convention at Philadelphia today rejected Grant and Greeley and appointed
a committee to confer with the Louisville Convention and recommended Jtie nomination of
O’Conor and Saulsbury by that body.
The

Forest

At Forest

On

Dbp’t,

Office Chief SienalI

Officer, Washington, D. C.,

>

Aug. 22.
westerly “winds

(8.00 P. If.))
and clear and
Northerly to
clearing wearther for the New England and
Middle States on Friday, partly cloudy weather
and areas of rain for tlie South Atlantic coast,
clear weather from Louisville to Alabama and
thence northward to Ohio and lower Michigau,
easterly and southerly winds and a falling barometer from Kansas and Missouri to Lake Su-

perior.
The Wheat Corner Collapse.
Chicago, Aug, 22.—The wheat corner is

more disastrous than was at first reported. The
total loss is over 82,000,000. There is uo sympathy fdt for the mined men who were in the

ring.

City Trotting P»rk. Portland,

Thursday, Aug.
PI.AV

jyMile

harness.

br g,
Jar W. Withey, names g. w.
A. C. Scribner, names blk. m,

9300

to

names

Firnt, 9150

to

22cl.

PAY!

OK

Heats best 3 in 5 to

John F. Haines,

M0.

Mumin.
Butter Ball.
Gentle Annie.

Meroud, and 950

to Third.

Good Day and Good Track. These horses are all
well known in Maine as among the fastest and gainest of our Eastern trotters, and is sure to result in a
“hard fought” match which will bo well worth the
patronage of the public.

Friday, August

23d.

Pune $450. $*50 to Firm, $150 lo Second, $75 to Third.
jy-Milo heats beat 3 in 5 to harness.
G. H. Bailey nanes B. S.
King William.
A. M. Biimpus, names Br. G.,
Billy Buiupus.
Frank Brickett names G. G.
Meddlesome.
John R. Kwlsey names Br. G.
Dngon.
John F. Haines names Br. G.
Mtiuitu.
A. C. Scribner names Blk. M.
Gentlfi Annie.
"WnesSr. G.
Honest Shak. r.
A. W. Worcester names B.
Sam Curtis.
G,
The proprieter has been induced to offer the above
purse, which is the largest ever offered in this Stale
for ‘J.40 horses with the aasuranc
of several of our
well known horsemen and hree.1 ia, that ii will be
appreciated ami literally patroni* by the publie.
The aboye races to be govsrne
l.» the National
Rules.
Trotting to commence at 3 o’clock,
H^Pools will be sold at St. James, 11 Preble at.
Tickets 50 cents each. I,adies free.
...

Wr fie*11**

JOBS

BKALD, Proprietor.

$.

Aug'21-td

Excursion, Concert,
On

REGATTA!

Friday, August 23d, 1872.

grand

the afternoon,
Grand flailing Regatta
will take place by the Portland Yacht Club, J. M.
Churchill Commodore,and the Musuuito Fleet; the
course to be from oft Cliff Cottage,
(Ca|>e Elizabeth,)
to Little Hag Island shore, the fleet passing between
House anil Peaks’ Island, thus affording the Hpectators a full view of the fleet while
sailing. Prizes wilt
be given to the winning boats.
The Steamers Gazelle, Express and Magnet will
make extra frips that all may be accommodated.
Tickets 25 ceuts. Children half price.
P. S. If unpleasant, further notice will be given.
Aug 30-td
In

__

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
Receipts by Railroads

and

Annual

Excursion!

carpets,

Society

Grand Trukk Railway—5 cars sundries, 1 do
paper, 1 do horses, 1 do hair, 3 do flour, 1 do corn, (JO
do lumber, 2 do sundries, 4 do flour, 3 do iron, 14 do
piles. Shipments East—500 bbls flour, 1 car sun-

The India Street Universalist Society and Sunday
School together with their triends, will have their

dries.

annual excursion to

Boston Stock I^ist.

money market.
York, Aug. 22 —Morning.—Gold at 114.—
Money at 4 percent. Sterling Exchange 108 @109.
Stocks weak except Erie, which is strong. State
bonds quiet.
Nsw York, Aug. 22—Evening,—Money decidedly
firmer owning at 4 @ 5 per cent.; towards the close
New York ft lock and

New

there was an advance to 7 per cent, with some transactions at Gold interest. Sterling Exchange heavy
and lower with aetual business at 1 08$. Gold lower;
touched at 114$ and closed at 113$ @ 113$; loans opened at 1-32 @ 3-64 @ 5 per cent, for use later, and 5
The clearances were $65,per cent, for carryings.
000,000. The Treasury disbursements were $163„000.
The Government awards were two millions at 1 14 @
114 18-100.
Governments dull but closed firmer.
State bonds dnll and Rteady. Stocks—Erie has again
been the chief feature of the Stock raarke; it oi>ened
at 52$, fell to 50$, rallied to 52|, fell to 50$ and closed
at 50$ @ 51. The business was very large at various
fluctuations. The continued improvement in Erie is
attributed to the syndicate under the auspices of
Messrs. Homan, McHenry and others. Panama was
strong and advanced to 130. The balance of the market fluctuated from $ to |; at the close the market
was dull.
The
were the closing quotations of GovBccontiM:
United States coupon 6’s, 1381.:.117
United States 5-2(rs 1862.115$
United States 5-20’s 1864.*.115$
United States 5-20’s 1865, old. 115$
United States 5-20’s 1865, new.:.114$
United States 5-20’s 1867.114$
United States 5-20’s If68.114$
United States 5’s, new.112
United States 10-40*8., coupon.
112$
.113
Currency 6’s..
The following were the closing quotations oi

Sunday School.

Evergreen Landing,

on

prices.
Steamer Express will leave Custom House Wharf,
foot of Pearl Street, at 8J anti 10 A. M.
Tickets
good on any regular trip of the day.
Tickets may be obtained of Isaac Knight corner of
Midtile anti India Streets, S. H. Colesworthy, Exchange street, W. H. Sargent, corner of Cumberland anti Smith st., anti at the wharf.
Fare down and back 23 cents: Children under 12
fifteen cents.
au21d3t

CITY

HALL.

CHAS. B. JEFFERSON,.... MANAGER.

ONE

NIGHT

ONLY.

Wednesday, Sept. 4th.

following

ernment

JOSEPH
JEFFERSON

Western Union Telegraph Ce. 72$
Pacific Mail. 735
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated_97$
Erie. 50$
Erie preferred. 72

road securities:
Central Pacific bonds.101$
Union Pacific do... 88$
Union Pacific stock. 35$
Union Pacific land grants.80$
Union Pacifie income bonds. 96$
are

the quotations of Southern secur-

Tennessee 6’s, new.73$
Virginia 6’s, new. 50
Missouri 6’s. 93f
North Carolina 6’s, new. 20
South Carolina 6’s, new. 27

?
SUPPORTED BY A

Full Dramatic Company.
SCALE OF PRICES

Admission

New York, Aug. 22—Evening-Cotton }c higher
and more active; sales 3252 bales; Middling uplands
22c. Flour firm for old and heavy for new; sales 7000
bbls; State 5 50 g 7 60; Round hoop Ohio 6 60 g 8 85;
Western 5 50 g 8 75; Southern 7 00 g 12 25. Wheat
1 @ 2c better with a moderate export demaud; sales
48.000 bush; No 1 Spring 1 53 @ 1 54; No 2 do 1 48 g
1 52; Winter Red Western 1 49 g 1 63; White Michigan 1 67 tg 1 85; do Southern 1 75 g 1 89. Corn is a
shade firmer; sales 133,000 bush; steamer Mixed
Western 60c; sail do 61 g 61{c. Oats a shade easier;
sales48,000 bush: Ohio 45@ 50c; Western 42 @ 44c.
Beef quiet. Pork firmer; new mess 11 10 g 14 23.—
Lard unchanged at 8} @ 9}e. Butter dull; State 20 g
26c. Whiskey dull at 92}c. Rice dull at 8} @9}c. Sugar quiet; Muscovado 8} g 9c; refining 8} g 8}c.
Coffee dull; Rio at 15 g 18c Gold. Molasses quiet.—
Naval Stores—Spirits Turpeutine steady at 52 g 52}c;
Rosin firm at 3 75 for strained. Petroleum quiet;
crude 11 }c; refined 22}c. Tallow steady at 8} g 9jc.
Freights to Liverpool declining; Cotton per steam
}d; Grain do do 8}d.

Chicago, Aug. 22.—Flour very dull and nominally weaker. Wheat in fair demand and firm; No 2
Spring Chicago at 1 12} cash or Aug;l 13} seller Sept;
No 1 Spring 1 18 g 1 19; No 3 at 9}. Corn in fair
demand and firmer; Ne 2 Mixed 38c bid; No 2 high
Mixed 40c. Oats in fair demand
easier; Ne 2 at
26} bid Rye dull and declining; No 2 at54c. Barley
quiet and steady: No 2 Fall at 64. Provisions—Pork
firmer at 15 00. Lard steady; sales of Winter at 8}c.
Bulk Meats strong; shoulders at 6fc, generally held
at 6}c. Bacon unchanged. Whiskey easier and quiet
at 89}c; closed at 89c asked.
Lake Freights active and higher; Com to Buffalo
at 9c. Wheat do 10 g 10}; to Kingston, Wheat at
Chicago. Aug. 22.—Cattle—receipts 1814 head:
the market is stagnant, many lots are being shippeu
east. In first hands are a large number of Texas and
low grade natives in pens. The only sales were few
lots of Stockers at 3 00 g 4 30; Texans at 1 15 g 2 62;
iuside price for 650 pound steers; the shipments yesterday were 1254 head. Hogs—receipts 1181 head,
with good many left over from yesterday. The heavy
receipts caused buyers to hold off for a decline ami
the prices dropped 10 @ 15c with sales of yorkers at
4 65 g 4 80; heavy lots for Boston and Philadelphia
at 4 40 g 4 55; market closed quiet with downward
tendency; shipments yesterday 8629head. Sheep— re1178 head; the market is moderately active
ceipts
ana steady at 4 00 g 4 65 tor fair to good.
Toledo, Aug. 22.—Flour steady. Wheat steady;
1 70; No 1 do 1 43} g) 145; Amextra White
ber Michigan 1 39} Corn steady; high Mixed 44} g
45c. Oats steady; No 1 old at 36c; No 2 28} g 29c.
Freights—to Buffalo 5} g 6c; to Oswego 10} g lie.
Receipts—1000 bbls flour, 33,000 bush wheat, 20,000
busli corn, 16,000 bush oats.
Shipments—1000 bbls flour, 3,000 tush wheat, 42,OOObush corn, 19,000 bush oats.

Michigan

Louis, Aug. 22.—Flour unchanged. Wheat in
demand and firm for sample lots; No 3 Fall 1 50
elivered; No 2 Winter 1 60 g 1 65, the latter delivSt.

unchanged. Oats dull and declined ; No
2 at 44}c. Rye dull and lower; No 5 at 60c. Whiskey lower at 90c. Pork ouiet and steady at 14 50 g
14 75. Bacon active and higher; shoulders 8c; dear
rib sides 11c, closed at 11 Jc; clear sides life. Lard
unchanged. Hogs steady at 4 00 g 5 00. Cattle unchanged*
Receipts—5000 bbls flour, 33,000 bush wheat, 14,006
Com

bush com,

20,000 bush oats, 2009 cattle.
Cincinnati, Aug. 22.—Pork dull and firm at 13 75
g 14 00. Lard firm and in fair demand; kettle 8}c;
summer 8} g 8}c.
Bulk Meats dull aud firm; shoulders at 7c; sides 9 g
9|c. Bacon firm and in good
demand; shoulders 7jc; sides at 10} g 12c. Hogg
firm at 4 60 g 5 85.
whiskey steady at 89c.
Ditroit, Aug. 22.—Wheat is steady; extra 172;
No 1 White 1 52} g 1 53}; Amber Michigan 1 39}.—
Com steady at 46} g 47c. Oats unchanged.
Receipts—2009 bush wheat, 10,000 bush com.

Shipments—1009 bush wheat 2000 bush corn.
Charleston, Aug. 22—Cotton firm; Middling uplands 19} g 19fc.
Savannah, Aug. 22.—Cttton—better offerings;
light Middlings 19}c.
Mobil®. Aug. 22.—Cotton nominal.
New Orlbans, Aug. 22.—Cotton dull; low Middlings 19} g 19}c.
ISuropt'dii
London, Aug. 22—11.30

.tinrkds.
A.

M.—Consols opened at

92} for money and account.

American securities—U. S. 5-20s, 1862, 92}; do 1865,
old, 93}; do 1867, 92}; U. S. 10-408 18}.
Frankfort, Aug. 22—11.30 A. M.—United States

5-20’s, 1862, 96g.
Liverpool, Aug. 22—1.00 P. M.—Cotton is firm;
Middling uplands 9} g lOd; do Orleans I0}d; sales
estimated at 12,000 bales, including 2000 for speculation and export. Breadstuffa declining.
Antwerp, Aug. 22—5 P M.—Petroleum 46f.
Havana

Market.

Aug. 22,-Sugar ia atoady; No 12 Dutcli
Standard quoted at 10) @ 10) re.
Burned Portland.—I have the negative*,
and all the picture* taken of Portland before
the tire.
Fred’s F. H alb.

agl3-tf.

subject

DESI It ABLE HOTEI
AT AKTIO.V,

j

THURSDAY, Sept. 3th, at 3 ft. W., we shall
sell the Hotel situated or. the north corner of
Middle and India streets, and known as tin St. Lawrence House.
Said house contains atiout 40 rooms,
was thoroughly reiiov&ted and additions made lew*
than four years ago, and is well arranged witli modern improvements, Sebago water, gas, As.
It iw situated on two
principal streets, of easy access to all
busiuesa portions of the city, three minutes’ walk
from G. T. R. Depot, Boston, English and Halifax
steamers. Horse cars pass the door to all parts of tho
city. This profierty, in the hands of an energetic
business man, can be made one of the best paying interest in the city of Portland. It will l»e sold on easy
terms without reserve. The property can be examined at any time upon application to the auctioneers.
F. O. It AIL I*: Y dc CO., Auationeera.
Auction Sale

( lose Consign-

to

ment.
shall
Aug 27th. at i>$ A. M
ONsellTUESDAY,
to close Consignment
lot of choice Crockiu
of
we

a

one Cranbury lined Dinner
consisting
part
Decora* td
Service, 175 pieces, original cast, 9*5.
Toilet Sets,
ParL-ian China in variety, usImperial
sor raent of Yellow and Rockingham Ware.
Atllo’cloek, Carpets, Table, Bedsteads, Chairs,
Bureaus. Mirrors, W'hatnot. Hat Ruck, lot or Prunes,
lot of new Window Cornice, Curtain Hooks, Ac.—
Also a lot of Millinery, Trimmed Hats, Ac.
At 12 o’clock two new custom-made Harnesses,
gold covered mounted.
F. O
HAILEY & CO., Auction**!-*,
Aug 23-d td

ery,

J. S. BAILEY iY CO.,

Commission Merchants,
—AXD—

AUCTIONEERH
NO.## EXCHANGE MTRKKT.

bslow Msrehants’ Exchange.
JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
GEO. W. PARKER.

tplltf

11. K. ITXJjVT,

Merchant

Commission

ami

Auctioneer

O 316 Congress St., will sell every evening a large
assortment of Staple ami Fancy Goods.
Goods will l»e sold during the day in lots to suit
purchasers at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on 11
description of goods. Consignments not limited.
ritf
February 11. 1633.

N

81000.
Great Stallion Hatch.
1*1. A V

PAV.

OK

2iMfcs

Lewiston Driving Park, on Tuesday, Aug. 27th,
1872, at 3 o’clock P. M.; G. A. Thurlow, names Blk.
S. Phil. Sheridan by Gen. Km>x. George H. Bailey,
names B. S. King William by Hampton.
This race
is to be mile heats, t*ost 3 in 5 in harness, to tie trotted
according to the rules of tho National Association.—
Good day and good track, if not the first good day
ami track. This match will give the people of Maino
an opportunity to witness a trot between two of the
fastest Stallions iii the State.
Wednesday, August 28, No. 1, Purse of #100, for
horses that never 3 minutes, #35, #25, #10; No. 2,
Purse of #100, for horses that never beat 2:43, #33,
23, #10. Thursday, Aug. 2#tli, No. 3, Purse of lioo,
for horses that never beat 2:30, #65, #25, #10; No. 4,
Puree of #200, for all hlVM that nev.-r M*f 2:51,
$125, $50, $23. Entrance fee ten per cent, in all tho
above purses, ami must occupy SOftkiatMi in all
In case of bad day ami track for the above
cases.
matched race, it will take preference of first good day
and track, and other races following on brat good day
and track after, in order named. Sweepstakes, Wednesday, Sept. 4; No. 5, A purse and stake open to all
Stallions owned in Maine. The Proprietor will add
$200 if three enter and siart. ami $250 if four enter
and start, with an inside stake of $100 from each en-

Pay.

or

All the above races to be mile heats, best 3 in 5 in
harness, and conducted under the rules of the National Association, and entries must be made in accordance therewith. All of the above entries to close
on Tuesday, Aug, 20th, at the DeWltt House, LewBo» 86. Auiston, or directed to Isaiah
burn Me. Pool selling at DeWNM Hnisc on each
evening previous to races. Races for above purses
commence at 2 o’clock P. M. each day. Admission 50
sents each day.
ISAIAH POMPILLY, Proprietor.
August 3, 1872.
Horse timers and fine watches in great variety for
sale by J. W. McDuifee, Savings Bank Block, Lewiston, Me.
atig8ed

Exchange

156

street,

Bridgton

on

Monday,

Au-

It.

On and after Monday, July 22, 1972. and until furnctics, the steamer “SEBAGO” will leave
Seliago Lake station, on arrival of morning trains
from Portland and North Conway, for Naples, Bridgther

Returning,

necting with afrernood
Conway.,

Pare from Portland

Fellows of Portland and their friends who
ODD•ntend
to join the excursion
Sebago Lake
to

Thursday the 22 hist, caii procure Tickets of Bre.
Geo. A. Harmon, 317 Congress St., under Mechanics

Hall.

a. in.

au!7 lw*

Ami at corresponding rates from all stations on
line of P. & o. R. R.
This arrangement offers to the pleasure seeker ths
finest inland excursion ir New England, abounding
in beautiful ana varied scensry, ami affording a delightful sail of sixty-eight miles iluough roost interTho passage
o*itag lake and river navigation.
through the devious channel of the Sotigo, famous
among tourists for its .charming novelty, will alone
repay ths visitor for time and money sj»ent on tho

trip.

Ample

BONDS.

time fer dinner at Bridgton or Harrison.
Excursion train leaves Portland at 7 80 a. m, arbask at 7.10 K.rM.
Excursion train leaves North Conway at 6.05 A. M.
arriving bask at 8.05 r. m.
J. HAMILTON. Supt.
P. & O. R. R.

riving

...
StateoOIaiuc
G's
Portland
<»’s
Batli
6's
Leeds & Farmington R R.
...
6's
(Guaranteed)
Portland & Rochester R. R.
J's
Maine Central—Consolidated,
7’s
Central Railroad oflowa, Gold 7's
Northern Pacific R. R„ Gold 7-30’s
Chicago, Danville A: Vincennes
R, R. Gold
7's

Portland, July 10,

Jy20tf

1372._

to

Excursions

Wolf boro

AND

Centre Harbor.
via

Portlaud and

Rochester

Railroad and

Alton Bay.

FOR 8 A LB BT

H. M. PAYSON,
Exchange Street,

FARE

REDUCED!

Two Excursions

a

week, commencing

August

XVrducMlay,

16-tftf is

1872.

I till,

Until further notice

PORTLAND.
August

Harrison and Re-

to

turn, 9# OO.

EXCURSION !

32

via

R, Mebago Lake, Mongo
Ri ver and Kong Pond.

ton and Hariison.
will leave Hafrison at 2.00 p. m, contrains for Portland and North

Biddeford Odd Fellows

Trains will leave P. & O. Depot at 8:30

Harrison and Return

and

P. A O. R.

1.50

gu.t 20th,
Doors open at 7|, Curtain ri.e. at t P. M.
August 21-dtd
at 8 A.

R.

R.

Ogdensburg

&

EXCURSION.

#1.00

tyTlie isle of Reaerved Scat, will take plaM at

Stockbridge’a,

Portlaud

:

Reserved Seats

Domestic Markets.

Sood
ered.

w^t:—Beginning

on the easterly side
V
of blanford street, at a point one hundred and four
feet North from the intersection of School and Stanford streets, and running thence on the line of said
Stanford street tO fret to a stake, them e
easterly at
right angles witli said Stanfbrd street loo feet more
or less to laud owned Ty Asa Webster, thence southwardly at right angle* with the last luenthuiod lino
100 feet, more or less, to the bound begun at, and belonging to the estate of the late Manuel Enos, deceased, and subject to the following mortgages, to
wit:—One mortgage ts Geo. W. Reed, dated August
27, A. 1). 1*70, to secure the (•aynient of the sum <»i
one hundred ami fourteen dollars in one year from
the date thereof, with interest at six per cent, per
anuum; also one mortgage to Alvin Deering, dated
June 30, A, I). 1871, to secure the oayment of the sum
of one hundred and filly dollar* in one year from the
date thereof, with interest at (5
per annum.
per cent,
The premises will he sold
to the mortgages
aforesaid ami aceruod interest.
THOMAS MITCHELL, Administrator.
.J. S. EAI LEV vV Cu., Auctioneers.
jc'JOdoawJw

Pompilly

Stocks:

following

Ks>
Salt* ol |{<-nl
latt*. at Auction.
T3URSUANT to a Uc.uk- from the Hon. John A.
-M. Waterman, Judge of Probate within and for tho
County of < umbeilaud, 1 shall sell at public auction
on the premise, on
Wednesday the 28th, day of August A. D., 1872, ai 10 o’clock ▲. M., a certain parcel
7*1*1*5 »ituated iu Cape Elisabeth, and Uutnd-

Play

...

The
ities:

Administrator

try.

...

Harlem.115$
Michigan Central.116$
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. 89$
Illinois Central.- .132$
Chicago & North Western. 73$
Chicago & Nerthwestern preferred. 90
Chicago & Rock Island.110$
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne. 96
The following were the quotations for Pacifie Rail-

Aaciloa,

WK

Persons will carry Refreshments with them.
I«e Cream and Coffee will be lor sale at reasonable

Maine State Sixes 1889.100
York Manufacturing Company. .1875

Hano-

on

August 31 111, 1873.

Saturday,

[Sales at the Broker’s Board, Aug. 22]

\u«iiuntcr«.

shall sell at public auction on Wednesday, Aug
28th at Jo,clock p. HI., on the premises. House
No. 8 Hanover St. Sakl house is one and a half story
containing eight furnished rooms, with tlue closets, a
large attic, good cellar, line cistern, tillered water,
and lias in tlic house. House in perfect order, location pleasant and convenient, neighbourhood excellent, terms iiberul and made known at sale.
Sale positive, the owner going West.
aglltd

India St. Universalist
and

Street at

ver

Next

spools,sundries.
pkgs

C O.,

Valuable llon*<» stud l.oi

OF THE

Steamboats.

Maine Crntbal Railroad—2 cars
1 do
bbls, 1 do shingles, 1 do slate, 5 do poles, 1 do staves,
2 do lumber, 39 do through freight, 92 boxes axes, 195
cases mdse, €8 bdls shovels, 129 do paper, 32 bags of
17 bales goods, 16 trusses, 24 boxas axes, 51

A

augl0eodt30tdtd

Will give a
Voeal and Instrumental Concer,
the occasion of the oi>ening of Greenwood Grove
Peaks* Island, Jas. W. Brackett Proprietor.
His Honor, the Mayor of Portland. Mr. Benjamin
King6bury,jr, and othor speakers will be present,and
sjieecheR appropriate to the opening of the grove will
be made, after which a miscellaneous Concert ot Vocal and Instrumental Music will be given by the
Vocalists and the Horn Quartette from the Portland
Band, commencing at 11 o’clock.
on

It tILM

ON

GRAND

AND

Ky

J. 8.

MB. JOHN L. SHAW,
•

SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR THE VAST
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

War

Park.

City

;_ ___jn

AUCTION SALES.

Grand Sweepstakes Race,
FOR $450.00.

.HETEORLOGIt'AL.

16}.

Gains

Louisiana. 8 North Carolina.10

Necessary

ENTERTAINMENTS.

London, Aug. 22.—Despatches from lteljast
last evening report that the condition of the
city is somewhat better than it had l>eeu.
Later—Despatches from Belfast this morning
says that several buildings ware tired by incendiaries during the night. The magistrates have
unanimously petitioned the Lord-Lieutenant to

The

Washington, Aug. 22.—Th« Boston Traveller’s
special says that for six or seven weeks longshoremen.
past tliere has existed a premonition that sometime during the fall there would be a financial
POLITICAL.
embarrassment that would involve the mercantile community in trouble. It first took shape
with the endorsement #f ( Jreeley at Baltimore,
Iowa Republican Convention.
and the bare thought of the monetary irregularities that would lie sure to ensue in the event j
Des Moixbs, Aug, 22.— Tlie Republican
of the election to the Presidency of so erratic
State convention met here yesterday and organa genius as the philosopher of Chappaqua; but
ized by the election of Robert Lowryc as perit was not until a few days ago that it became
manent chairman.
Resolutions warmly ena fixed belief.
Now some very wild assertions
dorsing Grant and his administration were
are made by New York bankers and brokers
unanimously adopted. J. T. Young was nomthrough their financial correspondence, and it
inated for Secretary of State; William Christy,
is predicted in apparently reliable circles that
State Treasurer; John Russell, Auditor; for
be lore the first of November next the price of
Aaron Brown,Register of the Land
gold will have been sent up to 50, and a corner re-election,
Office and Gen. M. Cults, Attorney General.
established in the money market that only that
The convention was vsry large and great enthuconfidence which will return with the renewal
siasm was manifested.
of the term of the present Administration can
Boys in Blue.
break. The reasons for this belief are as follows:
The Times considers the ticket the strongest
1st—The financial situation.
that could be made. Of the platform it says it
2d—The possibility of the election of Horace
pledges the Republican party to continued reG rooloy.
form and invites honest Democrats to assist in
One purpose of Secretary Boutwell throughthe work.
out has been to keep in the Treasury a sufficient
The Tribune and Herald think Gen. Dix the
balance of coin to meet any conceivable comvery strongest nomination which could have
mercial emergency. This lie has succeeded in
been
made by the Republicans. Thurlow Weed
doing up to the present time, although Mr. is said to have
the convention to
Greeley has given evidence of his financial doc- take this course.iufluenced
trines liy continually declaiming against it.
Mr. Boutwell’s policy, however, lrtts keen a safo
Chicago, Aug. 22.—Measures are being taken here to organize a State Grant
Army and
one, and on the policy of the Administration
the commercial interests of the couutry have
Navy Club axtending over all the State.
relied. To hoard this sum of money, which
Prospect in Virginia.
has oftentimes reached $100,000,000, the GovNew Yobk, Aug. 22.—Col. Mosby writes
ernment has paid a few millions a year; but in
that Grant will carry Virginia unless O’Couor
paying these few millions it has saved from
is nominated, who will then carry it.
loss and ruin thousands of its business men,
of Blanton DunTwenty-five thousand
protected the people from high premiums, and can’s circular, calling forcopies
the election of deleindirectly saved to the nation over ten times
gates to Louisville, were sent from Washington
the amount it has sacrified.
yesterday.
The election of Mr. Greeley, although an imBrcakiug up.
probability, is not an impossibility. Hence the
The Apollo Hall Democrats have decided to
existence of an apprehension that will te"d to
hold elections in all the Congressional districts
send gold up to a high figure, for with the Demto elect delegates to the Louisville Convention.
ocratic candidate in the Presidential chair, it is
Ths Executive Committee will meet this week
believed that stability of values will be practifor this purpose; also to recommend the sapcally destroyed.
Added to these considerations, and owing to
port of Gen. Dix.
New Jersey Bourbons.
heavy disbursements in connection with acts of
the last Congress, the amount of cash in the
The
New
straight-outs will meet iu
Treasury has decreased many millions. The convention Jersey
at Trsnton Saturday, to elect deleSecretary has now on hand about $40,000,000
to
Louisville
and
to choose State Electors.
gates
actual coin, but it appears that of this vast sum
Addresses are to be made by Samuel J. Bayard
some $30,000,000 are due as interest on goldand
Flanders.
bearing coupon bonds. This leaves the Treas- TheJudge
Press on the Republican Convention.
ury with but 310,000,000 in coin on hand to meet
and check the New York operators. A heavy
The World says that the resolutions of the
rise in gold is therefore anticipated. Whether
State Republican Convention yesterday, invitthe figure reached will be 50 it is of Bourse imDemocratic votes, and the nomination of
ing
possible to say, but very careful financial men
Gen. Dix as a candidate for Governor amounts
express the conviction that it will pass 30, and
to an abject appeal for Democratic assistance.
that great momentary embarrassment will be
It says there never was a worse beaten ticket
the result.
than this will be, headed by Dix, on the false
pretence that he is a Democrat.
"
The Presidential Contest.
Nominations.
_____

FOKEIGN

a

Special Passenger Train

Annual Sale of Army Clothiug and

Equipage.

Will leave

Rochester for Portland WKDNEMDAVM anti MATUBDAYM at 4:41 p. hi., or
arrival of train from Alton Bay.
This arrangement will enable passengers leaving
Portland by the 7:13 a. m. t ain to make tho trip
across the entire length of tho beautiful
ou

Ddpot Quartkrmastr’s Office,
Jeffersonville, Ind., August 7, 8872.
be sold at public auction at tlie Depot a
Jeffersonville, Indiana, commencing on Tuesr
day, September 10, 1872, at 10 o’clock A. M., mule
the direction ot Captain J- F. Rodgers, M. S. K.
U. S. Army, a large quantity of new, unscrviceauble
and damaged Clothiug, Camp and Garrison Equipage, consisting in part of
11,646 Uniform Coats;

WILT,

4,767 Trowers, foot;
1,505 Trowers, mounted;
2,724 Shirts, flannel;
15,255 Jackets, cavalry;
7,582 Jackets, artilery:
18,755 Sack Coats, lined;
31,612 Sack Coats, unlined:
42,084 pairs Boott and Beotees;
1,003 Forage Caps,
And various other articles.

Lake Winnipesaukee
the

In

MTEAHIKR

new

anti

HIT.

elegant

WASHINGTON.

and Centre Harbor, get a good
aron lioard the boat, and return same
in
Portland
at
7:15 p.m. Excursion Tickets
riving
will be sold gs^Ml f»r three days, for the accommodation of those who may wish to stop over, at ths fol-

stopping at Wolf boro
dinner

day,

lowing prices:

Portland to Alton Bay and return
$3.00
Portland to Wolfboro or Centre Harbor or
3.50
return,
WM. H. TURNER, Superintendent.
1872
istf
12,
Portland, Aug.
-------

The terms of sale will be stated in the
catalogues,
which can be obtained at this office.
By order of the Quartermaster General.
C. II. HOYT,
ag8-deodl5t
Captain and De]»ot Quartermaster.

1872

THE

Dissolution of Copartnership*
rilHE copartnership heretofore existing under the
X Arm name of Duran & Johnson is this day dissoved by mutual consent.
The affairs of the late firm will be settled by either
partuer, at the old stand.
J. R. DURAN.
T. H. JOHNSON.
Portland, July 22th. 1872.
interest in the business ot
Having transferred
manufacturing anti selling
our

Trunks, Valises, Traveling Bags, etc.,

Excursions

1872.

STEAMER

Charles

Houghton,

HAVING BEEN THOROUGHLY FITTED
FOR

TUB

Excursion

Season,

Will take parties to any point desired at reasonable
rate*. Inquire of

AT

No. 171

MESSRS. J. R. DURAN

&

DURAN &

DRUMS.

CO.,

We would
cheerfully command them to our customers, and solicit for them a continuance of the liberal
pat onage heretofore extended to us.

Jy31-aod2w-ia

___le20tf

June 20, 1872.

TO

S<

HARRIS, ATWOOD & CO.

Middle Street,

LARUE VAR1ET Y of all size* for sale, and
old ones retaurod at HAW EH A V Hi
«Uiic Htore, 11 tliddlc Strftt.

V

JOHNSON.

Jyl8*x.lM

)MEBODY

Is asserting through the papers that gentlemen are
As a genwearing dirty Straw ami Panama Hats.
eral thiug they have looked unusually nice anti white
this summer, for they were nearly all done over at

SWEETSIR’S BLEACIIERY,
CongrcM Street.
August 20-sneodlw

N OTICE.
persons are hereby cautioned against harboring or trusting any of the crew of the Br. Brig
“Branca,” without a written order from tha master
or con^gnee.

ALL

GKO. H. STARR, Consignee.
au2Mlw
JOHN W. WYMAN, Master.

34J

Tin
If ysu
Photograph
Type, go to A M. McKenny.’s 161 Middle Street.
He warrants them as good as can be made in Portwant

ami.

a

nice

or

avVentl tf m

For Sale at a Bargain.
PROVISION store—one of the l**et locations in
A small saleable stock. Sold • u ac•ouut of laaringtlie Stats. Must bo sold within Uu

A Portland.

days.

For

parMsalsrs enquire at Jones’ Market.570 Con-

•TMMt

»•!.!/U

OANIFS JONKS.

«r

MEDICAL.

POETRY.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS

RAILROADS.

_

Ode to Horace.
BY

A

LIBERAL

TtTTa

REPUBLICAN.

[The following sentimental ode was prepared by a
very liberal i*oet for the occasion of Mr. Greeley’s
visit to Boston, but mistaking an excursion party going to Nahant fur the cortege of “our later Franklin,
he failed to reach the Parker House until the fiwtiviha<!
ties were over ami an ther “new departure
been made. As it was intended for private reading,
no unauthorized use should be made of it.]

MUTUAL

on

N°

NEW

Have you wenkursi of the Uterine

Tor the State of Maine and

University

Staples’s Compound Tar Ointment will

in 24 hours.

_

IuMirnmentN War-

Will sell lobepaid lor in Install-

CELEBRATED

Pianos,

the United

Remember 144 1-2

Exchange St.
_2m_dc20 eod&wt
Samples Free to All.

XT

Balsam
Balsam

Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Balsam

The Bonds

$13,000
flnished

physicians without benefit.
my

Aug

pie

in

always ready for instant

use,

perfectly

tion.

The Government has adopted it for
vessels and at Army posts.
Send tor descriptive circular to

use

on

Naval

Uieumathmi11 *?{!?**

c. M. & H. T. PLUMMER,
7

j

UNION STREET,

Housekeeping

Some four weeks
Medicines.

!r

sav

ifu?,

University Medicines and

137 Pearl street.
all enquiries.

1

BbJn t,!, ,My

of

fifly

pain.

atTbHiichanto'St"
bt"

Pson,

■

Persons having doubts will please address the
part
je28 d2aw&weow2m

refreshing

hat* the delicate and
^fragrance of genuine Farina
Colofnc Water, and la
'''''^^Indiupciiaable to

my
irn'7\\
arrun

No

call.

W. T. BROWN & CO., General Agents,
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts

Registered

OF

Wednesday*

Extracts of Hoots and

TIAIYE.

bly

the following complaints

cure

IjMKitude,

cured at

once.

Eruption.. Pimples, Blotches,

J. S. York,
George C. Littlefield,

Josselyn,

Chas. McCarthy, Jr.,
Marquis F. King,
Aldermen of the City of Portland.

augOdtd

for

headstones for national MILITARY CEMETERIES.
War Department, )
Quartermaster General’s Office, {
Washington, D. C., August l, 1872.
)
Proposals are invited for marking the graves in the
national cemeteries as required by law, to beaddressed to the Quartermaster
General, Washington,

Proposals

2?1" «xpell«<l from the system without the
difficulty. Patients suffering from this preva-

Proposals should state the price for each headstone,
properly inscribed and set at the head of the grave in
each national military
cemetery.
Bids may be for the whole work of all the cemeteries, or for that of several cemeteries in a district or
for a single cemetery.
The bonds required will be, in
amount, twenty (20)
per cent, of the whole amount of each contract.
All proposals received by the
Quartermaster General will be opened on the
12th, d3y of October, 1872,
at noon, at the office of the Quartermaster
General,
'*
asliington, D. C in presence of bidders, and contracta.will be awarded to the lowest responsible bidders as soon as a comparison of the
samples and
prices can be completed, provided the samples are
deemed suitable by the Secretary of War.
All samples should be
distinctly marked in order

to prevent mistakes,
Lists of the cemeteries, with the number of
graves
each, together with full information as to conditions, requirements, &c., will be furnished on
application in writing to the
Quartermaster General,
Washington, D. 0.
Envelopes containing poprosals, to be indorsed
Proposals for headstones for national militarv ccmetenes. and addressed to the
Quartermaster
Washington, D. C.
M. C. MEIGS,
Quartermaster General, Bvt. Major General U. S. A

much

or

lent Literary, Religious and
Temperance
Home and News Journal.
Sample copies of the.paper sent free to anv address
In them will lie found full description of the
pictures
f®r an agent to call, bnt send
XSLMl li
tl Hit for a
sample copy of the
choose your picture, send us *2 *0, name your paper,
nearest Express office, and we will tend the
picture all
framed and securely packed, at once.

Tlirn^

Tlnil’t Walt

AGENTS WANTED for the
ft
IVDEKGROIJIVD
RAIL
ROA.I/
A Record of Facts,
the
narrating
hardships, hairbreadth escapes and death struggles of the Slaves in
their efforts for freedom, as narrated
by themselves
stulothers. Ulustrateil hv seventy fine engravings.
No book for years more highly recommended, or mtensely interesting. Unlike any otlier book, a clear
held. Send for circular and terms at once to D. L.
Guernsey, Pub. and Gen. Agt., Concord, N. H.
S00

H. S. Flint

Colds anil

Humbug
pay the agent his
ture

jyl7deod.Vcw4w

Ac.

PUT

freshness and purity.

FOR

JOHN 0.

BALE

stant

use

It

o u lvxiVLjtijtt

is

FRANKLIN COAL!
O***3®

Work

®f

Lylkin" Vallry
"d f0r

gV. <A°l"),oJnhan,r,Ve,i

)n Manhood, Womanhood and their Mutual Interelations; Love, its Laws, Power, etc.
Send for specimen pages and circulars, with terms.
Address, National Publishing Co. Plilla.Pa. aul9A4w

8118

Franklin
a® -afcrih-

^8 TOP°M

SUCH

tAccommodation train.
§ Mail train.
♦Fast Express.
£^**The Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad, in Portland.
N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and
3.30, P. M.
trains from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by cither route.

BE SOFT

*

je21tf_Supt.
ALTERATION

SUMMER

F. C. WELLS & CO.,

NOTICE

FVANS &

r!IE

SECOND

ROBERT

No. 183 Commercial
Street,
Hrnd of Smith’* U’h.rf
Burl,
Juyl7eod3m

W. N. GOOLD, Caslder.
ie27d2i*
24th, 1872.

«ig Saw For Sale.

A

A

|

mas™

‘tu-F

i-

Masts for Sale.
LUPmIU?R PENNSYLVANIA
ieap'

"xite.1"11

Ju,l3~tf

days.

Connections made

at Eastport for St. Andrews
Robbinstun, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.

Connections made at St. .John f r Digbv Antian•lis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax,
ton, Shediae, Andietst, Charlottetown, P. E. 1.. ami

N.slf ftederieL-

Sunmierside, P. E. I.
STf 'Ereight receiveil
o clock, p. m.

at the

„r

is l\v

_JUH-8

Preble Hsuse,
Ht > Portland Me.
Eastern Agent,
Bangor, Me.

Mt.

sailing nnt!l 1

ben

tf

os

Id IMF:

TO

Desert ami Machius.

two tripsper week

For Peaks’ Island.

Summer (rutiigcinnii.
The favorite Steamer

LEWISTON

E I P K E 8 S,

CAPT. DKKRING,
KaUroadWhart Portland, every Tuesday
Rockland,
Caime 1lerr’,ngl- f* !™ '>'<'b>ek, forHarbor
(Alt.
Insert
Desert,)iMnfhrife’S,c,lg"iuk’So-W«t
Millbridgc, Jonesport and Macliiasport.
kave

CAPTAIN A. S. OLIVER,
House Wharf daily for
Evergreen Landing, touching at Jones’ Landing, ou
S7,’at *'4‘lnd 10_1S A’ U < a,1<*
1
Will leave the end ef Custom

iu

'-USP

Returning

M
leave

•Jmei"’1"?wil

Evergreen Landing at 11.1* A. M,

«!i 5?l"

IJ.'

Mndlng“*•"*

Maebias|«,rt

^^saK5S5rat

and 1U5 A

andi eb
P.
On and after
July 1st, will run a Morning ami
Evening trip ** pleasant went her. leaving Custom
House Wharf at 7.15 A. M, and 7.15 P.
M, and Jones’
lauding at 7.3# A. if. and *.00 P. M.
Faro down and hatk 25
cents, children half price.
Special arrangements can he made by applying to
tLe

of

A. R. STUBBS, Agent

I VSI DF

Peab’a Island Steamboat Canipauy.
STGAIQER

45

t

days

on

STEAMERS.

5

Monday

every

o’c,uek-to,,ci,in*«

H!"-tor fro™ Juno
e-,?!!*?‘jf"1,**7".'
,at Bar
Sept. 19tb, ,oa‘}!
addition
to her usual landin«s,
*• Wi" ,BaVB **acliIa»|iort at l.dU
SnltS oUa.Vre
-atli to

III

mhsattt:1:,of
CYKI'M NIT

vanC

& S,urm-

KIIIIAYT,
Portland, May 15. 1872._

CaI’t-__Je22dtf
lJrIJii

INSIDE

LINE!

and

16

HAND !

Passenger
Montreal, anil

Jylitf

~~

line of choice

West, at

&

GRINDERS

7.30 A. M.
tho west.

for
at

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (ami that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at tho rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional
value.
Director.
Vr £*a ?iKvuHiES’Manayi]ig
\, Local Supermtendent.
L&

PURE
52 Chatham
junl4d3m

Spring Arrangement.

SPICES, Ac.
St, Boston, Mass.

Not only the tinkling, aweet-tonad little Musie
Boxes, but larger and larger one*, up to immense inBtrumcnts that produce aonnda as powerful as those
•f a Pianoforte, and fill a house with
melody. Call
soon at 33 COURT STREET and select
one from t>e
that it may

Chime

Christmas,

Nc,r ^car>in ^1C ear s of your
delighted
,<}
„XNS UITA RS, FLUTES, BAND INSTKU-

ramU>f

a

On and after
Monday, May 20th,
1S72, passenger trains leave Portland
tor Rochester and intermediate stations
7-15 A. M., and 1,30 P. At.,
!
direct connection at Rochester with trains for making
over Boston & Maine and Eastern
Railroads. Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiseogce
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with
Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for
Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and Winnipiseogce, and
Portsmouth, Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o’clock train makingdirect, connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston A
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco ltiver at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No

Boston?

stock, so

f«vi«»5ff‘lr*'raent:

MUSIC and MUSICAL
iale at the store of

®ther

For

the

instruments.

MKUCHANDISB,

alao for

|

Limington, daily.
At liuxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonnv Eaglo
and Limington, daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for
Limerick, Newfleld, ParBonslicld and

Maine State Roofing Co.,
OK

Ossiiiee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro’ for
Limerick, Parsonslicld,
daily.
WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
Portland, May 20,1872.
decl6-tc

*

Fire-Proof Roofing ! ELEVEN PER CENT.
~

ir®»
prepared to fill orders on short notice.
The attention of the public is
especially called te
;be
ROOFING •LATE” manufactured by
mem for steep roofs.

INVESTMENT.
FIRST CLASS SECURITY.

Office foot of Preble St., Portland.
July 23-dlm

STATE LOAN OF ARKANSAS.

PORTLAND

MACHINEWORKS
met, Steam Boilers, Bleacb Botlera and Rag
dusters, Shafting, Mill Gearing and General Mahlnery.
Castings of eTery description made to order.

E3?“Repairing promptly
W. II.

_jy-bllmo_

attended to.

FESSENDEN,

7 Pei- Ct.

Thirty Yr. Bonds.

A LIMITED NUMBER OFFERED AT

TO

Cents

and Accrued

HALL’S

THE

Railway,

BY

Special

Mortgage

end

■‘UeaSLSrs4>. M‘1i,"™ry'*

proved itself to be the most j>erfect preparation
the Hair ever ottered to the public to

Restore

Gray

Hair to its Original Color,

ind create a new growth where it has fallen off from
Useaje or natural decay.
It will prevent the Hair from
falling out.
All who uTe it arc unamimoiis in
awarding it the
iraiie ol being tile best Hair
Dressing extant.
Our Treatise oil the Hair sent free by mall.
Manufactured only by
I. P. HALI, A CO.
Nashua, N. H. Proprietors.

Endorsement,

For sale

by all druggists,
jyleod&eow d
eow

w

w28

2m

payable April and
at the Union
Trust Company in New York.October,
7'amphlets
and Circulars giving full parlicnl'.If
Pai1 b. had
addressing the
W**° bobesltatingiy by
recommend these

1<’an

WILLIAMS & BOSTWICK,
Bankers, 49 %VnIl Sl„ New T.rk.
Wit. K. WOOD, 67 £xclmng«
Augl-eod&w8w

*"***

Wash,n*“>» by

y>"„

Vr2?,rtHLn
10

South and West,

Passenger aecommoeatinus.

Mouth and

Earn including Berth and Meals to
Norfolk *15.00.
ime 48 hours: to Baltimore
*15. time 65
Tor further information
apply t*
E. SAMPSON,
Agent.
Jnneatf
M Central I Pharr, Boston.

hours?

!

Nerlh-

j

Waldoboro aud Damariscotta !

may.btalu through Ticket.

best nisj nao.t reliable
Poitlaail o» lv>»Um, wi New Y«»ik, to I
any point desired, at the lowrat rntea, at the old
aud reliable Union Ticket
Ageecy of
route from

First

Trip April

30.
..The Steamer CHARLES
HOUGHTON, Alex Farn ham

W. D. L.ITTL.E A CO.
Office, 49 l-’J Kxehauge Ntreet.
rsrReliable information «b»erfully fumishcil aJ

aR

times._ap6d.£\r

wli

i«4t

Atlantic
wU.rf'aU?’
hurf. *>ot of,*lll11lrave
India St„ Portland

ereryVVe-liueilay, at 6 o’clock A.
Waldnbnro, loncUng at Boothbay and Round
P :.rfr
touching at
H
MllU*riaC°tU’

2>othbayYnU mlgldoo's

BOSTON
—AND—

PIIII*A delphia

Boston «£ Maine and Eastern
Railroad*, arriving in
pussengorn to take the after-

Through tickets sold at the offices of the Boston A
*
{a"r0a'Js- aad on board Bost®
F Sto*,™
and passengers taken as low aa* hr
Freight
hJ
any other rovtc. Inquire of
HARRS, ATWOOD & C0„
145 °°m“erei** *»•
Portland, April 16, W2.

S£”e

Uoats.

Steamship Line.
Leave each port every WedVy & Sat’d’y.

For

Halifax,

From Long Wharf, Beaton, 3 p.in.
From Fine Street Wlwrt, Phila-

delphia, at

19

Inturance

DIRECT!

a. m.

ono

half

the rate ot

«<*w Hde-wlieel
F A L M O U T H, Steamship
built expressly for the route, will leave
Atlantic Wharf

sailing
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. K., and South
by aonuecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEX DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
WHITNEY & NA.YIPAO.N, Agents,
70 I,oug Wharf, Uo.iou

LINE

HAH, MTEAHER9
SAILING FOR LIVERPOOL.

Calling

at

Nova Scotia.

Every Friday,

at G P. M,
for Halifax, direct.
Making Hose connections with the Nova Scotia

Railway,
I

for

Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow ami
istou. Slid steamers for Prince Edward’s
Inland al-

u'"1^*
■aBsSSSKss-.8-'wi,,j
,eav*“ Halifax
TUES-

IK<i
*n
at S P. M., .ii arrival of train
from P. E Isltuid and stations on Nova Scotia
Railway
Cabiu passage,
iu.luding berth
* *
State Rooms and meals extra.
1>A VV
DAYS,

»tKJpI!u

arp,y “J

Queenstown, Oork liar.

JOHN POKTEOUS,
Ag~t

Steamers appointed to sail

DIRECT FRON BOSTON
HECLA, Tuem Aug 20. SIBERA, Tues Sept. 17
SAMARIA,lues. Aug.27. HECLA, Tues. Sept. 24.
Tues. Sept*. SAMARIA, Tues. Oct. 1.
t!ALTA
YMPLS, Tues. Sept. 10. MALTA,
Tues. Oct. 8.
£y Passengers amhark at the Cunard Wharf, East

Haine

Steamship

SEMI-WEEKLY

LINE
»'»1

Boston.

Cabin, $80 &

Si 00 Gold, According? to
Accommodation. Steerage, $30

Currency

Steamers appointed to sail
NEW YORK.
SCOTIA, Wed. Aug. 21. PARTHIA, Sat. Aug. 31.
ALGERIA, Sat. Aug. 24. CHINA,
Wed. Sept. 4.

Wed. Aug. 28.
JAVA,
Passage Meney.fincludingtareIroin Boston toN York,
Cabin, $90, $109, $139 gold—according to accommodation. Steerage. $30
Currency. Tickets ta Paris. $15

Gold, additional. Return Tickets on favorable terms
Of Passengers cnbark at Cunard Wharf, Jersey

Ayer’s Sarsparilla,
FOlt PURIFYING THE ULOOH.
A medicine that cures
is a real public blessing.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
makes positive cure of a
series of complaints, which
arc always afflicting and
too often fatal. It purities
the blood, purges out the

lurking humors in

the
which
system,
undermine health and settle into troublesome disorders
Eruptions of the skin are
the appearance on tliesurof humors that should
,rr“w;r
be expelled
trom the blood. Internal
derangements
are the determination of these same
humors to some
internal orgau, or organs, whose action tliev
deramre
and
whose substance they disease and
destroy
eI|‘c1' the* humor, from
the blood. When they are
gone, the disorder* tliev
produce disappear, *neh a* Ulcerations
of the Lir.r
Stomach, Kidneys, Lung,, Eruptions an,I Eruptive
Diseases of the Skin, St.
Anthony•, Eire Kose or
#>

v,

iSAwi'rAn,,LA

Erysipelas Pimples, Pustules, Matches,

Boils! Tu-

Seatd ilZi. kingZZm ri eWmdy'luU Rheumatism,
*.?.’?*’ 'm'1
Neuralgia,
'pnkn'in
*’
Uead, female B'eak"!'
n?s? IbJutlZlReuiyrrhaa
arising prom internal ul-

Franconia

not,ce’

rnn

«

Leave Galt's Wharf, Portland
>''cry MONDAY an<i THUItSr.. v
’■ „■
at 5 P.
DAY,
M., and leave Her 3s E. R„ Newtfork
MONDAY .ml THURSDAY, at 3 P M
CV*H
The Dirigo anil Franconia are
fitted an with fine
accommodations for imsscngers, making tilia the
most
convenient and comfortable route for
travelers
ciers
tween New York and Maine
Passage ill State R,s>m *5. Meals extra.
f»<-"a.t>led to and from
Quebec
Halifax, St. Jonn, and all part, ofMontreal,
Maine Shim •
are requeued to send their
freight to the
“
early as I P. M..on
if or Freight or Passage
apply to
MENRT FOX. Galt’s Wharf. Portland
;

H22?L»

thedayfuSlSjflSfSSSr*

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
From Liverpool. Glasgow, Queenstown or lterrv to
Boston ar New York. #?M C LI If If F?Y<;Y.
Passengers booked to all parts af tho United Statas.

jn2dly

U'r

follows"*

City.

Uraits issued an Great Britain
ami Iraland for £1
and upwards. For Freight ami Cabin
passage apply
at the Company's Office. 80 State Street. Far slcerage passage, at 90 State Street, Boston.
JAHEN ALEXANDER, Aural.

Co

NKYV AKRANGEREYT.

Ma)3-,llf,-AMES'1‘ler3y-K-

^wVo'T.'

NOW LANDING AND TO

ARRIVE,

Eight Hundred Coses
J. L. DUKET’S JUSTLY

CELEBRATED

SA1AD ©II.,
PSISCR d

corTOS, Importers
Bo,,on’

and

jun1bl3m'i‘*“m
01

nonce

TN

Agents,

V“"-

Assignee olllis Appoint-

Bankruptcy.

ment.
Jn the District Court of the Bolt
-

L&is: mks-s£^
District of Maine, as:
Portland the third day of «IiiTie

A

T>

1*79

notice ,.hils‘ apia.iutnmnt'as aaslunae hf rr.1’'. *•»«
* “'‘ her of Deenng. in
count?°t F.“U,,in1111,1
Sla,r "f MMne. wiili-

il1.

1

Phitrict, w,'° baa been adjudged a
°WU PeUtion
bL the District

District*

Jnl2-law3t-

wit_AMOS S.

Bankrupt

Court of

said

KINO, Assignee.

FISHERMEN.
TWINES AN1» NETTING,
M ANUFACTt'BFE

DT

WM. F. IIOOPFK A SONS,
Send for price-list.
Baltimore, >M.
jiinlj-Uin

CHOICE PLANTS!
C I I i : .A F

■

an" u'enne
disease. Dropsy. Dyspepsia,
Emanation and General
Debility. Willi'their departure health returns.

,

■

PREPARED

THIRTY

FOR

BY

DIt. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell. Mass..
Practical and Analytical Chemist*,

Druggists everywhere.

aeciNbX: w every 3d wt y

DAYS,

—AT—

C.

F.

BRYANT’S,

WOODFORD'S CORKER.

CONVERTIBLE

Clothing Cleansed.
MIDLAND

BONDS.

« abort notice
CmRErr1
a".‘1 ¥*P»ired
and all kinds of giaals
dyed in thorough
*

Also Second-hand

A 7 per cent, mortgage bond for sale on one
of the great roads running from New York City—on
the third largest road in New York State. The most
desirable bond of all the Midland issues, affording the
largest income and promising the greatest protit.
Price. 85 and interest
We believe them one of the safest and most profltble Investments ottered in this market for years.

ALLEN, STEPHENS & Co
SOLE AGENTS FOR THIS

LOAA,

JjlWtf

m u»

faithful atteu

WILLIAM
W

II ool!

HA

BROWN,

Federal st.,
Near the Park

_

Wood l

,D«d SOFT -'ODD for sale »t
No 43 Lin
Un
vela street. Also

Dry Kdginga

—_____HCSK.
Boat For Male.

~~

A easy
faaypul*r.!'awmrk
V!*Yln
puma ,will Iks mdii
cheap If aitolltMl for **

Arm.

35 PINE ST.

St.

a

aud

Ciotiiing for sale.

lion.' or',els wlU reccl're prompt

D0UBLE AND UNDOUBTED SECURITY.

NOIL

from Norfolk to Petersburg and
n rs^i'.ryoi.W:‘,r,K'1
Richinond,
by river or rail; and by tlie Co. A
a" tK,lnt!* *»
Virginia. Tennessee, Alathe ^aboard ami /toa«? /? » /"IT" '■ .“.“l °''.e.r
-'"fMand South Carolina
Z tlr
* 0hl°
Washington and

West'
’i?ro
oBl1 rate* *iven
fine

°‘ iat"C8t

bomls^''’

Lady"of'the LaT

Steamer

(.fares

CALIFORNIA

Wr«t,

Lino sail from
Central Wharf, Boston,

of

Laurence," Capt. W. A. Hallett.
Wilhnm Crane " Capt. Solomon Howes.
Appotd,” Card. Winslow Loretaml.
C«1'B Geo- H. Hallett.
D-Fostor'

TUB

Travelers for

Line.

Oeorae

Island

Passenger Ticket Agency
the

and

of this

SSH1;* “kly, 2.30 1-. m. for
;FOLK and BALTIMORE.

ncr.

ias
or

.Steamship

Steamships

P. M.

■'

Wednesday

furthcr particulars Inquire of Ross & StunM*r C>rU8
StnnJivant, Oeu-

D. Cs

Tickets down and back 25c. Children half
price.
Private parties can be accommodated
by applying
to the Captain on board.
Jel3tf

«

week.

Portland, March 17th, 1872.
apl7
STEAMRR GAZELLE,
will commence I Norfolk ami Iialtiinore ami
Washington,

,l'laI1'1. touching at Peak’s
,,^‘Tef.u8hll,g’’
11.15 A. M, and 5,1* P. M.

y *11

Arkansas Central

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

HAIR

Interest.

In these Bonds the “faith nnri credit of the
ntatc arc solemnly and irrevocably
pledged for the payment and Redemption ol
the Prineipal and Interest on cuch and
eyery Rond.”

tllj Commercial fit

For

Leave Custom House Wharf foot of Pearl st., for
Peak’s anil Cushing’s Islands at 9 and
10J A. M. and
t and 3} P. M.
Returning, leave Cushing’s Island for Portland at

Jm_

!

ws'l A^nt "mI1'Cr''UI St"

MONDAY, JUNK l»th,
Running as follows, until further notice:

2}

R

*
Point, Bucksport, WInterport and Hampden.
Keturning, will leave Bangor every Monday
at 6 o’eL*, touch
^•dnesdayand Friday Marninga
i4,,'lings’ alnving at Port
land RSo*«l?Jk p“M*

ou

Peak’s and Cushing’s Islands,

A. H.. and

O

Monday,

; every

C. F. Sand.,
ip. M

9£

G

TRIP* per

--:—Friday Evening*, at It o’clock
•emmeaclai Monday, '.Ihid Intt., for Bangor, (or as
far as the lea will
ismnlt,) touching at Rockland
Caridea. l.lncoluville. Belfast,
Scarsnort
Ssutlv

Islands.

COISTGEITS
Having rebuilt tlieir Factory recently destroyed by
are

applying

lltOtl

..

MUSIC BOXES! MUSIC BOXES.

large

Private j»artiea accommodated by
board.
Jun29tf

jun21tf

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

OF

IST

The Steamer CITY OF RICH
MOND
Cjpt. c. Kill.v, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State st.,

and 5 p. m.
Fare down and back 25 cent*.

1.40 P. M.

Portland, June 20 1872.

A

■

CUNARD

application.

on

■

t-rain (stopping at all
stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,

ii. tsa

which will be furnished

June Nth,

Express

TEAS!
of

TRAIN*.

stations at 5.30 P. M.
Passenger trains will arrive as follows:
From Montreal, Quebec, Island
Pond, Gorham
and South Pans at 8.15 A M. and 2.50 P. M.
Accommodation from So. Paris at 7 P. M.
Pullman Palace Drawing Room and Sleeping Cars
are attached to the
and Mail Trains between
Portland and Montreal.
Express trains run through to Montreal without
change of cars at Island Pond.

Portland Street

TEAS FREE.

Samples

Will leave CUSTOM HOUSE
WHARF, daily, Sunday# excepted, for Evergreen Landing, tousi
•ing at Jonesr Ijindiug, at 'J SH a.
’m-, an-i 1 30 and 3 p. n.
Returning will leave Evergreen landing at 10.4$
a. m., and 4.45 p. m.,
touching at Jonea’ landing at
11 a. m.

ju2J-ly

Montreal and the

B

THREE

Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate

_PORTLAND

A full

STEAMER MAGNET!

Teasels.

only.
Mail

FARRAR,

18

—TO—

Stopping
stations to South Paris and at Island PondTBethel, Gorham, Northumberland and North Stratford
all

Successor to Farrar & Adams,
No.

OE

Monday,
V«>7.mi,,.*s.,b-0!1 an:!„aft«r
will run as follows:
J.?7.rains
train at
-WW-3

AS

GIlEEi\E,

FLOWERS,

F* CHASE,
P. S. & P. Division.

ARRANGEMENT.

Street, New York.

CARRIAGES,

Brook Lehigh, John's
Wyoming and other Lehigh, and
White Ash Coals,

Second National Bank, located at Portland,
in the State of
Maine, is closing up its affairs,
ui Note holders and
other creditors of said sssociai
V?1? other
aJiC claims
»re?orc herebynotified te present the Notes
I Jiti
against, the association for paymen.

same

BLANCHARD’S, opj>o.

GRAND THUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA^

nourishing the Hair. Sold by Druggists and
m Faucy Goods.
Price 25 and 50 cents per

Honey

All of the purest, quality, an,1 which we
sell a« low
as can be bought in
any place in this city. Also
HARD AND SOFT WOOD, AND
EDGtSOS*

I). H.

ARRANGEMENT

-—

_

England,

Jabn, Digby,

?" .Cl

points

°nic" in
'ioket
or at.
Portland,

Ml.

",br Monday.
July
I>t, the Steamers of International Line will leave Railroad Whatl
foot oi State St.,
every ...
,-- Wednesday and Friday, at 6.00 m
in., for Kastjiort and St John.
Returning will leave St. Jolt and Eastport on the

Pullman*. Drawini Room and
NI.rprug
Cara.
are run on all tbe
Express trains on the Grand
Trunk Kalln-av.
For further information and Tickets
apply at any
in

STEAMSHIP CO.

aad

TIIK£E TRIPS PER WEEK !

5nr8?5?j?

t
depot

at

indsor and Halifax.

SUMMER

IJ',returning

v!.n*

Calais
W

»>',r»il.

Monday

morning.

Dealers
bottle.

AND

P.MM"

6.00

M
Loave Portsmouth for Portland at tD.55 A. M, 110 40
A. M., 12.48 P. M 15.55 P. M., t 8.00 P
M,*10.05 P. M
Leave Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. JL, returning at 5.20 P. M.
‘Pullman sleeping car express train. N. B.
This
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run

POMADE
OPTIME,
used daily, will make it so. It is
entirely a Vegetable
Compound, exquisitely perfumed,and specially adapted for

NEW

ARRANGEMENT.

Leave Boston for Portmouth and Portland at t7.30
M’ tl2-3UP- M,< t3-13i>- M-i IB-00 P.

THOMPSON’S

192 Fulton

Si

tralus leave Portland dalPortsmouth and Boston, (Sun-ww"'‘“ys excepted) at *1.30 A. M. tC.l* A.
^ A M” t3'3#P M * t41‘ P-

M„t

Sold by Druegistsand Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price
cedts per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
_192 Fulton Street, New York.

YOU DESIRE YOUR HAIR TO
DO LUXURIANT
AND GLOSSY?

SACO,

Possenger

Pearl Tooilipowder.
best Drntrifice known.

STANDARD COALS

Rare Chance for Agents.
A GENTS, we will pay you $40 per week in cash,
if you will engage with us at once.
; urnished and expenses paid. Address Everything
F. A. KIjCS &■ CO., Charlotte. Itlicli.
aul9f4w

INTERNATIONAL
Knelporl,

dj'.y*-

same

#I-SO. Freight taken

Bll,l,ur.s. Agrnt
JK., General Agent.inch.totf

X

25.00
20
.15.00
Portland to Montreal and return, via Quebec,
good for 20 days. 17.00
Portland to Quebec and return, good for li$
<lays... 16.00
1 ortland to (.iorhain ami
return, food for 21
..
r..no
•,
I ortland
to Bromjtton Falls and return. 12.0#
Portland toSherbrook and ruturn.••••.. 11.50
Portland to Island Pond and return. 8.50
I ortland to Niagara Falls ami
return, via Bocton. New York, Sound Steamer*,
returning
by Toronto, Montreal, and White
Mountains,
28.00
by Koval Mail Steamers.... 33.0*
tickets via Sarnia Steamers—
Portland to Chicago or
Milwaukee, first-class,
State Room and Meals.10.00
1 I t Kb IS at lowest rates
to Chicago, St. Louis. St.
an'1 all
Went, by
v' '•'adf"rnia.
either Nt w York,
Boston or Montreal.

I

VIONT KF.% I.,

WHARF, Portland,

Fafe

Uw"rales

25.D0

Niagara
ruturn, good
Milays.
1 ortland to Montroal and return,
good for

AT

inn;“~??n-*lly. for
f»w-

Ivory

the

(FORMERLY C. STAPLES & SON.)
NTTARINE. Stationary and Portable Steam EngLTA

FRANKLIN COAL,

let.’ ^i.ooi

until Nov.

PROCURE TICKETS

Comm.uriui: illaudnr, luiw Mill, IS}4.

25 and 50

FARNHAM,
MaSS-

good

days....
Portland to
Falla and
for

and

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
AT a O’CLOCK I*. M.
Upturning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston,

OLD

EASTERN AND PORTLAND,
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

of

Thurston’s

BY

jnnl2tf

Agents Wanted for

GOOD Gate Saw. nearly new. Ennuire or adLITTLEFIELD & WILSON Cor. York
nd Maple streets.
ja31eodtf

IceCreams,

np by a process whereby all the delicate and
delicious flavor of the fruit is
retained in all its

ATLANTIC

Portland to Detroit and return, good tor 3a

Boston.

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
Commercial Street, Portland.
June 24, 1872.
jun21tf

WHITE TEETH, HEALTHY GUMS,
CJ°UND
►o
AND S\V EET BREATH, are secured
by
J con-

MANUFACTURER*

!

BBOOKM

Having commodious Catdn and Slate Room aceom laudations, will run
alternately, leaving

Portland to Chicago and ruturn, all rail. good
until Nov. let.
$;1C.00
Portland to Chicago or Milwaukee, and roturu,

353

w6iu-w25

TH!E
on«e,

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

(Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
W. MERRITT,
Superintendent,

Sold at wholesale by
Co., and J. W. Perkins & Co.

jnl5d3m_Portland.

w2§

For Flavoring Syrups,

aug!9-4w

t

&

pic-

PINEAPPLE JUICE

A MONTH easily made with Stencil
f\ rand Key-Check Dies. Secure Circular
md Samples, free. S. M. Spencer,
Brattleboro, Vt.

Pm-fit.,
Portland,
Maine, June

Phillips

*

APOTHECARIES

TIHESE

I

the

*to**^c=A‘

•Accommodation.
tFast Express.

Co., Proprietors,
PROVIDENCE, B. I.

%

terms. Address.
Publishers Riverside Echo, Portland Me

TABLETS,

Fowler’s Great

subscription money until

comes.

Experienced Agents Wanted Everywhere at
on liberal

HoarscncM.
TABLETS present the Acid in eembination with other efficient remedies, in a popular
form, for the Cure of all THROAT and LUNG Diseases.
HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
THROAT are immediately relieved and statements
are constantly being sent to the
proprietor of relief
in eases of Throat difficulties of
years’ standing.
Caution.
Don’t be deceived by worthless imitations. Get
only Wells’s Carbolic Tablets. Price. 25 cts per
box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG. IS Platt St., N. Y.,
Sole agent for the U. S. Send for Circular.
Sold by Druggists. Price 25 cents a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS <& CO.,
aug!9f4w
Portland, Me.

Prof.

S.yr"i-Teight trains between Portland and Boston
daily.
Passenger station iu Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight station, Causeway street.

&

■ATWBS* CO., M Coart SL,
rn
■*
Court Haute.)
[Opposite
flitCA
doc’-dAwt*

No

_juylOttw

Coughs,

Hyster-

..

IMPORTERS

I ,T I7 U

For

and

relieved.

nifflcult Breathing, Pain in the Lungs, Side
and Chest almost invariable cured
by taking a few
bottles of the Quaker Bitters.
All Difficult Female
Derangements, (almost invariably caused by a violation of the organic laws,)
so prevalent to the American ladies
yield readily to
this invaluable me<licine—the
Quaker Bitters.
All Impurities of the Bloml and diseases
incident to the same
cured by the Quaker Bitters,
if taken accordingalways
to the directions.
? theyA*ed
P1?1*in the Quaker Bitters jnpt the article
stand in need of in their
declining years.
It quickens the blood and cheers the
mind, and paves
the passage down the plane inclined.

in

Cl i'aii i w *1 v A choice of one of six beauWl' Lll il If cl V .tiful $2.00 Steel
Engraving,,
Size, 16x20 inches, trained in elegant Black IValnut Moulding: or “The First Bible Lesson,”—
one of Prang’s prettiest $2 00 Chromos,
framed in
heavy gilt Moulding, given to ererv new subscriber
to the Riverside Echo, paying $2 00 for one year’s
subscription,
published weekly, in quarto
Til
ft XtljllU
Folio ’’
X11C
form suitable for
binding, on
clear white paper, from plain and beautiful ty|>e. It
is in its seventh volume, and well known as an excel-

Further Notice

SEA-UOIMJ
jS-gJ&bTHE SUPERIOR
STEAMERS
JOHN

leave P. S. & P. R. R. Sta-

time to connect with Shore Line at 11.1# for New
York, the South and the West. 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route and Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. S.30t P M
train with the 9.00 P. JI. train for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.
The above trains leave P. S. & P. R. R, Station
foot of State street, where tickets can be purchased
and baggage checked.

Rhenmntiam. Swelled Joints and all Scrofula
removed or greatly relieved by this invaluable medicine.
cured

Trains

187*1.

NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in

Neuralgia, &c., speed-

Broncbitie, Catarrh, Convulsions,

Arrangement, July 1st,

-_,

Afflictions

ics

Waldoboro’,

]!**!**f°f*ff|ation, Portland, for Boston. *8.15, *8.18
#-irs----4 M., 3.30t, 4.15*, 6.00t (express) P.M.
He turning *7.30, t8.3# A.
V., *12.38,
*3.15, 6.00t (express) P. M
For Rochester, Alton Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester and Concord, N. H., via C. & P R R
Junction, 6.15* A. M., 3.30* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.18* A M.
Lowell, 6.15*, 9.10* A. M., 3.30t, 4.15* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. JI. 3.30t, 4.15* P. M.

skeptical.

il/reUeved*

Mondays,
1

^

ANI) health SAVED i ! !
■ a
sands rescued from Insanity and the
grave. A sure preventative of “Exhausted drains”
and “Nervous Debility”. Send *3 to Trot.
Merritt,
Lock Box, 197, Syracuse, N. Y.
juul7t4w

WELLS’S CARBOLIC

impurl-

PRINCE & COTTON,

may
gain the love
\nd affections of any person
they choose, instantly.
This simple mental acquirement all can
possess, free
by mail, for 25 cents, together with a marriage guide,
Egyptian Oracle, Dreams. Hints to Ladies, &c. A
queer exciting book. 100,001) sold. Address T. William St Co., Pub's, Pliila.
,)uy2014w

U

Hummer
and all

Fridays.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

ties of the blood,
bursting through the skin or otlierwise, cured readily by following the directions on the
bottle.
Kidney, Bladder and Urinary Derangement invanably cured. One bottle will convince the most

Dr.

written.

W. H.

Low

and

Jygydtf_C.

Burn, Liver Complaint, and
by taking a few bottles.
Spirits and sinking Sensation

Heart
Appetite cured

Dyspepsia,
Loss of

Sold by all Drnggiaia and Di aler* in
Mediciucn.

appear to them to be Constitutionally qualified to
vote in the election of Governor, Senators and
Representatives to the State Legislature in and for the
several Wards in said City, and that they will be in
open session at the Aldermens Room on Tuesday,
the twentieth day of
August, instant, from nine to
twelve o’clock A. M., and from three to six o’clock
P. M., for the purpose of
receiving evidence of the
qualifications of persons claiming the right to vote
on such election and for
correcting said lists.
Given under our hands the day and year above

Rockland.
between Portland

of cars

At Wa.doboro’ for North
Washington,
*
and Liberty daily.
At. New Castle for Bristol and
Pemanuid, daily.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at low rates.
A. COOMBS, Sup’t.

Herbs which almost invaria-

S* u,,0"ditl*n

and

and

change

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincoln71'];!- Northiwrt, South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington. Tuesdays, Thursdays aud Saturdays
At Thomaston for St. George daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for .Jefferson and
Whitefleld,

lent.disease will see a marked change for the l*etter
after ukillff «ne bcttle. Worm
difficulties are more prevalent than is
generally supposed in the young, and they will find the Quaker
Bitters a sure remedy.

BONDS.

#»Miumaoinir JUne2

p. it.

least

Municipal

Lntil

m.

and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert, Vinal Haven
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leavo Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 A. si., and 1.00

*

We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same heating surface in the
market, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Government Bonds.
The durability of this boiler is greater than any
other for tlie reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come in contact with the intensely heated surfaces,
the feed water being gradually heated a* it ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the following facts, that while
this
boiierwith coal or wood the sparks are
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or eliimney,
which in itself is a most valuable advantage, nevei
before realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
invite all parties in want of Steam Boilers to give us

Lewiston at 8:45 p.

& LINCOLN RAILROAD.

KNOX

water.
The smoke and heated gases pass first
through the
tubes in the upper compartment, then descend, and
return through the tubes in the second compartment,
thence a«ain descending they pass through the tubes
m the third
compartment. By this operation, the
smoke, and heated gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in contact with giadually
decreasing temperatures of
water.
While doing average work, coupled with a good
engine, it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse-

power.

Augnsta aud

CHANGE OF TIME

For (lie Season of 1874.
w

St. John, Houlton, (Julaio, Bangor, As., 1:25

For Mt Kines, Jtsssohsod Lake, take tt.lg «. m.
train fsr Dexter, arriving at Dsxtsr at 8:58 a. a
At
8 o’clock stage leaves, tor Greenville, foot of
Lake,
where you take steamer for Mt. Kineo,
arriving at
5:30 p. rn. Passengers can by
stopping over night at
Dexter leave Portland at 1.00 p. m. and take
stage
next morning.
For Dover and Foxernft take 1:00 p. m. train. Passengers ticketed through. Fare $5.00.
Through Tickets arc sold in Portland at Station
and at Horse Railroad Office for Houlton, Calais and
St. John, fare $8.00; and to Halifax $12.00.
J. M. LUNT, General Superintendent.
Augusta, July 26, 1872.
aug!2tf

principle, namely,that of stoppinq the vertical
circulation, accomplished bv means of1 two horizontal diaphragms running through the boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this arrangement there is maintained three temperatures of

General,

Y._juy201T4w
or SOUL
CHARMING,”
“PgYCHOMANCY,
X How either sex
fascinate and

Chronic
(»f dollars for
Ten .l-ivs mm

years I liave been troubled with Scrofula
s orae fifteen years ago a fearful ulcer broke out on
i.v leg. Three months ago it had extended from the
nkle joint nearly to the knee. I could not
move
In this condition I
ithout great
commenced
iking the University Medicine.
At first it drove out a fearful humor all over me.
In a few days the htunor began to subside, and the
t leer is now healed and I feellike a new beta®.
1 LIZABETH CHAMBERLAIN, 38 Chestnut St.
Portland, Aug. 30.
I guarantee the above certificates to be
genuine. I
dll forfeit $1000 to
any one that will find them othf rwise.

4 NY person deftirins a small utorV ,.r »
A cheap, can find
same
as the occupant is about
moving from thetftv
aglitf

ANEW

cantru

For

Hoods

For Sale.
Express Wagon, very cheap bv
TH0S- ^ughLin
aniMtf
»ul5dtf
18S Commercial St.

to

N-

twentY years with
,lu,‘dreds

ii treatin.MiiaVe*Mpe:I,t

wer

For Sale.

tie

for

York.

P made from 50 cts, Call and examine or 12
*JkXvrsamples sent (postage free) for 50 cts. that
retail quick for $10. R. I.
Wolcott, IS Chatham Sqr.

certificate I have been perthough I have been contincold.
A* M. MORGAN.

nedte
aemcai treatment
without, benefit

msiness is

J-im~_Tu^?nTIA^VMc

From
From

a. na.

cona

ag2-dC0t

This may certify that I had been suffering with the
Rheumatism” for five months, and at that time it
« ;ized my right hip
and leg, down to the foot,
his the physicians called “Sciatic.” I tried
many
1 bids of highly recommended medicines which I
1 iok for the blood. Still I got no relief lor seven
lontlis more, all the time doing my best, with as
ood advisers as we have in our city.
Finally, I
1 ailed at the New
York University Branch, and the
said he could help help me. So I contropfietor
j lenced on his imslieine, and in four weeks I thought
1 ieit relief, and in
eight weeks I was able to Icavt
can<*
and have been well up to this time
hav<: i»a**ed.
DAVID KEAZER.e,
iwK!i
$
Portland, Aug. 2, 1870.

property.

a

sq*

perfect^
MORGAN,

It is in daily use by steamships, manufacturers
Hail roads and Fire Departments throughout the conntry, and has saved millions of Dollars worth of

New

»ho
every Lady or
tlemnn. 8oId by Druggists —_*
and Dealers la PERFUMERY.

I had the Catarrh so bad for several
years that mv
land became confused and
painful. I was obliged to
;et up several times a night to keep from choking.
employed some of the best Physicians without
j M-nitit. I was
cured with the University
deilicmes m three weeks.
A- M*
119 Congress St..
n
Contractor
on the Portland &
Ogdenshurg K. R.

June 34th, 1872.

Place,

6-d6w

GOTAt

taking

ac

an

a. in.

Portland for Lewiston via Danville at 8:20 p. m.
Trains Dm- at Portland.
From Augusta,. Bath and Lewisteu at 8:38 a. m.
From Oldtown, Mattawamkeag,
Bangor, Skowhega», Waterville, Augusta, Winthrop, Readfield, Bath
and Lswiston at 2:55 p. in.

above is
engraving of Steam Boiler
THE
taining 1200 feet of heating surface, built upon

D. C.

Juvl0t4w

my

j

& Co..

Free to Book Agents.
We will send a handsome Prospectus of our New
illustrated Family Bible containing
nearly 500 fine
Scripture Illustrations to any Book Agent, free of
charge. Address National Publishing Co., Phila., Pa

As certain individuals have
reported* that the
ibove certificate is false and
my disease as bad as
;ver 1 wish to say, at the time I
gave the above cer;in cate, the
story was not half told. In addition to
he above
leg and back were covered with sores,
am now well and feel at least
twenty years younger
6
lian I did before
the remedies.
My advice to the afflicted is to give the medicine a,
rial and not to be deterred
by the cry of humbug.
It cured me, it has cured
many others. 1 believe
he extract of rancer plant will cure
any blood dissc in existence.
S* C. MUNSEY, 27 Chestnut street.
,0_0
June 7, 1872.

situ-

OF THE

new

Road, fully

be cleared in August by one Agent
fip^V/VJwauted now,to sell OK ANT & WILSON and GKEEL¥ & BROWN CHARTS
Just what people will
buy. Also, Best New
Bngland Tewmhip Map, World at one
View,” and our Oval Steel Basra vine. New
Button Hole Cutter and Sewing Silk and Linen
Thread. Apply at once Ageuts’ Headquarters.
D. L. GUERNSEY. Pub.
Concord,N. H.,
Aug 6-4w
And Boston, Mass.

..

ia70

operation and prompt and efficient in Hb

66 Exchange

wtV/k/Y

Extinguishers.

It iB

PROPRIETOR

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy,
Boston,

Dr. Jourdain's Consulting
Office,
tfl Haucecli Street, Boston, .Tinea.
junMdlyr

issued at the rate of only

Greenleaf, Norris
No.

to-day

Since giving the above
ecth free ftoin Catarrh
ually exjioseil to wet and

nrc

per mile upon the
and equipped.

T»Wms$tilsSB

Portland for Lswiston, Bath, Rockland, Augusta
Readiield, Winthrop, Skowhegan, Bangor Matlawamkeag at 1 :80 p. m.
Portland for Lewiston, Bath and Augnsta 5:25 p.

JOURDAIN,

on

MISSOURI

application, personally, or by letter.

head were covered with
lores anil scaliness of the
skin; also mv tongue was
•overed wjth small ulcers. I am
free from
ill the above troubles, and can
heartily recommend
hese medicines to the afflietdd.
S. C. MUNSEY, 27 Chestnut Street.
xy
Portland, January 24, 1870.

Protection from Fire.

Me.

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes «f the loss
of manhood, with full
instructions for its somplete restoration; also a
chapter en venereal infection, and the meant
of cure, be:
tag the most comprehensive irork en the subject ever
jet published, comprising 151) pages. Mailed free to
anj address for 1)5 cents. Address,

City
County Bonds registered under the laws passed at last session of the Legislatuer. Semi-annual Interest Coupons and Principal
provided for by State taxation, and paid by the
State Auditor in New York. There is no expense
for collecting and no tax deduction. Present indebtedness is small and therefore easily paid and must remain so under the registration laws of the State.
Bonds recommended for safety as well as profitableness, bearing ten per cent interest, and selling at
rates that give prospect of a profitable advance in
prices. This is a good opportunity to convert Government Bonds into those more remunerative. Orders and inquiries promptly attended to.
CHARLES HI. HAWKE*,
mch22 dtf
48 Exchange «t.« Portland

They bear interest at the rate of 8 per cent, per
annum, payable June and December, Free of Government Tax, and are ottered for the present at 921
aiul accrued interest.
Salea lc Securities taken in exchange at the market rate, ami any further information furnished on

knowledge

..lass

ot,ler

An Absolute

Portland,

RAILROAD.

of Trains.
July 22

Portland for Bangor, Houlton, Calais, St.
John,
Halifax, &c.. at 12:15 a. m. (sleeping cars aud Jay
oars on this train.)

a new

day.

commenced using the
University
HV
A.t the time
forehead anti

fertnt from’

INFECTIVE.

Eii”™H""i|C"|nineu»ing

just published
edition of his lectures,
HAScontaining
most valuable information
tlie

LINE.

This road is located through the richest and
most populous j>ortion of the state of Wisconsin.—
Fifty miles are already linislied, equipped, and earning interest from local business alone. The balance
is under contract to be completed this
year, and the
iron is now being laid at the rate of half a ndlo
per

twenty-five years I have suffered with Scrofula and Sal Rheum, (or Tetter.) Have
paid out hunIrcds of dollars, and been treated
hv several first-

to

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

as.

EXTINGUISHER ! ]

Superior

Dr. R. J.

August 8th, 1872.

The above case has been treated for the
past four
by different physicians for cancer.

OARDXE t

and

OF

Aldermen of the City of Portland have preTHEpared
Alphabetical lists of such inhabitants

_

Mo,t

OFFICE

CITY OF PORTLAND,

years

A$S2®5* ,%ui'

and

—————Arrangement

7:00

—OF THE—

South Paris, Feb. 2,1872.

Adamson,s

Be.t, Cheapo,t

MAINE CENTRAL

Portland for Lewiston, Rockland and Augusta at
*

To the Electors

Dr. Staples,—Dear Sir:—The medicine I
got at
>our place, Jan. 2d, has done wonders for me. It is
all vou recommended it to be.
You may make any use of the above vou
think
Yours truly,
proper.
SETH MORSE.

Jars

La,t,

FW,’e St*’

CITY OF PORTLAND, SS.

Wilton,

DV'

Correspondent,
166

in Boston early next
for all trains South and West.

season

HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Freight trains leave Portland daily at 6.30 A. M.
and Nortli Conway at 11.30 A. M.
Portland, July 15, 1872.
tt

.ID.luAWLE^^V^^'t"’

MUNGER,

Conway, arriving
J.

SCHAIO.esVe'nnis ’V*

dlm-eodllm&wCw

STATE

I think the worth of the Medicine cannot be
estimated in words or money.
MRS. A. O.'W. FOSTER,
Me.

COUGH Balsam

En,ire'»

Feb, 7,1872.

dclS

Piles

was

gg

Balsam
Balsam
Adamson’s all diseases of a
like nature. Balsam
Adamson’s More than 35000 bottles sold and Balsam
Adamson’s not a failure yet.
Balsam
Adamsou’s
The following are a few of the Balsam
Adamson’s names of those who have used Balsam
Adamson’s this Remedy:—Mrs. Gov.
Cony; Balsam
Adamson’s Mrs. Hon. .James W\ Bradbury; Balsam
Adamson’s Anson P. Morrill,
Balsam
Ex-Governor;
Adamson’s Mrs. Col. Thomas S.
Lang; Balsam
Adamson’s Hon. »J. J. Eveleth, Mayor of Balsam
Adamson’s Augusta; Rev. Dr. Torsey, of Balsam
Adamson’s Kent’s Hill; Iiev. Dr. Ricker; Balsam
Adams »n*s Rev. E. E.Martin; Rev. C. F. Balsam
Adamson’s Penney; Rev. G. W. Quinbv; Balsam
Adamson’s Rev. Win. A. Drew; Rev. H. F. Balsam
Adamson’s Wood;Col.F. M.Drew, Sec’v of Balsam
Adamson’s State; Hon. J. T. Woodard.State Ba’sara
Adamson,s Librarian; Col. Geo.W. Stanley, Balsam
Adamson s President First Nat.
Bank; SW. Balsam
Adamson s Lane, See. Senate; Warren L. Balsam
Adamson s Alden, and 10,000 others toonu- Balssm
Adsamon s morons to mention. Priec 35 Balsam
Adamson s cents per bottle. For Sale
by Balsam
Adamson s all Druggistsand Medicine Deal- Balsam
Adamson s ers. Sample bottle and Circu- Balsam
Adamson s
free. F. W. KINSMAN. Balsam
Adamson s Proprietor, Augnsta. Maine.
Balsam
Adamson .
JOHN W. PERKINS & CO. Balsam
Adamson s W. F. PHILLIPS & CO. W. Balssm
L. ALDEN &
CO., Bangor, Balsam
Adamson s Agents lor Maine.
Balsam
bI all Druggist.
Balsam
Price 35 and 75 cents ner bottle.
ag3-eod3m

The

JOHN W.

a

Green Bay & Menasha.

1 have been troubled with Scrofula all
my lifetime,
and Neuralgia in the head seven
years and have consulted good physicians from Maine to Now
York
without any benefit whatever. I have taken
six
bottles of the Cancer Plant and one and one-half of
the JSeuralgia Elixir, and a little of sonic other
kinds
and I now feel better than I ever was before in
mv
ufe.
cannot say with Mr. .Mimsey, that I fee‘1
twenty years younger, being only twenty-eight, but
Kay I never felt so young to my
in my

Patented Feb. 14 & Dec. 26, 1871; March 12, 1872.

JONES,rPresident.”'1’

J- D.
W. H. H. MOOKE, 2nd Vice-Pres't.

From Chicago & Milwaukee to

JOHN SHAW, West Coup] St.,
Portland, Me.

Bronchitis. Soreness of Lungs,
Asthma, Whooping Cough, and

FIRE

Northern"'

&

SHORT

relieved from the above troubles.

BALSAM, for the cure of Colds, Balsam
Coughs. Soro Throat, Croup, Balsam

THE

wlj!

running
neutralized,

Railway

five years I have suffered with Catarrh, a bad
in my left side. I had
ami have paid them
ovor 550 without the least benefit.
I have used six
dollars’worth of tlio University Medicines, and am

Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Balsam
Balsam

Balsam

BOTANIC

Milwaukee

For

dt» -/U\rv REWARD is Balsam
IUV f ottered for a Balsam
better REMEDY than ADAM- Balsan.
SON'S

S

augotdw

consumptive cough ami pain
employed several physicians

Balsam

Adamson's
Adamson’s
Adamson,s
Adamson,.
Adamson’s
Adamson's
Adamson’s
Adamson's

K

M,

other wheel of common
Pamphlet and Price list
E. BURNHAM, York, Pa.

Portland, Aug. 5,1871.

Drug Stores.

WHEN

new
turbine
suiierior to all others. It
a higher percentage

U-

persuaded by my
wife to take the University Medicines. My health
and mind were so badly affected that
my friends became alarmed for my safety. In a week after commencing to take the Medicine I felt great relief. I
am now as well as
any other man. My wile has
been for a long time afflicted with disease tl»t has
baffled the skill of our best phvsicians; Nome of
whom pronounced the cane incurable. Under treatment of the University Medicines her health has
greatly Improved. Any one doubling will please
call at No. 6 Lincoln street, or at repair
shop Grand
Trunk depot.
GEORGE KINGSBURY.

Ial.0 have the Agency for this State tor the

Adamsons
Adamson’s

L1

jran

beyond

Some three months ago I

ments.

Adamsons

N. F. B U R N II A

_,

badly

SUFFERING

a*

^1

I have been troubled, more or
loss, for five veais,
with inflammatory rheumatism. For the last six
months 1 have suffered
description. My
limbs were
swollen aud inflamed; it was with
great pain and difficulty that I could move. My case
was well known by thousands of citizens in
Portland
I am to-day a well man, and I was cared
by the
University Medicine, and Aeapuneturatiun.
CAPT. W. S. PENNELL, 18 Grey St.

Price lists sent by mail.

Adamsons

I.owcll, Huns.,

rr"'
r,

Treat’s Island, Eastport, Me.

ranted.

Aila m son’s

of Tests

Dr. Staples, 250 Congress
St., Portland,-You
will doubtless recollect some two years
since I called
you with a bad case of Saltltlicum. My hands
and arms looked more like gum sticks than
flesh,
alter taking
your University Medicines four months
the trouble all ilisa peared and I have not had
the
least return symptoms of the diseases since.
ALLEN N. STAPLES,

SALES-

R

morning, in

wercMssu^j dn,r«l^^,)f,,r
fApril next.h,tUtu-mbei-18,1<

on

1809.

"WHY

cure

Records

and travelled night and day in the South without
the
least inconvenience. I have since beon free from all
ol the above troubles and cannot use too
stron » lanin
guage
recommending the treatment to all afflicted.
1 am satisfied ltrsaved my lire.
w. W. ATWOOD, 24 Emery St.

Received the HIGHEST
PREMIUMS in the New
England and State Fairs in

Adamson’s
Adamson’s
Adamsons
Adams n s
Adamson’s

The

Portland, Feb. 17,1872.
Dr Staples,—This may
certify that I had been
troubled with Scrofula all my life. Some three
months since 1 became so reduced that I could
not
raise myself in bed. In this condition
my friend
sent for you. With your direct Medicator anil
University Medicine 1 was in 30 minutes enabled to get
up and dress myself. In one week I lett Portland

4

WVWTTh

The most popular medicine fu nervous
troubles
(the source of all other ailments.) is
DODD’S NERVINE, and Iuvigorator.
For sale by all
druggists. Price One Dollar,
augo f4w

RULOF DODGE, 23 Oxford street.

EXCHANGE

AtXEiil Jg

CA-n[H

1 was so l>a<lly afflicted with Piles that I
could not
rest nights or move without
great pain. 1 was cured
«> -1 hours with
Staples’ Compound Tar Ointment.
Portland, June 25tli, 1872.

ROOM,

M.

T1V7A

HEALTH

land, and paid hundreds of dollars for medicine without any permanent cure. Two >'ears
ago last March
I was taken with Rheumatic
fever; for five weeks I
was unable to turn in bed or feed
myself,
my left
arm and hand was reduced to
nearly half the size
of my right one, and was unable to lift, two
pound’s
weight until last July, when I saw the effect of the
University Medicines on the daughter of Capt. Wm.
lhomdike. I called on Dr. Staples and stated
my
case.
He said he could cure it. I commenced
taking
the medicine with the acupuncturation. Before!
had taken four bottles I considered mvself more free
from pam than I have been for
twenty years up to
tins time. I have not had a
relapse. I consider it
to be the only sure medicine for the above
complaint
WILLIAM. J. SMITH,
late firm of Pearson & Smith.
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Portland, June 25th, 1872.
This is to certify that I have been afflicted with the
inflammatory rheumatism for over twenty years. I
have employed most of the best physicians in Port-

MELODEONS

Adamson’s

legaf^r—atlvSTonniat^*** *°‘heh°Wer8thercof'°rtl,eir

an

Medicines.

Some two years ago my
daughter, seven years old,
had a severe attack of rheumatic and
pleurisy fever,
which left her in a very dangerous condition. Her
liver inactive, no appetite to eat, general
debility and
sinking daily. We employed good physicians without benefit. After having nearly
of her
despaired
recovery we decided to try the New York University
Medicine. In two months she was able to
go to
school, ami has not been compelled to lose a day
since on account of ill health.
CAPT. J. II. THORNDIKE,
18 St. Lawrence street.
Portland, June 25th, 1872.
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immense success. 13th thousand in press.—
Agents delighted and coining money. AGENTS
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for market:
Oscar was in the habit of
attending the Bostou market years
ago, for the sale of poultry,
which hits brother Asa bought and forwarded to
him. He soon discovered there could be no sale
in a thaw.
Looking about for storage, he found
a tight brick
building, and was surprised to find
that when he put his poultry into it as a thaw
was coming on and closed it
tight, that his
stock came out fresh after several
days. He
next discovered that the
poultry which came
from Vermont in tight boxes was much better
preserved than that which came in boxes
through which the air circulated, and he had
all his boxes made tight, and
finally lined with
paper, taking the hint, they built a building
this
upon
plan as an experiment, to see if they
could keep poultry through the month of
April.
It succeeded so well that
they put up three
others, and now have four large buildings constructed in this wise: They are built of
wood,
as nearly air
tight as they can lie made, no cellars, double walls, with a foot intermural space
all
around packed hard with dry
sawdust,
with
the means ot sudden and
thorough
ventilation.
The boxes are built of seasoned
bass
two
wood,
thicknesses, two feet and nine inches square, and as
uniform
in
size and as air tight as they
nearly
can be made.
The poultry, turkeys, geese",
ducks and
chickens, the largest proportion
turkeys, are packed in December aud January.
They must be put into the boxes partially
frozen. If not, it would mould in the centre
before it would freeze in any weather they
would have. The box must be
exactly solid
lull, with paper to fill up any interstices under
the cover, and then nailed
firmly up. They are
then packed as tight as they can be
packed into this building, hut not a
particle of ice in the
building. The building is then snuglv closed
and opeued in dry cold
weather, but at the least
appearance of thaw or south wind, closed at
and
in
this
ouce,
July
poultry will come out as
fresh as when it was packed. It is sent to Boston aud New York in the
very hottest weather
on the slowest
freight trains without sustaining the slightest damage. They always put up
the very nicest article, and the
way they do it
is to buy the finest live
turkeys they cau get in
November and December, and feed them four
or five weeks.
It is no uncommon thing for
them to have eight or ten thousand at a time in
nocks of fifteeu hundred or two thousand each.
I heir sales of frozen
poultry amount to $00,000
annually.

The leading instrument manutactured
States.

MY JOLLY

FEMALE DISEASES treated with perfect sucFor GOODSPEED’S
cess.
Having treated over two hundred cases within the last three months, I consider it safe to warPresidential
rant a perfect cure to 95 cases out of every one hunBook
dred, without cauterization or the least exposure.
EVERY CITIZEN WANT* IT.
SPERMATORRHOEA, the greatest destroyer of
Also, for CAMPAIGN GOODS. Aililross
humanity on the face of the Globe. How many l>ewail the loss of precious vitality without having the I
Goodsprcd's Empire Publishing House,
slightest idea of the cause, tlicir manhood is daily
vanishing and they are gliding into a state of hope_10" liberty street, New York, augo-tlw
less decay. I have treated over five hundred cases of
this malady within six months, with the
DEAFNKSS
University
Medicines with jierfect success.
™ CURE
Persons afflicted with diseases will please call or
semi and get a bonk, (free,) wherein they will find
F“r«"e •*. (or test sample 25 conts), bv mail, Dr.
tlicir diseases explained, and necessary remedies.
E. 1'. HYATT, 216
Orandat., New York, aug5 tlw
Address
PELEG STAPLES,
250 Congress St.,
Portland, Me.

—Boston Advertiser.

for Denmark aud Bridgton.
Fryeburg, daily, for Lovell,and North Lovell.
twico dallY from North
Conway to
GLEN HOUSE and G’RAWFOKD NOTCH.
Passengers by C.Od A. M. train from No. Cenwav,
will arnve in Boston in season for 3.00
p. m. train,
Springfield route,or Sound Steamer for New York and
the South. By the 12.30
p. m. train will •ounest in
Boston with 9 p.m. train for New
York, via Shore
and
Springfield Line. And the 4.30 p. na. train

*»•!«,*« 00

e‘timated«

1874.

via Sarnia steamers,

Brownfield, daily,

At

and °aer Stock!''

Ba“k

AuglJMwt

10,000 additional ones would be useless.
CATARRH (the mother of consumption,) Scrofula,
salt Rheum, and many other diseases hitherto considered incurable, readily yield under treatment of

freezing poultry

At all the

STAPLES,

nr* a gents wanted in every town in the State.
It has been about one and one half years since the

the

&

burden.
it should he
frequently taken to keep the
system in perfect health or you are otherwise in great
““‘asiuatic or contagious diseases.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt
St., New York,
Sole Agent for the United States.
t*
a
tx
Price
One
Dollar per Bottle. Send forCircular.

University Medicines were introduced into this State.
Notwithstanding the opposition from the Faculty
the sale is daily increasing. Thousands of certificalcs can he presented it necessary, but if the following are not sufficient to satisfy tiie most sceptical,

gains,”

Porter.

At

-—-

Total Amount of Assets,

or

Finally

New Brunswick.

so
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$5,375,793 24
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Beal Estate ami Bonds and

You must procure instant relict or you are liable to suffering worse than death.
Take it to strengthen organic weakness or life be-

PELEG

Dcc#ml,er’,871’
*973 ojj §4

I^sllSmlbydSS^,°^deotWwi5tOCk’Citjr’
Mortgages’
d’ue the
SKtsascft
Cash
Bank.

inflammations.

Urinary OrsaiiM t

Frozen Poultry.—A correspondent of the
Providence Journal tells what Oscar and Asa
Barron of White River
Junction, Vt. know

McPhail

Jurubeba to cleanse, purity and restore
the vitiated blood to healthy action.
Have you a Dynpcpstic Stomach ? unless
digestion is promptly aided the system is debilitated
with loss of vital force, poverty of the Blood, Dropsical Tendency, General Weakness or Lassitude.
Take it to assist Digestion without reaction, it will
impart youthful vigor to the weary sufferer.
Have yon wrakuru of the InteKtinea?
You are in danger of Chronic Diarrhoea or the dreadful Inflammation of the Bowels.
Take it to allay irritation and ward oft'
tendency to

PORTLAND, ME.

Agent

MANUFACTORY

&c.

Take

Under Congress Hall.

meant,

All

Canker, Pimples, &c.,

Branch Office 250 Congress Street,

help

3i8t

East Baldwin, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays for Sebago, So. Bridgton, aud Bridgton.
At Baldwin, daily for
Cornish, Kezar Falls and

At

Flr® Riiki Connected with

upou

la

etc.

Perhaps it is well for you oft to rei>eat,
What you know about “raising a house”
\—
That “those who
raise it can look fur a troat.,
If they will not make anv rows.”
•
There was no one so dull but lie knew what it

W. P.

Extract of Jurubeba

plant
agent.
ther* want of action in your Ljrer A
Bpleenf Unless relieved at once, tlie blood becomes
impure by deleterious secretions, producing scrofulous or skin diseases,
Blotches, Felons, Pustules,

YORK

The Greatest Success of the Age.

Wliat you wish in a way that will tell.
Don’t give us that t waddle about “growing old.”
Drop-tlie “life that’s now nearing its close,”
Don’t say you regret you were once tree and bold,
But ted us at once “what you knows.”
Go home! go home! etc.

Wells.

retains all tlie medicinal virtue*
peculiar to the
ami must be taken as a permanent curative

University Medicines.

Now Horace, dear Horace, you really don't play
The role or philanthropy well;
Just stick to the style that you’re used to, aud say

about

Dr.

THE

And then you must come to your “old native State”
To visit
playmates and frisnds”
“your
Cf course all
must know that you held in your pate
Far other ami different ends.*
For straightway
you sing a political tune,—
In a falsetto voice you begin;
But those who’ve heard bass on the New York Tribune,
#
Say your tenor was really “too thin.”

_

P°Madne WskT”

nor

FOR BOSTON.

POPULAR EXCURSIONS

STAGES
Connect with 1.15 P. M.

4
%7,440,4.>2 09

Lif“ Ki‘ks;

TH K

A. M.
P. M.
P. M.
Leave Portland,
7.30
1.15
6,3«
Leave N. Couway, 6.05
12.50
4.3#
CounectiiiK with trains and Steamers to aud from
Boston and the East.
Steamer ‘‘Sebago,” for Naples,
Bridgton and Harrison, and Watt-rford connects with 1.16 P. M. train
from Portland, at Sebago Lake.

*5 412 777 51
2 033 ©75 18

Premiums,

iSS"ed Upon

,871’to

poor wild-goose chase.
homel go home! etc.

well
Can’t conceal whence the sentiment starts.
To “soften asperities” take no more
pains,
W« really don't think it will
pay.
And now if you love us, and hope for
“great
Oh, quickly go heme and there stay!
Go home! Go home!
Oh, Horace, dear Horace, go home!

Statement ofits affairs

TIME.

Monday, July 15th, and
further nolle#,' traini will ruu
follows:

£*«-»’

th?3Ut ita“o/ De^ernhe™ml? ““ Charter °ftLe Comba“y' ,ubmit th« following

R. R.

OGDENNBURG

Ou ami after

■

New York.

ltet urns of Premiums ami Expenses,
The Company has the following Assets,

run on a

It is scarcely worth while for you
longer to dwell
On your kind and benevolent
parts,
For a man that’s been known here so long and

COMPANY.

1844.)

Corner of

&

CHANGE OF

William,

Total nmount of Marine

wood,

When you first bring that story to vie,
And of course it will take, for we have a
For appointments and offices too.
Go home! go home! etc,

STREET,

STEAMERS.
_

PORTLAND

Premiums receivedon Marine Kisks from 1st January, 1871. to 31st
December, 1871,
Premiums pn Policies not marked ott 1st January, 1871,

case;'

Go home! Go home!

WALL

51

Dear Horace, we fear you’re given to shame,
Whose nature you cannot well hide;
You said you were going one just for some clams,
We’re afraid that
you went at high tide.
Now Rhode Island clams they will do you no good,
We well know the state of the
You’d better have stayed at your homo chopping

Go

INSURANCE
(ORGANIZED IN

Oh, Horace, dear Horace, you’d better go back,
You’re wanted we fear on the farm J
You’ll wear yourself out if you keep on this tack,
And surely we wish you no harm.
You know “sixty years have rolled o eryour head,—”
You’ve told us so many times o’er;
So Horace, dear Horace, Just take to your bed,
And make such long visits no more,
Go home! Go home!
Oh, Horace, dear Horace, Go home!

Than to
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